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Station KWCH –DT is a CBS Network affiliate in its service area. In carrying out its responsibilities 
as a public trustee, the station deals with and is responsive to the principal issues arising in its 

community on a continuing basis. A variety of specials, public service announcements, public affairs 
programs and broadcasts on matter of concern to our community are supplemented, in some cases, 

with in-community projects. Our most significant programming, which has dealt with current 
community issues during the preceding three-month period, is set forth below.

There are three primary satellites of KWCH-DT which simulcast most of the programming. KBSD-
DT, KBSH-DT, and KBSL-DT do insert local segments and are listed in the Supplemental Issues and 

Programming report for each station.

Specific Treatment of Community Issues
News stories carried in any of five daily newscasts, Monday through Friday,

and on three per day newscasts on Saturday, and on two per day newscasts on Sunday, ranging 
in length of 45 seconds or more, address community issues.



COMMUNITY ISSUES

Crime - Channel 12 reports regularly on criminal activity throughout the entire Channel 12 viewing 
area as well as the rest of the country and the world. Here we are listing just a few of the stories that 
were included in our newscast this quarter. 

Community - Events impacting the quality of life, including community caring and involvement. 

Economy - The economy is of major importance to Kansas residents. Continuing growth keeps our 
employment rate high; new contract acquisitions by the local aircraft manufacturers, old businesses 
leaving town, new businesses coming in, proposed tax increases/decreases, and major weather 
concerns for residences and businesses. All of these factors impact the community, and are of 
ongoing interest and concern for our viewing audience. 

Education - Channel 12 has updated its method of covering educational issues in its viewing area, 
with the assignment of one reporter to focus solely on education. 

Environment - Environment issues and concerns are of interest to the Channel 12 viewing area and 
are aired regularly in our newscasts to keep our viewers as informed as possible of the latest in 
Environmental technology, treatments, advisories, etc. 

Health & Safety - The well-being of Channel 12 viewers is always our top concern and the Channel 
12 News Team is on top of every issue from traffic hazards to severe weather warnings, school 
closings, fire safety, disaster preparedness and emergency situations. And, with severe weather 
season, storm spotter training meetings are held several times a week in locations throughout the 
Channel 12 viewing area all over the state. 

Politics - Channel 12 makes sure to convey to viewers how the issues and decisions by city, county 
and state government can affect them. 



Description of Programs Providing Most
Significant Treatment of Community Issues

Program  Day  Time 
Eyewitness News This Morning Monday – Friday 4:30 - 7:00 am 
Eyewitness News at Noon Monday – Friday 12:00N - 12:30 pm 
Eyewitness News at 5:00 Monday – Friday 5:00 - 5:30 pm 
Eyewitness News at 6:00 Monday – Friday 6:00 - 6:30 pm 
Eyewitness News at 10:00 Monday – Friday 10:00 - 10:35 pm 
Eyewitness News Saturday Morning Saturday 8:00 – 10:00 am 
Eyewitness News Weekend Saturday 6:00 - 6:30 pm 

Saturday 10:00 - 10:35 pm 
Eyewitness News Weekend Sunday 5:30 - 6:00 pm 

Sunday 10:00 – 11:00 pm 

All of KWCH-DT News programs are locally produced live news 
programs that present a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related 
stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually two minutes 
in duration, unless otherwise noted. 

Public Service  All Days Any times 

KWCH-DT broadcasts local and national public service announcements 
of varying lengths throughout its broadcast schedule. Some of the 
announcements are part of campaigns on one subject. 



CBS Network Programming

Program Day Time 
60 Minutes Sundays  6:00 pm 
This is a CBS public affairs program featuring investigative reporting on issues facing the American 
public. 

48 Hours Mystery Saturdays 9:00 pm 
This CBS program is an hour-long investigation on one current issues with a different topic each 
program. 

Sunday Morning Sundays 8:00 am 
Produced by CBS News, this hour and a half program presents news and current issue stories as well 
as human-interest features. 

Face The Nation Sundays 9:30 am 
A weekly half hour CBS program discussing a spectrum of national and international issues. 

CBS Up To The Minute Monday - Friday 2:00am - 4:00am 
Overnight Daily CBS News program features news, weather, issue-oriented stories, health tips and 
general interest items.
 
CBS Morning News Monday – Friday 4:00am – 4:30am 
Daily CBS News program features news, weather, issue-oriented stories, health tips and general 
interest items. 

CBS This Morning Monday – Friday 7:00 – 9:00 am 

The CBS Evening News Monday – Friday 5:30 – 6:00 pm 

CBS Saturday Morning Saturdays 6:00 - 8:00 am 



Features in Newscasts

Newstalk 
Monday through Friday Noon Newscasts 

Locally produced segment that runs approximately 2-4 minutes during the Noon and morning 
Newscast with live call-ins answering questions about healthcare, pet care, plant care, and home 
economics. 

Daily Birthdays 
Monday through Friday Morning Newscasts 

Community Involvement 
Viewers send in their birthday announcements for any relative or friend and the birthday person’s 
picture is shown. A daily winner of the Channel 12 Morning Newscast coffee mug is awarded to one 
of the birthday persons. 

Answerback 12 
Sundays 10:00pm 

Locally produced feature including viewer’s comments and answering viewer’s questions about 
programming and other general questions about KWCH 12. 

FactFinder 12 Investigations 
Newscasts on various days and times 

Locally produced investigative reports of consumer complaints. 

Crime Watch 
Newscasts on various days and times 

Locally produced reports on local/state crime and safety. 

Education 
Newscasts on various days and times 

Locally produced stories on local/state schools and education issues 

Economy 
Newscast on various days and times 



Locally produced stories on local/state economy and on issues that affect viewers’ economic 
livelihood. 

Consumer Reports 
5pm Newscast Tuesday-Wednesday-Friday 
Various other times 

Stories on new products available and whether they work. 
Also anything related to product recalls, and other consumer-type situations. 

Does It Work 
10pm Wednesdays 

Locally produced reports on retail items and if they work as advertised. 



KWCH
FIRST QUARTER

   2017



CRIME

1/1/17 10pm

An active manhunt is underway in turkey after a gunman opened fire at a nightclub in Istanbul during a 
new year's celebration. At least 35 are dead and 70 others were hurt. Don Champion has the latest on the 
effort to find the man responsible...

1/2/17 6am

Having your home burglarized while you're not home is bad enough. But watching your home being 
burglarized in real time from your phone? Imagine that. Megan Briley spoke to a couple who says, that's 
exactly what happened to them.

1/3/17 6am

A Reno county teen was accidentally shot in the chest... The story was breaking news last night on 
eyewitness news at 10. Sheriff Randy Henderson says the teen was shooting all day with a friend they 
came back to a home on Nickerson Boulevard just west of hutch Somehow one of the guns went off, and 
one of the teens was hit. Henderson says the teen was alert and talking to first responders when they 
arrived. He was driven to Wichita for treatment.

1/4/17 5pm

A 14-year-old is recovering in the hospital...  After police say he was stabbed by his step-father. Wichita 
police say... the boy's mother told dispatchers her husband stabbed her son... then left the house near 
53-rd Street south and hydraulic. A short time later... Police say the man called 9-1-1 to turn himself in... 
He was later arrested. Police say... some sort of confrontation or argument led to the stabbing.

1/5/17 10pm

This photo was taken when the stolen truck passed through a tollbooth on the Kansas turnpike. The 
Flamings say the only copy of plans to build a new church in Hillsboro were inside the truck at the time... 
They hope getting the message out will help police find Washburn, and everything that was stolen.

1/6/17 5am

Four people in Chicago will be in court today... Accused of the brutal assault of a mentally challenged 18-
year-old. The four... Streamed the attack live on Facebook this week. They are charged with racially 
motivated hate crimes. The victim is recovering.

1/7/17 9am



Total chaos...that's how that woman and others described the scene at Hollywood international airport in 
fort-Lauderdale, Florida. Which has reopened this morning. Investigators continue searching for answers 
as to why they say this man, Esteban Santiago started shooting. Five people were killed and eight others 
were wounded. The latest report shows, the victims are still in the hospital in stable condition. 
Investigators say, Santiago entered one of the terminals, went into a bathroom, and removed a gun from 
his luggage. According to witnesses...when he came out, he started randomly shooting people. <sot 
verbatim: I heard like three gunshots. It was like bap, bap, bap... It’s crazy I don't know what the world's 
coming to> Santiago was arrested and is currently being held without bond. He is expected to be in court 
Monday.

1/8/17 5:30pm

A man who was shot in the face overnight is expected to survive. Wichita police say the man, in his 20s, 
was sitting in a car when four people pulled up and shot him. There is no description of the suspect 
vehicle... But the four suspects are described as teenagers... Police say the victim might have known one 
of the suspects. The victim drove to a nearby QuikTrip, where he found two Kansas highway patrol 
troopers. He was rushed to the hospital in critical condition.

1/9/17 6am

Kids at a Wichita elementary school will be kept off their playground today because someone set fire to it 
over the weekend fire investigators say someone torched the playground at Adams elementary. It 
happened Saturday afternoon. Nobody was hurt. Investigators say the fire did about 20 thousand dollars’ 
worth of damage.

1/10/17 6pm

The woman accused of killing a Wichita mother and taking her baby... Receives her extradition 
paperwork. Yesenia Sesmas is currently held in a Dallas jail. The Sedgwick county district attorney says 
she was provided copies of her extradition paperwork from the state of Kansas last Friday. She’s accused 
of killing Laura Abarca-Nogueda and taking her then six-day old baby girl. Sesmas and the baby were 
found two days later in Texas. The Sedgwick county DA expects to receive another update from Texas on 
or after January 17th.

1/11/17 6am

Wichita police are looking for the people responsible for a drive-by shooting where a dog was hit. Two 
women were walking a pit bull last night in north Wichita - when officers say about three shots were fired 
as two cars passed. The dog was shot in the neck - but is expected to live. Police are not sure if the 
women or the dog were the intended targets.

1/12/17 6am

New this morning - a Missouri teen gets shoved to the ground by someone who was in the process of 
burglarizing his mom's bedroom. Caleb Upshaw says he heard the front door to his house open - but he 
thought it was just his mom getting home early from a doctor's appointment. <I peeked around the corner 
and then the next thing you know, I got shoved and flew back. And then I fell, shut the door and called my 



mom. He was hysterical. He was like mom, someone`s in your house! Someone`s in your house! > The 
burglar did get away with a laptop and a few other valuables. Police now say they're increasing patrols in 
the neighborhood where this happened.

1/13/17 5pm

Hassan wright's victim, and family were in the courtroom as he was sentenced to 50 years in jail. 
Emotions were high, as they told wright what his act has done to their family.  Hassan wright was 
sentenced to 50 years in jail, without the possibility of parole. Wright is accused of stabbing a mother and 
her young girls, one of which died from her injuries. The family was allowed to address the court, many 
telling the judge 50 years was not long enough for what Wright did to their family, and the long-term pain 
his actions caused. Family members even told the judge they didn't think Wright deserved to live, calling 
him a "monster" for what he did. Then, London, the mother, and victim, who was also raped and stabbed 
by Wright, addressed the court, saying she wasn't going to let Wright continue to control her life by being 
upset. She told the court Wright is exactly where he needs to be, in custody.  District Attorney Marc 
Bennett says Wright will serve every day of his 50 year sentence. <sot verbatim: sot Marc Bennett he'll 
never get out. This is a life sentence without the possibility of parole frankly. And this is what we agreed 
to, and we're very satisfied with the resolution today. > Bennett calling this an ending to a very tragic 
crime. He says wright couldn't serve any more time, under the law.  Wright also has a life sentence out of 
Wyandotte County where he served 20 years for second degree murder.

1/15/17 8am

Police in Bellevue, Washington arrest a man they say intentionally set a mosque on fire Saturday 
morning. Arson investigators say, fire crews were able to quickly put the fire out...but the building 
sustained a lot of damage. No one was hurt. The man police spotted in the area, was identified as 37-
year-old Isaac Wilson. He arrested for suspicion of arson and a previous outstanding warrant. < Sot 
verbatim: the Bellevue Police Department will do everything within its power to ensure that this terrible act 
is investigated thoroughly, that the suspect is held fully accountable under the law and justice prevails.> 
Investigators say, there have been numerous acts of vandalism against this mosque and other in the area 
over the last six months.

1/16/17 6pm

A community praising a Hutchinson mom... for the way she's dealing with her son... after finding out he's 
one of the kids behind more than a dozen acts of graffiti. She posted on a Facebook group... Asking 
people to contact her so her son can apologize and help clean up. Deedee sun spoke with her and her 
son in an interview you'll only see on eyewitness news...

1/17/17 5pm

The wife of Orlando nightclub gunman Omar Mateen.... Makes her first appearance in court.  Noor 
Salman... is charged with helping her husband leading-up to the attack... Where he killed 49 people.  
Salman's uncle was in the courtroom today ... Who says Salman did not know about the attack her 
husband was planning ... And that she was physically and mentally abused by her husband.  Salman will 
be back in court Wednesday.



1/18/17 6am

You've likely seen this picture on your Facebook - the picture of this 20-year-old woman from the Wichita 
area is everywhere. The parents of Toni Anderson are frantic, and begging you to look at their daughter's 
picture to see if you've seen her. Kansas City police say she went missing sometime Sunday morning 
after a traffic stop in north Kansas City. Her parents - who live in Wichita - say this is just not like their 
daughter. The east high grad does travel for work. But her parents say - she just does not disappear like 
this.

1/19/17 10pm

Tomorrow we'll learn new details... About the arrest of these two. Jereme nelson and Mytra (MEER-TUH) 
Rangel... Were arrested last week in Mexico. They were wanted in a triple murder in Harvey County from 
October. Harvey county officials will provide an update on the case tomorrow. We’ll be there and bring 
you the latest on eyewitness news.

1/20/17 5pm

Breaking news... A civilian Wichita police department employee has been charged with theft. William 
Betkel... has been charged with one count of misdemeanor theft. The charge comes from an internal 
inquiry within the department. Betkel worked in a support staff role. He was not a police officer. He is on 
unpaid administrative leave... Pending the outcome of an investigation.

1/21/17 6am

A daughter reacts as the man police say is responsible for killing her father... pleads "no contest." Carey 
Whitlock entered the plea to leaving the scene of a crash. He was arrested in September... not long after 
our special report on the case aired. In that report... he admitted to eyewitness news to being behind the 
wheel the night Jeremy Napier was hit near Clearwater. Now... More than two years after Napier was 
killed... His family sat down with Jacob Albracht to... tell us if they think justice was served.

1/23/17 10pm

A remarkable story of survival. That’s what the Sedgwick county district attorney calls the story of a four-
year-old girl who survived being stabbed... and then was left alone in a field overnight. She was one of 
the victims of Hassan wright... who stabbed the girl, her six-year-old sister, and their mother last 
November. The six-year-old died. Now, d-a Marc Bennett tells Emily Griffin... How the four-year-old 
managed to get away.

1/24/17 5pm

A 92-year-old woman is pulled from her car... Pepper sprayed... and robbed. Officers are still looking for 
the woman who did it. Police say the woman was running errands... And had hundreds of dollars in her 
purse. Akeam Ashford talked to her about what happened...  new tonight at 5.

1/25/17 6pm



A chapman middle school teacher is accused of "misdemeanor battery" against a 12-year-old. The "salina 
journal reports"... Dick Everley has been removed from his teaching duties. A complaint filed against him 
says... The incident happened last month. He was charged with having physical contact with a child in a 
rude, insulting, or angry manner. His first court appearance is set for February second.

1/26/17 5pm

A police vehicle engulfed in flames... After a man leads officers on a high-speed chase on the interstate in 
Harvey County. The officer was not hurt... But tonight ... That driver faces several charges including 
attempted murder of a law enforcement officer. Trevor Macy is along i-135 where the chase ended in a 
crash... with this breaking news update.

1/27/17 Noon

Coach self-took the time to address the police investigation into the possible rape of a 16-year-old girl on 
k-u's campus. Police say... The girl was visiting people she knew inside McCarthy hall. That’s where 
many of the basketball players live. Five players are listed as witnesses on the police report...  But it's 
unclear whether they were there when it happened. <sot verbatim: witness can carry a pretty broad 
definition on what that is. There are some players listed as potential witnesses to a situation which could 
mean anything that happened before, during after. 18:08 > Self says right now ... The situation doesn't 
warrant any action from him... But he says the investigation is still ongoing.

1/29/17 5:30pm

A hays man says he has filed a police report for theft against a woman people are trusting in their homes. 
He says the woman stole from his home after being hired to check on his pets. Brittni Thomason is here 
to explain what he says happened. Brittni?

1/30/17 6pm

A man pleads guilty to an animal abuse charge. Reginald Hackett was arrested last march. Police say 
they were called to a home near Woodlawn and Lincoln after neighbors witnessed a dog being beaten. 
The dog had injuries to her eyes... ears and hind legs. Hackett Will be sentenced in March.

1/31/17 5pm

A man accused of plotting to blow-up a garden city apartment complex where more than a hundred 
Somali immigrants live... Is asking to get out of jail.  Patrick Stein's attorneys filed a defense motion 
today... asking for Stein's release from jail until his trial. Stein and two other men are charged with 
domestic terrorism in relation to the alleged plot. All three have pleaded not guilty.

2/1/17 6am

Wichita police are reaching out to you on Facebook to help solve a robbery. Akeam Ashford told you 
about this story last week. It's about a woman in her 90s that was pepper sprayed then robbed while 



sitting in her car. Police are working with crime stoppers to find the woman responsible. Please look at 
these pictures - then share them - to help police solve this case.

2/2/17 6am

A Delaware prison standoff enters its second day - As inmates are refusing to let their guards go. We've 
been following this story since eyewitness news at four yesterday. That's when we told you a handful of 
inmates at the maximum security prison, not far from Wilmington Delaware, were taken hostage. Prison 
officials say four of those guards initially taken have been released. The situation remains tense inside 
the prison - and with the families of those in danger. <"I’ve talked to their families and as you can imagine 
it's very difficult for them as well."  > The facility not far from Philadelphia is home to Delaware’s death 
row. Its' considered a maximum security prison.

2/3/17 6am

It's been weeks - and there has yet to be any sign of Toni Anderson. We've been following her case since 
mid-January when she vanished. This is the Kansas city-area Quik trip where she was last seen. We told 
you yesterday about the petition to get police to publish the video showing Anderson getting gas. A north 
Kansas City police officer says he followed her there after he pulled Anderson over for a moving violation. 
It was the last time anyone's seen her. Her family says - they've been overwhelmed by your support, and 
this new petition calling for more transparency. K-c police say they're still investigating Toni’s 
disappearance. But - at this point - there are no signs of any foul play.

2/5/17 5:30pm

Breaking news out of Cowley County tonight.... Police are looking for Josh Blackwill after he escaped 
from the Cowley county jail. Police say he was last seen near the area of 8th and Loomis in Winfield... he 
is originally from Wichita. He might be wearing a tan jumpsuit with the word porter on the back. If you see 
him, police ask that you do not approach him... and instead call 911.

2/6/17 5pm

Andover police are looking for this man... who they say robbed two convenience stores early this 
morning. According to police... The first robbery happened at the Presto near Central and Andover Road 
just before TWO. Police say... the man went into the store... Showed an employee a gun and demanded 
cash. About an hour and a half later... Police say the man robbed a Kwik Shop near Kellogg and Andover 
road.

2/7/17 6am

A man was shot and seriously hurt in Wichita - off north Broadway. Sedgwick county dispatchers told us 
last night the man was shot near 11th street and Broadway - not far from Via Christi Saint Francis 
hospital. Wichita police officers on scene did not have any information about a shooter - or how it 
happened.

2/8/17 5pm



New charges were filed against former Dallas Cowboys player and Wichita native... Joseph Randle. 
Randle made his first appearance in court today... For aggravated battery and disorderly conduct 
charges. A judge says... the charges stem from an incident earlier this month involving another inmate.  
Randle told the judge... the man punched him in the face and ran back to his cell. His next court date is 
set for February 22-nd.

2/9/17 5pm

Traffic is shut down near Haysville. That's where Sedgwick County sheriff's deputies are involved in a 
stand-off. Right now ... Some kids can't get home from school because of it.  Rachel Skytta is at the 
scene on south Broadway...  Rachel what do we know?

2/10/17 5pm

The man accused of running over a Wichita police officer ... Critically injuring him ... Appears in court.  A 
judge read Justin Terrazas (tur-raw-zus) the formal charges against him... including aggravated battery 
this afternoon. This comes as many of you come together... Showing Officer Brian Arterburn your support. 
You may have noticed a lot of blue today... It’s part of the "blue for Brian" movement ... A community-wide 
effort dedicated to officer Arterburn ... Who is still in critical condition. We have team 12 coverage tonight 
... Deedee sun spoke with people about their reason for wearing blue... And Devon Fasbinder’s asking 
about *changes that could come from the investigation... But we begin with Akeam Ashford... and why 
prosecutors sought *battery and not *attempted murder charges...

2/11/17 8am

Justin Terrazas (tur-raw-zes), the man police say ran over officer Arterburn... was formally charged in 
court on Friday. Appearing by video feed... Terrazas was charged with aggravated battery of a law 
enforcement officer and he faces a drug charge. He was arrested on attempted first degree murder and 
theft... But, the district attorney says, after looking at the facts of the case...aggravated battery was the 
appropriate charge. Terrazas is being held in the Sedgwick county jail on bond of more than half a million 
dollars.

2/12/17 5:30pm

A breaking news update from last night... Wichita police continue to warn consumers about weapons 
stolen from p-4 firearms Saturday... It was breaking news last night at ten... police posted this message 
on their Facebook page after the burglary... To help people keep an eye out... since then... p-4 said on 
their Facebook page that some guns have been recovered... but this list includes the remaining missing 
weapons. The post also includes serial numbers... To make sure you don't purchase a stolen gun by 
accident... police are asking if you have any information on the suspects or these guns, to contact crime 
stoppers immediately...

2/13/17 6am

Wichita police are still looking for more than two dozen guns stolen from a gun shop. We told you 
Saturday about the burglary at p-4 firearms. Police haven't said whether there are any suspects. But if 



you're shopping for a gun - they do need you to look out for serial numbers matching the stolen weapons. 
You can find a full list of those serial numbers on our website, kwch dot com.

2/14/17 6am

Sedgwick county sheriff Jeff Easter will talk to us this morning about how the sheriff's office works with 
immigration officials. Currently - the county will deny requests from immigration and customs enforcement 
officers to hold someone past the 48 hour limit. Easter says they do that to avoid putting the county at risk 
for lawsuits. The policy is why the county is labeled a sanctuary county by the center for immigration 
studies - a designation disputed by sheriff Easter and the county commission. We'll be at the sheriff's 
briefing this morning. It's at eleven o'clock. We'll live stream it too, know when it starts by turning on push 
alerts on our kwch app.

2/15/17 6am

New now - a woman has been arrested accused of poisoning Kim Jong Un's half-brother Kim Jong-nam 
died yesterday. He was walking through the Kuala Lumpur airport when someone pricked him with a 
needle Officials in the Southeast Asian country say he was traveling home to china when he was 
attacked. Malaysian investigators are in the middle of an autopsy to figure out what kind of poison was 
used.

2/16/17 6am

We continue to ask questions and learn more information about the FBI wiretaps targeting three Wichita 
residents. Businessman Brandon Steven, Sedgwick county commissioner Michael O’Donnell, and Danny 
Chapman were all wiretapped in 2015. We don't know why investigators were keeping tabs on their 
phone calls - or if any are being investigated.

2/17/17 5pm

More names and more wiretaps. We still don't know the reason for the f-b-i investigation in Wichita. But 
we do know the list of people involved is growing. Factfinder 12 investigator Devon Fasbinder explains.

2/19/17 10pm

Factfinder 12 is still asking questions about an ongoing federal investigation in Wichita... so far we know 
the f-b-i has put wire taps on the phones of Wichita businessman Brandon Steven, and Sedgwick county 
commissioner Michael O’Donnell... along with a man named Danny chapman... On Friday, the Wichita 
eagle reported a fourth man, daven flax had his phone tapped. We cannot confirm at this time, if the wire 
taps are connected... we still have questions about this case... Including the possible relation of the four 
investigations... And exactly why these phones were tapped... We are looking into any other people who 
may be under investigation... And we learned this week that phones are only tapped when the agency is 
investigating what it calls the most serious crimes. As we get more developments, we'll send an alert 
through the k-w-c-h app.

2/20/17 6am



A crash on highway 50 in Ford County claimed the lives of a mom and four children. Troopers say a semi-
truck crossed the center line and hit a mini-van head on, killing 29-year-old Anakary Romero and three 
kids. A fourth child later died at the hospital here in Wichita. K-h-p says that semi-truck driver was trying to 
pass a semi when he hit the group. The truck driver was not hurt. Troopers say this is just an awful 
situation for everyone involved. <: 10 they're very hard. Not only for us, but very hard for the passersby 
because we had a lot of people that stopped and helped on the scene. > Investigators aren't sure whether 
anyone inside the van was wearing their seatbelt.

2/21/17 6am

Wichita police will be back at the west side Burlington Coat Factory today investigate an attempted armed 
robbery. We told you about this story last night on eyewitness news at ten. Witnesses say a man wearing 
a black skull mask fired a round into the air while demanding cash from store workers. Nobody was hurt. 
But police tell us that doesn't mean they're not dealing with trauma. <07:13 they're shook up, they're 
afraid , when someone points a gun at you and fires a round in the air it shakes you up emotionally very 
frightening  > police say they're working with the stores in the area to go over security cam footage. We’re 
also expecting an update at today's police briefing. We’ll be there - so look for updates on kwch dot com. 
You can also expect us to stream that briefing live.

2/22/17 6pm

Rodney Steven had his phone wiretapped by the f-b-i back in 2015...that's according to the Wichita eagle. 
His phone conversations were intercepted between June 18th and July 17th. We told you last week about 
four people that had their phones wiretapped. Here's a look at that timeline... Daven flax had his phone 
wiretapped starting in April 20-15. A month later, the agency tapped Brandon Steven’s phone too. Then in 
June, the f-b-i stopped listening to those two men and started listening to Michael O’Donnell. A month 
later, it wiretapped Danny Chapman. We still don't know if these wiretaps are related or why each man is 
under investigation. Remember, there haven't been any charges in this case so far. If a grand jury hears 
this case and decides to indict, we'll let you know right away.

2/23/16 5pm

An overnight shooting leaves four people dead... Police identified three men killed inside a home ... And 
the man who they say did it. That man was fatally shot by police moments after officers arrived...  When 
police say he pointed a shotgun toward them. We first told you about the shooting this morning.  Trevor 
Macy spent the day on the scene... Tracking down neighbors and authorities. He's live with what we 
know. Trevor?

2/24/17 6am

‘Harvey county 911...this is excel industries we have shots fired on campus I need some help... My son 
was shot...your son was shot... Okay okay...> a peaceful day - shattered in Harvey County when a man 
brought terror into a small town. One year ago Saturday - three people lost their lives when a man 
opened fire inside excel industries in Hesston.

2/25/17 8am



A Pratt man gets more than eight years...in prison for attempted murder of a law enforcement officer. 
Bradley Verstraete (vare-strat-a) was convicted in September... Of attempted second degree murder. 
Police say Verstraete was in the street with a large hunting knife and ax handle when officers got to the 
scene. They say he refused all commands to drop the weapons and charged at officers before he was 
shot.

2/26/17 5:30pm

K-b-i and the rice county sheriff's department are investigating a home in relation to the 2015 
disappearance of Megan Fogelsong. Fogelsong has been missing since December of 2015... The search 
happened at the same home where a man was arrested Wednesday, after a standoff for unrelated 
charges. The sheriff's department says no arrests have been made, or criminal charges filed, regarding 
Fogelsong's disappearance. If you have any information on her disappearance... you are asked to call the 
rice county sheriff's office.

2/27/17 6am

The Edwards county attorney expects to file charges today against the suspect in a deadly stabbing. 
Investigators in Kinsley have not released the names of anyone involved. The county attorney did say this 
involved two men - one of which died. The other was arrested. It’s unclear what led up to the stabbing. 
We’ll let you know when charges are filed. Look for that update on our kwch app.

2/28/16 5pm

The Wichita eagle filed this motion two weeks ago...today, the government responded telling the paper 
releasing the wiretap information jeopardizes its investigation. As we've reported...the FBI had wiretaps 
on phones for the following people - Brandon Steven, Rodney Steven...Michael O'Donnell, Daven Flax 
and Danny Chapman. We don't yet know why...although Brandon Steven told the Eagle he believed he 
was the target of the FBI inquiry...possibly related to his poker playing and a bid for a casino. The Eagle 
filed motion to get the government to explain *why* it wiretapped those phones. Today...the u-s attorney's 
office says releasing that information would jeopardize the investigation and interfere with the privacy of 
people who are not the target of the investigation. It also said the eagle only wanted this information to 
publish a story.

3/1/17 5pm

A nationwide manhunt ends in Central Kansas. Authorities say... a man wanted for murder, theft, and 
kidnapping in two other states... led police on a chase... and shot a Pratt convenience store clerk... before 
being arrested this morning in Ellsworth county. Police say Alex Deaton’s crime spree started last week in 
Mississippi... Where he's a suspect in two murders and the shooting of a third woman. Another string of 
crimes including multiple carjacking’s continued in New Mexico this week. And here in Kansas ... We 
have team 12 coverage...  Brenda Carrasco is learning more... About the convenience store clerk... Now 
in the hospital..., after being shot in Pratt this morning. And... Devon Fasbinder is looking into Deaton’s 
background. We begin with Pilar Pedraza at the scene... Where today's chase started.

3/2/17 5pm



Riley Juel is recovering in this Wichita hospital. He says the man identified as Alex Deaton asked for his 
keys before shooting him. Riley Juel says he's overwhelmed with emotion after being shot once in the 
abdomen. He was working at a Pratt convenience store when police say Alex Deaton, who was on the 
run walked into the store. Juel says the man pointed a gun at him, and told him he didn't want any money, 
but needed his car keys for a ride.  He says he didn't fight with the man, giving the man his keys before 
he says Deaton shot him once in the abdomen. The 19 year-old convenience store clerk was able to call 
police, and give a description of the man he says shot him.  <sot verbatim: 12:22:35 i don't know why i 
survived, but maybe it was just from fighting it, but right now it doesn't matter because I’m here.  > we 
spoke to his sister who says her brother's quick thinking to call police is why police were able to take Alex 
Deaton into custody. When i asked riley what he thinks about being called a hero, he says, he's just one 
lucky guy.

3/3/17 5pm

Thieves want what's inside these green boxes...*large batteries. Cox communications says more than 3-
hundred batteries have been stolen since November. Now, police want your help to catch those 
responsible for breaking into the boxes... new at five... Akeam Ashford asked what thieves are doing with 
those batteries...

3/4/17 8am

For the first time, we're getting to hear the frantic 9-1-1 call from a man who police say was shot during an 
abduction and carjacking in New Mexico Tuesday night. This man, Alex Deaton...who's suspected in that 
carjacking...was arrested a day later in Kansas. That’s the man describing the scene to dispatchers. 
Deputies say Deaton... a murder suspect wanted out of Mississippi... jumped out from behind some 
bushes and held the couple at gun point. The man told dispatchers... Deaton forced them into the trunk of 
his girlfriend's car. Sot verbatim: "we were able to jump out and I’m pretty sure he shot and killed (bleep) 
> that's when the man says... Deaton pulled-out a gun and shot him in the backside. He then took off with 
the girlfriend...and drove to a nearby home... where he demanded that homeowner's car keys. Deaton is 
also accused of shooting a man in Pratt and killing two people in Mississippi. He’s scheduled to next be in 
court march 10-th in Kansas. He has been charged with attempted murder... as well as robbery and theft.

3/5/17 5:30pm

A Florida man, who was just fired, attempts to run over his boss with his truck multiple times. And it was 
all caught on camera. Todd Tongen tells us what happened.

3/6/17 5pm

Casey Lawrukiewicz was shot and killed Friday night. Police briefed us Monday on what exactly occurred 
in the 1400 block of south Yale... But Casey’s mom says she still has questions.

3/8/17 6am

A federal judge has agreed to delay the trial of three Kansas men accused of plotting a terrorist attack in 
garden city. Patrick stein, Gavin wright and Curtis Allen were supposed to go on trial next month. It's now 
been pushed back to June. They’re charged with wanting to use a weapon of mass destruction against 



Somalians in Finney County. Attorneys for the men asked for the delay to give them - and experts time to 
process the government's evidence.

3/9/17 6am

A judge will sentence a man today convicted of sexually assaulting then murdering Cierra Ray. She died 
in 20-15 - just feet from her daughter's room. A Sedgwick county jury convicted Marvin Gray at the end of 
last year he’ll likely spend the rest of his life in prison.

3/10/17 10pm

A man accused of shooting... A Pratt county store clerk appears in court. Alex Deaton made a brief 
appearance as a judge explained the four charges he faces in Kansas. They include attempted murder. 
He’s also accused of other violent crimes in other states including murder. The crimes Deaton faces in 
Kansas could put him in prison for up to 77 and a half years. Deaton was arrested following a chase that 
ended in Ellsworth County.

3/11/17 9am

In other breaking news.... Officials in Russell County are searching for an inmate who escaped from the 
county jail. That's according to the Russell county Facebook page and the k-r-s-l radio website. Both 
sources report, around 4 this morning... Jason Lesage escaped from the jail. He was last seen wearing 
white thermal underwear and no shoes deputies say, if you see him...do not approach him. Though 
deputies say he does not have any weapons with him. They’re asking residents in Russell to lock their 
doors and call 9-1-1 if you see him.

3/13/17 6pm

The family of Toni Anderson waits on autopsy results to figure-out how she died. Her mother says... 
Toni's body was found in her car that was pulled from the river Friday night. Michael Schwanke is in the 
newsroom with what we know...

3/14/17 6pm

A man with ties to Kansas... working for the u-n... is kidnapped in the democratic republic of Congo. 
Tonight... the parents of Michael Sharp... Have more questions about what happened to their son. 
Michael Schwanke’s at the breaking news desk with what we know right now...

3/15/17 6pm

Not a ride one man was ever expecting to take... As a thief drove away with his truck and trailer... He 
jumped onto the trailer that’s where he stayed... From Andover... To southeast Wichita. Rachel Skytta 
talked with the victim... she's live where the suspect crashed.

3/16/17 5pm



The woman accused of killing a Wichita mother and kidnapping her then 6-day-old baby will go to trial for 
murder. Today ... A judge found enough evidence in the case against Yesenia Sesmas. Prosecutors say 
Sesmas killed Laura Abarca-Nogueda ... Kidnapped baby Sophia and took her to Dallas where officers 
found her days later. Akeam Ashford was in court today... Where he learned what happened leading up to 
Abarca’s death. Akeam?

3/17/17 5pm

We know this is the area where the woman's body was found early this morning. This is Seneca, a very 
busy street, and all around here are businesses, as well as several homes. Those who live in this area 
say it was strange to hear a woman was found dead in this parking lot.

3/18/17 8am

Police say a woman found dead in south Wichita was murdered. Someone walking near south Seneca 
early Friday morning around 7:40... Spotted the woman and thought she needed help. Police say she 
died from a gunshot wound. It’s not known where the shooting happened and there are no suspects right 
now. Investigators are asking you to call 9-1-1 if you saw anything suspicious in the area around that 
time.

3/19/17 10pm

The Wichita Police community continues to mourn the loss of one of their own tonight. Rooster, a police 
canine was shot and killed during an altercation last night in South Wichita. He worked for the department 
for five years. A suspect was also shot and killed. It's a story we told you about first on eyewitness news 
at ten last night. Earlier today, Pilar Pedraza spoke with some of people who live at the mobile home park 
where it happened. She has the latest on what they saw happen.

3/20/17 6pm

A 17-year-old is dead... after Wichita police say his father shot him as he WAS running away. Family 
identify 17-year-old Michal Farrow... as the teen who died. Police arrested Glen Farrow, the teen’s father. 
He is in the Sedgwick County Jail on a second degree murder charge. Police say the father and son were 
arguing in the front yard when the teen was shot. Akeam Ashford spoke to the teen’s stepmother, who 
says the father often argued with his son.

3/21/17 6pm

For years, he's warned you about scams so you "don't fall for it. Today, eyewitness news investigator 
Michael Schwanke takes that message to the United States senate. Michael spent his day on Capitol Hill 
testifying before a senate committee... Talking about how scams have cost many of you thousands of 
dollars. He's live on Capitol Hill... With this factfinder 12 exclusive.

3/22/17 5pm



Two more breaking news stories -- in a very active afternoon. In southeast Wichita -- police are 
investigating a stabbing in the 44-hundred block of east Boston Street. The victim hospitalized in critical 
condition. No word yet on what happened or who the suspect might be.

3/2317 5pm

An unusual find stuffed into a p-b and j... El Dorado police posted these pictures... after finding meth 
hidden inside this coin purse that looks like a sandwich. Police say... they found the drugs while searching 
a car. El Dorado police lieutenant Maggie Schriber says... it's one of the most unique hiding places she 
HAS seen.  But it didn't fool officers. <sot verbatim: 16:41 we're always pretty vigilant when we're 
searching to check for anything that seems a little bit off with even with your common items that you'd find 
in a car > Marijuana and a gun were also confiscated as part of the case.

3/24/17 6am

New this morning from Kansas City - an undocumented mother says her nine-year-old son was recently 
pulled out of class by immigration and customs enforcement agents -- now schools in both Kansas and 
Missouri have decided not to allow ice agents on campus without a warrant... In hopes that a similar 
situation won't happen again. Ali Hoxie explains.

3/25/17 6pm

Charges are pending... For an 18-year-old man who, police say, was playing with a handgun that 
accidentally fired... While he was riding in a van with several other people. It happened around 9 last night 
on south Broadway. Police say the bullet hit that man in the hand, as well as a 12-year-old in the leg and 
an 11-year-old in the hand. All three were taken to the hospital with serious but non-life threatening 
injuries.

3/26/17 10pm

A scary scene for people in a south Wichita apartment complex, who woke up to find bullet holes early 
this morning. It happened in the 2800 block of south emporia. One resident says several bullets actually 
came through her walls as she slept. Fortunately, no one was injured. Rachel Skytta talked to neighbors 
who say they're shaken up.

3/27/18 6pm

A hays daycare has its license suspended and is now being investigated by the state health department. 
A five month old baby was flown to a Kansas City hospital with a brain injury. THE owner of the day care 
'smart sparks' tandra kay reif called 9-1-1 Tuesday afternoon... Saying a baby in her care was having 
medical problems. The lead investigator with hays police says medical experts told him the baby's injuries 
were consistent with abuse. He says investigators are working on a timeline to determine who the baby 
was around so they can figure out if a crime was committed. <sot verbatim: It becomes a challenge when 
you don't have a person who can communicate what did actually happen and it becomes important for 
those around to communicate > 'smart sparks' has had no complaints according to a k-d-h-e search.



COMMUNITY

1/1/17 10pm

The New Year is even more special for these two parents... Baby Zoey was born at 12-35 this morning to 
Ryan and Elizabeth Greer this morning at Wesley medical center.... making her the first newborn in 
Wichita in 2017. Now she decide to start the party a little early... Zoey was supposed to wait until 
February, but her parents said she couldn't wait to celebrate... <sot verbatim: "New Year's Eve, I was 
lying in bed sleeping. He was gone, hanging out with his mom and I said hey I need you to come here 
now, I'm having contractions. Next thing I know, the whole waiting game just trying to stop it and New 
year's Day we have her > because of her early birth, Zoey is still in a special nursery at Wesley, but mom 
and dad say she's doing well.

1/2/17 6am

Meet one of Wichita’s first babies of 20-17. Baby Zoey was born at 12-35 Sunday morning to Ryan and 
Elizabeth Greer at Wesley medical center.... Making her the first newborn in Wichita in 2017. She decide 
to start the party a little early... Zoey was supposed to wait until February, but her parents said she 
couldn't wait to celebrate... <sot verbatim: "new Year's eve, I was lying in bed sleeping. He was gone, 
hanging out with his mom and I said hey I need you to come here now, I'm having contractions. Next 
thing I know, the whole waiting game just trying to stop it and New year's Day we have her > because of 
her early birth, Zoey is still in a special nursery at Wesley, but mom and dad say she's doing well.

1/3/17 6am

While our weather threat in the coming days is from the bitter cold - not tornadoes, your storm team 12 
app can keep your safe during any weather. Turn on the push alerts so you know when severe weather is 
heading towards your family.

1/4/17 5pm

This lay-up at the buzzer gave K-U the win last night... For the first Sunflower Showdown of the basketball 
season. But it's what happened the seconds before the basket that has a lot of you talking. Many of you 
say... k-u's Mykhailiuk (muh-kye-luke) traveled while making that final shot... But the referees didn't make 
that call. <Chat with mike about whether you think it was the right call> eyewitness sports spent the day 
making calls to referees.... To find out what they think about what happened... And will... They didn't even 
want to comment on this play.

1/5/17 10pm

It’s another step forward for a big project in derby. Tonight... the planning commission decided on a final 
piece of land for the proposed "rock regional hospital." It’s part of a star bond district... called the "derby 
destination development addition." the council will vote later this month on tonight's decision. This project 
still has a long way to go before you start seeing buildings. <sot verbatim: after tonight’s approval there's 



still going to be some time before the star bonds sell they sell and close later, January or early February 
so there will still be some time before any dirt starts moving. > The star bond district includes a proposed 
dinosaur park. The dinosaur part of the project... hasn't been submitted yet... so it wasn't part of tonight's 
discussion.

1/6/17 5am

Wichita police say... speed was a factor in a crash near downtown Wednesday night. Police say... a 22-
year-old man was driving south on Topeka when he ran a stop light crashing into another vehicle under 
the Kellogg overpass. He was critically hurt in the crash. Three others suffered minor injuries.

1/7/17 9am

You could see changes in the way you travel because of this shooting. That's according to one Wichita 
expert who says new regulations could soon tighten airport security. Jacob Albracht has the report on 
other specific changes you could see.

1/8/17 10pm

Leaders from Sedgwick County are sworn into their seats today. New commissioners joining include 
Michael O’Donnell and David Dennis. They both won races back in November. They join David Unruh, 
Richard Ranzau and Jim Howell. Other newly elected officers from Sedgwick County also participated in 
the ceremony.

1/9/17 6am

It's National Pizza Week! A stretch of days where we can all celebrate the cheesy deliciousness that 
is...the pizza. Today I'm out at Knolla's Pizza in West Wichita to learn the ins and outs of how to craft...a 
pizza.

1/10/17 10pm

A salina high school teacher will be allowed to stay in the classroom. Board members were deciding 
whether to renew the teacher's contract for next year...  After the board says she violated the agreement. 
Supporters who packed the board room tell Akeam Ashford, they feel like the district was trying to punish 
this teacher for doing the right thing.

1/11/17 5pm

18 degrees in one hour... that's the temperature change people in salina felt this afternoon. That cold front 
is just the beginning. A winter storm is expected to bring freezing rain to parts of the state as soon as 
Friday. We’ve issued weather alert days through the weekend... but first ... we're keeping an eye on the 
changes ahead for tonight. Chief meteorologist Ross Janssen has an update.

1/12/17 6am



Mark and storm team 12 want you to know, this weather coming are way is dangerous and you should 
not drive unless you have to. But if you do - we have some tips to help you get moving… and stay safe... 
Anna Auld joins us live with the details.

1/13/17 5pm

Intrust bank arena just posted on Facebook... Due to bad weather... The red hot chili peppers concert 
schedule for Sunday is being postponed *one day... it will now happen *Monday... January 16th... Instead 
of Sunday... All tickets for the 15th will be honored that day... All other concert details remain the same. 
You can find details on this and other events at k-w-c-h.com...

1/14/17 10pm

Hockey fans are a tough bunch the diehard are here. The Thunder were expecting 5,000 tonight but the 
casual fans stayed home relegating that number to just 2,000 I talked to one group who was here from St. 
Cecilia church and they originally had 100 people registered to come out for their family night but were 
now Hoping for at least half that's. They thought about postponing the even but thanks to the to our 
weather team they pushed through. <"We called to make sure they weren't cancelling, because they had 
cancelled the red hot chili peppers concert tomorrow, or postponed. So we called to make sure they 
weren't going to, so we decided to... And on channel 12, we saw they were saying it wasn't really going to 
get cold on the roads until 10-30 or so, so we could come out at least for part of the night and enjoy some 
family time together">

1/15/17 8am

Let's move farther north... Up to Hutchinson. Jacob Albracht was there last night in our show after the 
football game. He’s still there - he joins us now, Jacob what's it like there?

1/16/17 6pm

Attention dish customers... Our agreement with dish network expires at 6 p-m Tuesday January 17th... 
Tomorrow. We continue to hope a deal can be reached. And, if we are unable to reach an agreement with 
dish network, by law, it must drop k-w-c-h and k-s-c-w from its line-up. If this happens... Dish network 
subscribers would not be able to watch k-w-c-h and k-s-c-w programming.... Like eyewitness news, CBS' 
inauguration coverage, Saturday’s k-u game, and the a-f-c championship game live on dish k-w-c-h and 
k-s-c-w have made long term deals with other cable and satellite providers. This potential loss of k-w-c-h 
and k-s-c-w would *only* affect dish subscribers. If you'd like to contact dish network, call 1-800-823-49-
29... Or go to "keep TV local dot com."

1/17/17 5pm

Attention dish customers... Our agreement with dish network expires in a little less than an hour. We 
continue to hope a deal can be reached. If we are unable to reach an agreement with dish network... By 
law it must drop k-w-c-h and k-s-c-w from its line-up. If this happens... dish network subscribers would not 
be able to watch k-w-c-h and k-s-c-w programming.... like eyewitness news, c-b-s' inauguration 
coverage... Saturday’s k-u game... and the a-f-c championship game live on dish. K-w-c-h and k-s-c-w 
have made long term deals with other cable and satellite providers. This potential loss of k-w-c-h and k-s-



c-w  would *only* affect dish subscribers. If you'd like to contact dish network... call 1-800-823-49-29... Or 
go to "keep t-v local dot com."

1/18/17 6am

You've likely seen this picture on your Facebook - the picture of this 20-year-old woman from the Wichita 
area is everywhere. The parents of Toni Anderson are frantic, and begging you to look at their daughter's 
picture to see if you've seen her. Kansas City police say she went missing sometime Sunday morning 
after a traffic stop in north Kansas City. Her parents - who live in Wichita - say this is just not like their 
daughter. The east high grad does travel for work. But her parents say - she just does not disappear like 
this.

1/19/17 10pm

Breaking news out of Wichita state's women’s basketball program. Arielle Orsuto is at the breaking news 
desk with the latest. We've learned tonight that Wichita state's athletic director is handing over the head 
coaching duties to assistant coach kirk Crawford for this weekend’s games. It isn't clear why he's taking 
them from Jody Adams. In a statement he says "In the best interests of the women's basketball program, 
its student-athletes and WSU, I have asked Kirk Crawford to handle head coach duties this weekend," 
Boatright said. "I am carefully reviewing information recently received about the women's basketball 
program before I will make any long term decisions regarding the program's leadership." we'll continue 
following this story and will bring you more as it develops.

1/20/17 5pm

It seems everyone is talking about today's presidential inauguration... Including some of the youngest 
Americans. Scott Evans watched the inauguration with some Wichita Elementary School students... Hear 
what think about the historic event... A little later in the show.

1/21/17 8am

Again, just to recap about the women's march scheduled for today. The protest is scheduled to start at 10 
a-m. People will gather at 9:30. It will start at the "keeper of the plains"... and will go to city hall. Once they 
hit city hall... several speakers are scheduled. Organizers say Wichita police officers are going to help 
with traffic.

1/23/17 10pm

Still missing...now eight days later. The Kansas City police department posted this update on Facebook 
today about Toni Anderson. Anderson was last seen on the morning of January 15th leaving a quick trip 
in Kansas City. Police say they followed up on leads as far away as Wichita and still have not located her. 
Anderson who's from Wichita is 20 years old. Her vehicle is also missing. It has the Kansas plates. We've 
got the plate number right here on Facebook. Please share it with others.

1/24/17 5pm



Federal investigators catch the man they say stole more than half a million dollars from Sedgwick county. 
George s. James of Georgia is charged with one count of wire fraud. Factfinder 12 investigator Rachel 
Skytta’s followed this story... And explains how he was found...

1/25/17 5am

If cox communications is your internet provider... The company will limit how much data you use. The 
company sent an e-mail out warning customers... Its data limit will begin next month. If you use more than 
a terabyte of data... You'll have to pay extra. Pilar Pedraza takes a look at why this upset so many of you 
- and what it might mean for the future of internet usage.

1/26/17 5pm

Studying for finals turned into a lifesaving mission.... For two Wichita state students. And today ... They 
were recognized as heroes.  New at five… A story that will make you Kansas proud. Aaron Lewis and 
Martina Salerno (suh-learn-oh)... were studying in the Library in December... When another student 
collapsed. People nearby called for help ... Asking for anyone who knew C-P-R. When Lewis and Salerno 
(suh-learn-oh) got to the man ... They felt he had no pulse ... And started giving him C-P-R. Once grad 
student Sergeant Bryson Potter arrived... He used an A-E-D to get a pulse. That's what officers believe 
saved his life. <sot verbatim: 1338 the clock's ticking so once the man went down, so instead of standing 
around watching two students decided to act. That made a really big difference before we could even 
arrive, and ultimately before fire and EMS could get there as well. > Officials believe the man suffered a 
heart attack.

1/27/17 10pm

This Facebook post shared hundreds of times... has many in Wichita worried. It claims federal agents 
were stopping people in the city to check their immigration status. Tonight... We know the post is not 
accurate. But it's still drawing plenty of attention. Deedee sun spoke with immigration and customs 
enforcement... who say that's not how ice agents operate.

1/28/17 8am

Here's a look at what your "river fest button" will look like this year. The creators of this year's River Fest 
art... included characters crossing the Arkansas (r-kansas). It's part of the "river Madness" theme for this 
year's festival. The winning button was selected in December from 26 submissions. The concert line-up 
for this year's river fest... will be announced March first.  River fest runs from June second until the 10-th.

1/29/17 5:30pm

We reached out to local politicians to get their response to the temporary ban... And some of the 
confusion it is causing... representative Roger Marshall had this to say... "President Trump is ensuring 
that he is doing all he can to protect us from radical Islamic terror." but he did say he would like to see a 
more specific definition of the order worked through congress. Representative Lynn Jenkins says, while 
she supports strengthening our borders... This executive order was painted too broadly."



1/30/17 5am

This surveillance video from hays has been shared and viewed thousands of times... The homeowner 
says it proves his pet sitter was stealing prescription drugs from his home. Many of you are reacting to the 
news saying...you'll never use this pet sitter again. Others say, they have cancelled their future 
appointments...which means this sitter will be losing out on some good money. Brittni Thomason has the 
story you saw first on eyewitness news.

1/31/17 5pm

Voters in Andover will decide on two bond issues worth a combined 190-million dollars. The school board 
approved the measures last night. Scott Evans spoke to the superintendent today about what's at stake... 
And what this will do to your taxes if you live in the district. That’s new at 5…

2/1/17 `6am

Let’s get a look at your traffic right now. Here’s a look at the k-dot camera above 235 and Broadway. If 
you drive through there - you know it's usually a choke-point when a lot of folks are on the roads. So far - 
so good though.

2/2/17 6am

More than a thousand people sign a petition calling for Kansas city-area police to release any video they 
have showing Toni Anderson. She's been missing for several weeks after disappearing in mid-January. 
Police say she was last seen at a north Kansas City Quik trip. Investigators say - as of this morning - 
there are no signs of foul play.

2/3/17 6am

Have you ever woken up...to this? Newspapers covering your driveway? There might even be a pile like 
this outside your home right now. Well - a Wichita man is tired of seeing them. George Theoharis reached 
out to us - and the city of Wichita - to figure out why they keep showing up at homes that he says, don't 
want them. We took George’s concerns to nearby park city. The city administrator told us, it's not just 
annoying for you, it eventually becomes a problem for sewers. That’s because nobody picks up the 
papers, and the plastic and ends up in the sewers. If you want to save the sewers and opt-out of those 
circular, you can do that. We asked the Wichita Eagle - which told us you just have to call this number 
right here. We’ve also put that on our website, kwch dot com.

2/4/17 8am

A new organization in Dodge City hopes to build relationships between Latino students and community 
leaders. The Latino leadership organization meets every month with Dodge City community college 
administrators and city leaders... Together they work to find ways to communicate the needs and 
concerns impacting the Latino community... <sot verbatim: "that's what we are trying to train out students 
if they see a problem and they don't have a solution, they should find somebody else that can help them 
find a solution"> students in the organization are also working in their community, to increase the amount 
of Hispanic high school students enrolling in college.



2/5/17 5:30pm

People in a southwest Kansas community came together today, to show support to immigrants and 
refugees there... Brenda Carrasco explains how it was all made possible, by a teenager simply looking to 
make a difference.

2/6/17 5pm

A perfect shot caught on camera... Take a look at this new video from the Kansas Wildlife, Parks and 
Tourism game wardens... A game warden found two bucks locked together in Coffey County ...  His body 
camera then captures him firing one shot ... Hitting their antlers and nothing else ...  Both of the bucks ran 
away unhurt after the shot ... <chat about video> you can share this video right now from our k-w-c-h 
Facebook page.

2/7/17 6am

Part two of the sunflower showdown was just as dramatic and close as the first match. The battle 
between the Jayhawks and wildcats shifted to bramladge. Round-two as back and forth for much of the 
game - with k-state pulling within three points with less than 30 seconds to go in the second half. But 
frank mason and the 'hawks were just too strong - they closed it out, winning 74 to 71. Mason had a 
HUGE night - putting up 21 points.

2/8/17 5pm

The community is showing support for officer Arterburn. This morning... Dozens of people stopped by the 
law enforcement memorial... To sign a card for the officer. Our radio partners at K-F-D-I set-up the card.   
People from outside of Wichita made the drive downtown to sign their words of encouragement.  <sot 
verbatim: 59:27-39) A real outpouring of support. The people have come out this morning, braved the 
elements, if you would, because it is cold out here this morning, to sign this officer and let this officer 
know how much they care about him," > Several Wichita Police officers also stopped by to sign the card.

2/9/17 5pm

Investigators re-create the scene... where a Wichita Police officer was run over by an S-U-V, seriously 
hurting him. Wichita Police say... Officer Brian Arterburn, a 25-year veteran of the police department... is 
still in critical condition... With injuries to his chest, abdomen, and brain. Police say... Justin Terrazas (tur-
raw-zes) was behind the wheel of the S-U-V. He remains in jail. Akeam Ashford has been covering this 
story for eyewitness news from the beginning. Today, he talked with the officer's aunt... who says she is 
hoping for the best.

2/10/17 5pm

February is American heart awareness month. For the past few years the Wichita thunder have partnered 
with the American heart association for go red night. Tonight - when the thunder play the Colorado eagles 
- they'll have a six-year-old honorary captain by their side. New at five... Scott Evans caught up with him 
during a morning warm up... for a story that's Kansas proud.



2/11/17 9am

A family of Syrian refugees in Wisconsin...now have a new place to call home...and it's all thanks to a 
group of volunteers. Volunteers at Ebenezer united church of Christ in Sheboygan...raised funds to get 
the family the new home. This welcoming almost didn't happen because...President Trump’s executive 
order indefinitely banned Syrian refugees from entering the u.s. One of the volunteers says, all this family 
wanted to do is escape the violence in that country. <sot verbatim: "They're not illegal immigrants. They 
didn't sneak across the border. They didn't come here to take your jobs. They're here because they have 
no place else to go, their lives are in danger. They are being slaughtered in their home country." > 
According to the volunteers, the family worked with catholic charities for years to establish official refugee 
status.

2/12/17 5:30pm

A four vehicle accident halted traffic in a busy west Wichita intersection this afternoon. The accident 
happened at central and ridge road. Police say a pickup truck ran a red light striking another vehicle 
which spun and hit two other cars. Police say victims in the crash suffered only minor injuries. But three 
still went to the hospital for treatment. <sot verbatim: "the driver of the truck was having some sort of 
mental crisis and came out of the car screaming and yelling." > police shutdown the northbound lanes of 
ridge road and crews are still clearing the scene.

2/13/17 6am

New this morning - a Kansas high school football coach is battling for his life Blue valley high school 
coach Eric Driskell suffered a brain aneurysm yesterday afternoon his wife says he is still in the intensive 
care unit Driskell has coached at the Johnson county school for almost 25 years. Driskell's team lost to 
Derby in the 6-a state title game this past year.

2/14/17 6am

Pay heed - the Jayhawks magic at the phog is real. An amazing comeback at Allen fieldhouse, down 14 
points at halftime frank mason and KU rally HUGE in the final minutes of the second half to pull out a 
stunner against Bob Huggins and West Virginia. It may sound like a broken record -but frank mason was 
a huge part of the win. 24 points for the guard, including several huge shots towards the end of the 
second half. Hawks went on to win in OT by FIVE points.

2/15/17 6am

Letters sent to eyewitness news and a businessman reveal the FBI wiretapped the cell phones of two 
prominent Wichitans. We got a letter yesterday from the justice department which said conversations we 
had with then-state senator Michael O’Donnell were recorded by a wiretap. A local businessman - shared 
with us a similar letter - except it was for a conversation with Brandon Steven, a business owner who runs 
several car dealerships. We’re not sure if the two wiretaps are connected. Steven - who has not returned 
our calls - told the Wichita eagle - he believes the 2015 wiretap for his phone was because of his poker 
playing and involvement in a push to get a casino built in southeast Kansas. We reached out to O’Donnell 
- who's now a Sedgwick county commissioner - for comment - but he has not called us back.



2/16/17 6am

The pride of Scott City returns home to the plains as Member of the New York Knicks. Wichita state grad 
Ron Baker was in Oklahoma City last night to take on Russell Westbrook and the thunder. While it was 
not a good game for the Knicks overall - they lost by 11 and gave up 38 points to Russell Westbrook - it 
was an okay game for baker. He went two for four from the field and had a three pointer. <you going 
against guys like harden and Westbrook and big name guys, on the same basketball court, who'd of 
thought I’d be in that situation. > speaking of those Wichita state shockers - they played last night too! 
Winning by 19 against the salukis of southern Illinois. Good night for Wichita native Conner Frankamp - 
he had 14 points, all of them in the second half. They’re back at the roundhouse Saturday to play 
northern Iowa.     

2/17/17 5pm

the newton police department and the Harvey County sheriff's office are waiting on new fire power...  a 
response to the Hesston shooting that killed three and hurt fourteen others a year ago next week. As 
Deedee sun learned, some of the rifles the departments have are decades old... Deedee?

2/19/17 10pm

It’s been almost a year after a deadly shooting at excel industries in Hesston, and tonight...  the 
community comes together to show their love for the victims... Police believe Cedric ford entered the 
plant, upset after he received a no contact order from his ex, then shooting seventeen people. Three of 
those victims died...  The Hesston police chief then fatally shot ford. The one year anniversary of the 
shootings is next Saturday, but the community decided to gather this weekend. Pilar Pedraza is live in 
Hesston after talking with those who attended, and they say there's a reason for this early memorial.

2/20/17 6am

The Hesston community gathered to remember the three people who were killed in last year's mass 
shooting. Renee Benjamin - Josh Higbee and Brian Sadowsky lost their lives inside excel industries when 
a gunman opened fire on workers. This Saturday - February 25th - marks the tragedy's one year 
anniversary. Yesterday’s service was a way for those affected to look back and remember - but to also 
look forward. <it was good to grieve with the community and to know that there is hope. > Community 
leaders say this is going to be a hard week for Hesston. That’s why they scheduled the memorial service 
nearly a week before - so their town is ready for the week to come.

2/21/17 6am

We'll be at city council when it begins debate on this pool plan. The meeting begins this morning at 9:00. 
We'll post an update on what happens - first on our kwch app. Also on the app right now - you can see 
the proposed pool plans. Catch the latest on their decision later today on eyewitness news at four, five 
and six.

2/22/17 6pm



"Tyson foods" wants to help alleviate hunger... With a donation to the Kansas food bank. It donated 12-
thousand pounds of protein this morning. The food will be distributed among the food bank's 200 partner 
agencies. <sot verbatim: 9:53 "in this community itself we have 75,000 people that goes with no meals so 
that's 15% of the total population. So we want to make a difference. We want to change that and make 
that a zero." 10:07 > Tyson has donated more than 100 million pounds of protein since 2000.

2/23/17 5pm

Spring like temperatures stick around Kansas for one more day... But take a look at what people in 
Nebraska are dealing with. That system isn't bringing any big snows to our state ... But it is causing a 
change in the temperatures. Chief meteorologist Ross Janssen explains.

2/24/17 6am

Today’s the big day for Kansas wrestlers - It's the first day of the state tournament. Hartman arena, 
Salina’s Tony’s pizza events center, and fort hays state will host this year. Look for complete coverage 
tonight on eyewitness news at 10 and on the catch it Kansas show. That’s at 11 on the k-s-c-w.

2/25/17 8am

Today marks one year since a mass shooting at the Hesston Excel plant. But, for people in Harvey 
County that day doesn't feel that long ago. Brian Sadowsky... josh Higbee... and Renee Benjamin... were 
shot and killed by their co-worker Cedric ford. 14 others were shot... before Hesston police Chief Doug 
Schroeder entered the building and took ford down. Several of the victims were taken to area hospitals 
including via Christi. We spoke with a doctor there...about that day and the impact it had on them. < sot 
verbatim: We met afterwards and had a de-briefing about how things went and overall I think things went 
extremely well and we were lucky because of the timing. If this happened at three o'clock in the morning, 
it would be more challenging because you wouldn't have the personnel. > Doctor Haan says teamwork 
and effective communication were the keys to handling a situation like that.

2/26/17 5:30pm

It's been 12 years since the arrest of Dennis Radar... The b-t-k killer. Now his daughter... Kerri Rawson... 
is writing a book about dealing with the emotional trauma of discovering her dad had killed 10 people. 
Rawson says she hopes the book helps people cope with anxiety, post-traumatic stress, betrayal and 
depression. She says she experienced all those things during her father's arrest. She also says writing 
the book has helped *her cope.

2/27/17 6am

We say it a lot - major construction begins on a wichita-area highway. Last week, it was on the east side. 
Today, it's the west side. This will impact you if you're using some ramps at the Kellogg and 235 
interchange. Anna Auld is live on the west side to explain it all.

2/28/17 5pm



Frank martin's departure, Bruce weber's hire, and the construction of the Vanier sports complex 
construction. Those are the signatures of john curries tenure at k-state. During his time in Manhattan, the 
school built more than $200 million dollars’ worth of athletic facilities. His public rift with former basketball 
coach frank martin led to the hiring of Bruce Weber. Weber won the big 12 title in 2013, but the team has 
missed the postseason the past two years. The school is actively searching for curries replacement. 
However, Laird Veatch has been named the acting athletic director. Also, a big departure in the n-f-l. The 
chiefs cut Jamaal Charles. Of course, Charles is a fan favorite in Kansas City. He's spent the last nine 
years in k-c. Charles is the team's all-time leading rusher. He is now a free agent, and is looking to sign 
with another team.

3/1/17 5pm

You'll want to plan some extra time.... If you need to renew your driver's license in the next few weeks. 
Starting today... officials shut off a system allowing you to get in line using your phone or computer. 
Officials with the D-M-V say... that system is being replaced. And in the meantime... you'll have to wait in 
line in person. Officials say... the busiest days at the driver's license office are Tuesday and Friday ... So 
avoid trying to go then.

3/2/17 5pm

Tomorrow night ... The shockers take the court in their first game of the Missouri valley conference 
tournament. Shocker fans are already packing Saint Louis more than 24 hours before tipoff... Trevor 
Macy is with fans preparing for Arch Madness.

3/3/17 5pm

We just got back to the arena after an exciting pep rally downtown, fans are now making their way here 
from the hotel to watch their shockers in action, but some fans i talked to have been here in the arena all 
day scouting out the shockers competition. Including Connie Foster, who we met last night. She brought 
all of her team posters and passed them out to fans so they can show their shocker pride throughout the 
rest of the evening. But they're not all here just for a fun time, shocker fans i talked with tell me they all 
have an important role to play throughout the course of the tournament. <sot verbatim: "Oh, the fans are 
the sixth man. Without us, they just wouldn't be the same, they need our backing." > it's clear just from 
looking at the crowd here that they have that backing, even an hour before game time gold and black is 
taking over the arena, we're gonna keep hearing from fans leading up to the game and I’ll have more from 
today's pep rally coming up at six.

3/4/17 8am

A quick traffic reminder for you this morning.... more construction along Kellogg began this morning at 7 
and will last until 5 this evening. West Street will be closed at Kellogg in both directions. That means you 
can't go underneath the Kellogg Bridge because workers are widening it. The construction is part of the 
Kellogg and 235 renewal project.

3/5/17 5:30pm



A local bakery received an angry letter, after participating in a day without immigrants. The person who 
wrote the letter... said they would no longer buying goodies from Juarez bakery anymore because of their 
participation in the day. They also said they would encourage their friends to stop visiting the business. In 
response to the letter, customers started a Facebook event to support the bakery. <sot verbatim: "they 
were really busy when I got here and we've been busy all day...we've been getting lots of new customers 
during this whole week. > New and returning customers who couldn't participate in the appreciation 
today... have been visiting the bakery this past week.

3/6/17 5pm

A Wichita teen dies after a skiing accident this weekend. 15-year-old Tess Smith was a student at 
northwest high. Family and friends describe her as outgoing and enthusiastic. Rachel Skytta spoke to 
Tess’s family today about what happened.

3/7/17 10pm

It’s a video you'll only see on eyewitness news. Today... we were able to tag along with a black hawk 
crew for the Kansas National Guard as IT dropped water on the fire in Reno County. Crews dropped 
dozens of buckets of water...about seven to eight an hour on the fire. The buckets can carry more than 
26-HUNDRED gallons of water.

3/8/17 6am

Here’s a story that'll make you feel all sorts of Kansas proud. Mark, you, me and Scott make school trips 
all the time. I read at a Wichita school last week and got some cool thank you pictures. Well kids in Inman 
drew some pictures of their own to thank the firefighters battling to protect Hutchinson.

3/9/17 6am

Record setting and still burning - the fire that's consumed thousands of acres across two western Kansas 
counties is the largest in the state's recorded history. The state department of emergency management 
says the Clark and Comanche county wildfire has now burned more than a half a million acres. That’s 
larger than last year's Anderson creek fire. You can see the fire scar here - much of Clark County is 
scorched, including Englewood, Ashland and the protection area.

3/10/17 10pm

Many of you have reached-out to us... Asking how you can help. Right now... The biggest need is money 
instead of items. You can donate to the united way...100 percent of your donations go to fire assistance. 
We have a link to this page at kwch dot com... Where you can find more details. It's in the "get the scoop 
section." you can also help by calling 2-1-1... Or texting teamwork to 41-4-4-4.

3/11/17 9am

After searching for nearly two months... For this missing woman...Toni Anderson...investigators get their 
first big break. Crews in Missouri pulled Toni’s car out of the Missouri river. We know a female body was 



inside, but police have not identified that person. We do *not* know a cause of death... or whether foul 
play is suspected. Toni’s father, Brian tells us the search in Parkville, Missouri...started Thursday. That’s 
just ten miles from where Toni was last seen. He says, a company used a boat and sonar to scan the 
river. Early Friday, sonar led crews to a car...but it wasn't Toni’s. Police also say that car has nothing to 
do with any Kansas City police investigation. As the evening progressed, sonar found another car and 
this time, police say it was Toni’s. <sot verbatim: the vehicle has been identified as the one driven by Toni 
Anderson the night of her disappearance. > We do not know how the car ended up in the river or when it 
happened. What we do know is Toni disappeared January 15th after leaving work. She got pulled over by 
police and then stopped by a gas station.

3/12/17 10pm

We will continue to cover these fires... Much of that coverage now in recovery efforts... Many of you 
asking how you can help... you're encouraged to donate money to the united way, because 100 percent 
of your donation will go towards the recovery effort. You can do so by calling 2-1-1 or by texting the word 
teamwork to the number 4-1-4-4-4. We have all of this information on our website, just look under the get 
the scoop section.

3/13/17 6pm

The governor signs a disaster declaration for 20 counties... burned by wildfires last week. More than 700-
thousand acres were burned... the largest wildfire event recorded in Kansas. Fire investigators are still 
calling the one in Reno County suspicious. As investigators work with law enforcement to figure out the 
cause... Donations continue to come in. Deedee sun spent the day in Hutchinson as people came to help.

3/14/17 6pm

Wildfires burned thousands of acres across Kansas... But it's not just the land lost for Kansas ranchers... 
They also lost hundreds of miles of costly fences... There's new help moving forward... With the Kansas 
house passing a bill today... Making fence materials sales tax exempt for fire victims... Rachel Skytta 
found out from one farmer... How big of a loss this is... new at six.

3/15/17 6pm

We are about 48 hours away from seeing if all Kansas teams in the n-c-double-a tournament can make it 
to the round of 32. Here’s is a look at when they play. Wichita state tips-off at 6:10 on Friday right here on 
k-w-c-h 12. About 20 minutes before that... k-u plays the winner of the u-c Davis... North Carolina central 
game. You can watch that on t-n-t. K-state is set to tip-off around 6:30 on Friday on tru t-v.

3/17/17 5pm

It’s game day... And fans from Kansas are getting ready to cheer-on their teams across the country. The 
first game tips-off in less than an hour. We have team coverage... Arielle Orsuto is in Tulsa with K-U...  
Gardner Royce is in Sacramento with Wildcats fans. Jacob Albracht has a look at what you can expect if 
you're planning on watching the games downtown. We begin with Shane Konicki who is in Indianapolis...  
Where Shockers fans are packing in.



3/18/17 8am

It was a busy day on Friday for bars and restaurants in Wichita. Not only was it Saint Patrick’s Day....but 
all three Kansas basketball teams were in action. Jacob Albracht went to old town to see how some of the 
watch parties turned out.

3/19/17 10pm

We have a post-up on our Facebook page where you can leave condolences for rooster. We're also 
expecting to hear more about the investigation at a police briefing on Monday at ten a-m. We’ll bring the 
latest developments to you on k-w-c-h-dot-com.

3/20/17 6pm

Get ready to say aww.... today was such a nice day... Staff at the Sedgwick County zoo decided the 
newest gorillas needed to get outside. This is baby number two's first time in the outside yard. The zoo 
posted these photos on Facebook. It also said you may start seeing the families outside a little bit more.

3/21/17 6pm

Friends and family gather to celebrate the life of Toni Anderson. She is the Wichita woman who 
disappeared in January. Friends and family told stories about Toni and how she lived her life. Friends 
say... she always found the good in those around her. Toni's body was found inside her car earlier this 
month... when it was pulled from the Missouri river in Parkville, Missouri. Police do not believe there was 
any foul play in her death.

3/21/17 5pm

We just got to Kansas City this afternoon ... And already seeing a lot of crimson and blue. This is a 
familiar feeling for the Jayhawks and their fans ... Who were just in k-c for the big 12 tournament just 
weeks ago. The team just finished practicing inside the sprint center ... And by the looks of the crowd ... 
K-u will have a strong support in their sweet 16 game against Purdue. Katie Johnston spoke with several 
k-u fans who made the very short journey.

3/23/17 5pm

Right now you can hear the k-u band behind me they're just starting up for the spirit rally here in the 
power and light district. Come on in and look around. You can see hundreds of k-u fans. Organizers of 
this event tell they anticipate to hit capacity here in P and L all day. But it isn't entirely for the Kansas 
fans… obviously they are filling a majority of the space right now. But Purdue… Michigan and Oregon will 
also take the stage with their bands and put on a show for all the traveling fans. <sot verbatim: "pretty 
much until the end of the second game tonight, it's just organized chaos in a very exciting way."> Jason 
told me he was excited to see the turnout of the event he helped organize… and as you can see around 
me the turnout has been great to far.



3/24/17 6am

We know Kansas was elite this season - now, they're in the elite eight taking down Purdue  with a 
dominating second half that was just night and day from an otherwise close first 20 minutes of play. Now - 
the hawks get a Saturday showdown with Oregon.

3/25/17 6pm

K-u's pep rally started about an hour ago. We saw the marching Jayhawks... We saw big jay. You can 
see behind me that even as game time nears… tons of fans are still out here having a blast.... Eating and 
drinking. Tons of people means tons of food. I caught up with the owner of Johnny’s tavern again and he 
says their restaurant and many others here in P and L have had to make adjustments to their menus to 
accommodate the large crowds. Kyle Witherspoon says their menu is much shorter… only keeping the 
most popular items such a wings and pizza. And that's so the kitchens here can keep up with the high 
demand. Johnny’s tavern says they also have specialty drinks to cater to fans visiting k-c for the 
tournament. <sot verbatim: "We have some NCAA bombs. We kind of tailor the drinks for the visiting 
teams, put their team colors in the drink. So that kind of makes it fun for the visiting teams."  > They have 
blue and red for k-u and yellow and green drinks for Oregon. But hopefully their 12 different wing flavors 
don't feature any duck or Jayhawk flavors... Power and light is absolutely packed right now while fans 
prepare for tonight's battle of the birds. If Thursday night at k-c live was any reflection of what the 
atmosphere will be like here tonight? I imagine this crowd will only continue to grow. Will?

3/26/17 10pm

A few outages with these storms throughout the evening... And right now Westar reports around a 
hundred are without power in South Central Kansas. Most of those are in Sedgwick County.

3/27/17 6pm

Donations keep coming to help the people in Ashland... a convoy of farmers from Michigan will soon 
arrive to drop off donations. The fire... The largest in state history... Killed thousands of cattle and 
destroyed homes... Fencing and other properties. Dozens of trailers full of hay, milk replacement and 
fencing supplies left Michigan this weekend and will split up their donations among fire victims in Kansas, 
Texas and Oklahoma. <sot verbatim: "it’s so exciting to have them come in, this was such a devastating 
fire in our area and it’s just a little corner of Meade county but yet out guys were affected too and we want 
to help them out" > this won't be the last of the trips made by people wanting to help, another convoy will 
leave Michigan Thursday with another in early April.

ECONOMY

1/1/17 10pm



Kansas has to find more than 900-million dollars to pay the bills for this year and next. The lawmakers 
you re-elected in November are now starting the process of trying to fill that hole. Political reporter Pilar 
Pedraza spoke with the two central Kansas lawmakers who will be out front on the issue... About where 
we might see that money come from.     

1/2/17 6am

Kansas has to find more than 900-million dollars to pay the bills for this year and next. The lawmakers 
you re-elected in November are now starting the process of trying to fill that hole. Political reporter Pilar 
Pedraza spoke with the two central Kansas lawmakers who will be out front on the issue... About where 
we might see that money come from. 

1/3/17 6am

How to pay for your child's education will be one of the biggest issues facing lawmakers as they return to 
work next week. And they've only got a few months to figure out the answer. Lawmakers have to have a 
new funding formula in place before the end of the current budget year... June 30th. Political reporter Pilar 
Pedraza takes a look at some of the early ideas being considered and the fights shaping up over school 
funding.  

1/4/17 5pm

New at 5... feeding your pets an extra treat may make them happy... but it could cost you. Pet health 
insurance provider "Pet Plan" predicts... obesity to be the top health threat to pets in 20-17. That can lead 
to even bigger health problems... Like digestion, cancer, problems in their joints, diabetes, and heart 
disease. "Pet Plan" says... it sees an average of 900 claims for problems with over-eating each month. 
That costs... on average... 850 dollars for treatment. Aside from cost ... Doctor Dan Thompson says... 
obesity can be deadly. <sot verbatim: 8:13 obesity is really one of the biggest enemies we face as 
veterinarians because it does shorten the life, it shortens the lifespan. > Like humans ... Eating right, 
cutting down on extra treats, and exercising... can help your pets get back to a healthy weight.

1/5/17 10pm

Right now it's costing you around two dollars and 20 cents to fill up your car in Kansas. So what can you 
expect as the year goes forward? 20-17 gas projections are out and prices are expected to go up 
throughout the year. Across the country prices at the pump are expected to rise from two dollars and 14 
cents a gallon to 2-40 during 20-17. With changes of power in Washington...energy experts predict 
domestic production will increase and keep prices from rising dramatically. <sot verbatim: Gregg Laskoski 
/ Senior Petroleum Analyst with GasBuddy.com "A pro energy president who want to see more domestic 
production and wants to cut back on regulations that have really hindered some of that production that's 
going to put more pressure on OPEC." > gas prices are expected to peak between May and June when 
producers are required to use cleaner...more expensive summer blend gasoline.

1/6/17 5am

Finance officials in Butler County are looking into how they handle county payments in an effort to keep 
their money safe. They're doing this because of what happened in Sedgwick county - where more than a 



half million dollars disappeared in a wire transfer. Butler County does not wire money. Instead - they write 
checks. Butler county finance director Ryan Adams says the process is slower - But there are multiple 
people who review each payment. He says - after Sedgwick County discovered it was missing money - 
his commission wanted to double check their process. <5:57 Our commission has asked me to detail how 
that won't happen here and we're making a couple small changes to further reduce the chance of that 
happening. 13> Adams says it would be hard for a county the size of Sedgwick to do same thing and 
have the county review every purchase it made. He says because butler is smaller - it's possible for them 
to review the purchases - which allows bigger ticket items to get more scrutiny.   

1/7/17 9am

While college fans will be taking money with them to the title game... People in Houston are looking to 
make some cash during the super bowl. People living in luxury condos and apartments are considering 
renting them out...if they find bidders willing to pay top dollar for a place to stay. One real estate company 
says celebrities and wealthy fans are looking to avoid crowds and get out of hotels. <sot verbatim: "when 
people think of Houston I don't think in real estate they realize that we have these amazing luxury homes 
and luxury penthouses that they need to come and see" > Some properties are going for as much as 30-
thousand dollars a night.   

1/8/17 10pm

School board members in Goddard are set to vote on a 52 million dollar bond issue on Monday. The 
money would help fund upgrades at every school in the district. Several of those upgrades include adding 
storm shelters at several locations. Others include adding new windows and fixing parking lots. <sot 
verbatim:  "<(05:59-04) "one of our core beliefs is that we provide not only a world class education, but a 
safe and secure learning environment for our kids."> If you live in that district, the bond issue would 
increase your property taxes by around 23 dollars a year. If it's approved by the school district they'll still 
need the state's approval to move forward.

1/9/17 6am

A multi-million dollar vote is scheduled tonight in Goddard. School board members are set to vote on a 
plan to spend more than 50 million dollars to help every school in the district. The district would use the 
money to build storm shelters - fix parking lots or improve classroom layouts for students. If approved - it 
would increase property taxes on a 100-thousand dollar home - by about two dollars a month. If the board 
approves the bond - it would still need approval from the state commerce department - then head to 
voters.

1/10/17 10pm

The Goddard school board passes its $52 million dollar bond proposal. The state now needs to approve it 
before it can be on the April ballot for you to decide on. The money would go to upgrades at every school 
in the district. It could mean new windows... New parking lots and storm shelters. So what does this mean 
for you?? On a 100-thousand dollar home... Your property taxes would go up about 23 dollars per year.

1/11/17 5pm



Fund sweeps... Borrowing... And even some *higher taxes... All part of the governor's proposals to deal 
with... An expected shortfall of over a billion dollars through June of 2019... The state budget director 
revealed the governor's ideas this morning... They include eliminating an income tax exemption for 
"passive income" like rent and royalties... And... He also wants to double taxes on liquor and tobacco... 
That's where we begin... Scott Evans already heard from some... Who say, that's the wrong way to find 
new revenue. That’s new at 5...

1/13/17 5pm

If you're still trying to prepare for a power outage... You don't want to wait to buy a generator. We did find 
*some stores *still have them available. Brittni Thomason is live at Atwood’s in park city... to show us what 
they have in stock.

1/14/17 10pm

"The greatest show on earth" is ending.... the Ringling brothers and Barnum and bailey circus will close in 
May...after 146 years of making people laugh. The c-e-o of the company that owns the circus....says after 
removing elephants from shows in May of last year...and ticket sales dropped more than they expected. 
The final shows will be in providence, Rhode Island on May 7th...and Uniondale, New York on May 21st.

1/16/17 Noon

Air b-n-b says inauguration day will be its biggest night for business in Washington, d-c. The online home-
sharing service expects more than 13-thousand people to stay at listings in the area on January 20th - 
which will bring hosts a total of around 6 million dollars.

1/17/17 5pm

The c-e-o of Boeing says. The company is making progress in negotiating a new price of the air force 
one... With president-elect Donald Trump. Last month... trump called out Boeing on Twitter... over the 
high price of the planes. The President-elect met with Boeing's C-E-O for a second time today... Who 
says they are refining requirements for the Air Force One and working on lowering the price.

1/18/17 6am

If milk is a part of your breakfast - you're likely entitled to a few bucks as part of a multi-million dollar court 
case. It’s the result of a class-action lawsuit that found the national milk producers federation drove up the 
cost you pay for milk by holding cows out of the milk production cycle. Now what does that mean for you? 
<"You might get $10 or $20 out of this deal but it looks like it will have to go through an Amazon account 
or a PayPal account. It's all going to be based on how many people decide to jump in," > you have until 
January 31st to submit a claim to be part of this refund. We'll post a link so you can do that on our 
website, kwch dot com.

1/19/17 5pm



Some say.... It's a key part of the reason... For the state's money troubles. Now... Lawmakers are 
beginning to discuss repealing the controversial business income tax cuts. The cuts, passed in 20-12 and 
20-13... Affect more than 330-thousand businesses. New at five... Trevor Macy got mixed reaction from 
local businesses... About the impact of a repeal. Trevor?

1/21/17 8am

If you need a job... Pizza hut is looking for help. The pizza chain plans to hire 11-thousand new drivers, 
managers and pizza makers. This map on their website already details thousands of current openings. 
Company executives say, they expect to be busy during the super bowl...so they'll definitely need more 
employees nationwide.

1/24/17 10pm

Some of you are reaching out to us after getting some jaw-dropping information on a tax form from the 
Kansas department of revenue. That form is the 10-99-g. One viewer was shocked to find that a refund 
amount listed was 18 times larger than any previous year. Tonight the Kansas department of revenue 
says they made a mistake. Taxpayers getting this form will soon get a corrected one in the mail. The 
department discovered today that a small number of taxpayers received forms listing incorrect refund 
amounts. Only forms mailed to taxpayers were inaccurate...the information sent to the i-r-s was correct.

1/25/17 6am

Scammers beware. Thieves try to get thousands of dollars from this Wichita business... But the store's 
owner turns the tables on the scammer. The business owner contacted factfinder 12. They want to let 
others know exactly what happened - and what you can watch for to avoid becoming a victim. Factfinder 
12 investigator Devon Fasbinder explains one worker's smart thinking - and the fun they had in the 
process.

1/26/17 5pm

Two Kansas high schoolers earn 60-thousand dollar scholarships to Wichita State University. The Harry 
Gore Memorial scholarships were awarded this morning. Each winner gets 15 thousand dollars a year for 
four years. Maribel Sanchez is a dodge city high senior... And says it's an honor to be recognized with this 
scholarship. <sot verbatim: 7:14 It's not about me, it's about all those people who helped me back home 
and all those immigrants who see the struggle and understand the struggle.  > The other winner ... 
Matthew Miller is from the Kansas City area... He plans on studying secondary education with an 
emphasis in chemistry.

1/27/17 10pm

The world of mortgage lending can be confusing... We asked you on Facebook, if president trump's block 
of a decrease in the FHA insurance rate would affect your decision to buy a home... And there is healthy 
discussion on both sides of the issue happening right now... But what does the decision really mean for 
you? I sat down with a lender to get some answers.



1/28/17 8am

The trump administration stops five million dollars’ worth of Obamacare advertising....ahead of the 
January 31st deadline. That’s because sign-ups typically surge during the final week. A year ago....nearly 
7-hundred thousand people selected plans a week before the final deadline. President trump has signed 
an executive order aimed at weakening the law... To help make way for a replacement.

1/29/17 5:30pm

We told you about Kansas celebrating its 156th birthday and how about this impressive birthday... An 
Arkansas woman recently turned 104. Her favorite shopping destination wanted to go all out to make her 
birthday a truly happy one. Mallory brooks reports...

1/30/17 5am

If you're old school and like to have your pay stub in hand, you'll like a bill being considered in Topeka. 
The bill is only in committee, but it requires employers to make actual paper pay stubs available to you at 
no cost.

1/31/17 5pm

If you live in Park City... You'll soon pay more for water and sewer services. The City Council approved a 
two-percent increase for both of the services... that will take effect in February.  After that ... Your water 
rate will jump to 21-42. And your sewer rate will increase to 24-48. The city says you can expect to pay 
about 90-cents more per bill.

2/1/17 6am

It’s tax season - and many of you are sifting through your w-2s, 10-99s and crunching the numbers. One 
Kansas man was doing just that and reached out to fact-finder 12, He says, his 10-99-G was STILL 
wrong. The state department of revenue told Denis Zitterkopf (ZIT-er-COPF) his form was one of 
thousands mailed out with incorrect information listed that one showed his 2015 refund as being just 11 
dollars. He says, that's wrong, adding it should be three dollars. So he waited for his new one - which 
showed his 2015 refund being worth more than 800 dollars. Except that never made it to his bank. Now 
he's worried about his taxes being incorrectly filed this year. <sot verbatim: 13:46 It says you must report 
this in your 2016 tax form as income from 2015, and I thought wait I didn't get that // 13:30~ first I thought 
I shouldn't be getting it. Then I thought if this is the corrected form, it's not a very good correction. > We 
took Dennis' concerns to the state department of revenue. Staff there told us, everyone's forms should be 
correct. If you have any questions, we've put information so you can get answers from the state on our 
website, kwch dot com.

2/2/17 6am

This is a busy time for tax preparers... And for criminals looking to steal your refund. Anna auld is live to 
explain what you can do to keep scammers from taking your money.



2/3/17 6am

New this morning - a hardware store chain says its hiring thousands of workers - including more than 
three hundred in Kansas. Lowe's says the jobs will be folks to help get you ready for spring. The positions 
are largely cashiers, in the home and garden department and in the back. Lowe’s says about 200 of the 
Kansas jobs will be at its Wichita locations.

2/4/17 8am

Two Kansas colleges are coming together to bring you a bachelor’s degree for less than 15 thousand 
dollars. A new partnership between Cowley College and fort hays state university... will allow students to 
begin taking courses in high school towards an education or technology leadership degree. Students 
would then move on to Cowley and then head to fort hays to complete the degree. <sot verbatim:  "WE 
noticed there were a couple of pathways and partnerships we already had that came very close to that. 
As we started to work those angles and look at those numbers, we realized that this was something that 
we indeed could make available to our students."> Governor Brownback says he hopes more schools will 
adopt this plan. He also says, he hopes the state will be able to put more money into higher education in 
the future.

2/6/17 5:30am

Another big topic of conversation this morning - the super bowl ads. The short ads a huge investment for 
companies looking to buy a spot, with some shelling out millions just for a few seconds. And with big 
money - come big ads.

2/7/17 5pm

Solving the state's money trouble... Could mean cuts to *your child's school or college... Today a Kansas 
senate committee proposed cutting 128 million from k-through-12 schools and 23 million from colleges... 
In an effort to make up a projected 320 million shortfall for the current budget year... Meantime... The full 
senate will take up a proposal to roll-back governor Brownback’s controversial business tax cuts on 
Thursday... Lawmakers note these are just discussions... And more could change as the debate moves 
on... The state faces a projected shortfall of more than billion dollars through June of 2019...

2/8/17 5pm

S-and-p global ratings today... Revised its credit rating for the state of Kansas... From "stable" to 
"negative"... In a statement s-and-p global says it reflect continued weak economic trends... And 
"structural budget pressures"... The state of Kansas projects a shortfall of more than one-billion dollars 
through June of 2019... S-and-p also cites what it calls continued under-funding of the state's pension 
system... S-and-p last downgraded the state's credit rating to double-a minus last July...

2/9/17 5pm

Whether you're swiping your card or shopping online ... Hackers are looking for ways to steal your 
identity. In 20-15 alone ... Thieves used the identities of more than 13 million Americans to steal 15 billion 



dollars. Many insurance companies offer inexpensive identity theft insurance... But is it worth it? Jenn 
bates explains new at 5.

2/10/17 5pm

If you're planning a special day for your valentine... You're not alone. The National Retail Federation 
projects Americans will spend 18-point 2 billion dollars this valentine's day.  The hottest gift this year is 
jewelry ... Taking more than 4 million dollars. An expected two billion will be spent on flowers. The N-R-F 
says the average person will spend more than 136 dollars for the holiday.

2/11/17 9am

Sears may sell more locations - cut more jobs - and put more of its famous brands on the chopping block. 
The company - which also owns K-mart - says it is cutting costs by at least 1-billion dollars a year. Sears 
is already in the process of closing 150 stores. The company hasn't announced any new store closures... 
but says it may sell real estate. It may also sell two brands, its Kenmore washer and dryers and DieHard 
car batteries... after striking a deal to sell popular tool brand Craftsman last month.

2/13/17 6am

Governor Brownback tells the Kansas City star, he's considering building an airport in Johnson County to 
siphon traffic from Kansas City’s international airport. A potential replacement to Kansas City's airport 
could mean thousands of jobs coming to Kansas. But also at a cost, new airports of this size cost billions 
of dollars.

2/14/17 6am

The clock is ticking and florists across the country are in crunch time. Today is one of the busiest days of 
the year for them. But there are tips and tricks to make sure your sweetie is happy while also getting the 
most for your money. Jamie Yuccas has that story - it's new this morning.

2/15/17 6am

Reuters reports that gander mountain might file for bankruptcy, putting its downtown Wichita location in 
limbo. It’s unclear what potential bankruptcy proceedings would mean for the store. The outdoor store has 
been the anchor of the Waterwalk development since 2005. City leaders helped lure the store to the 
development, spending millions of taxpayer dollars as part of an incentives package. We’ll ask the city 
today if they've talked with the company about its future.

2/16/17 6am

Spring break is almost here! And if you're thinking of taking a trip... Listen up. You might be able to save 
hundreds of dollars just by changing the way you book your travel. Tonight, Emily griffin walks you 
through the process of using a bidding website to name your own price for a hotel room... and shows you 
how a few simple tricks can help you find an even better deal. With just some research and a little more 



time, she was able to book a hotel room for almost half the cost its website advertised! Learn how you 
can save hundreds in our story destination discounts... tonight at ten.

2/17/17 5pm

I will not support this piece of garbage. And i believe everyone should have a right to vote on that.  
Despite opposition... a narrow decision passes a plan to increase *your taxes.... sending it to the 
governor. The bill rolls back controversial tax breaks for businesses to help solve the state's money 
trouble... But it also increases your personal state income taxes. We have been following this bill through 
the entire process... Akeam Ashford has new reaction from people about what it means if this becomes 
law. AKEAM?

2/21/17 6am

Breaking news - CBS news confirms information about President Trump’s upcoming executive order on 
immigration. CBS news confirms it'll include provisions for the immediate return of immigrants caught 
trying to cross the US-Mexico border. That’s pending a deportation hearing. The plan will also include 
hiring more than 10 thousand new ice agents and five thousand new border patrol agents. A big thing in 
the proposal - keeping the DACA provisions in place. Expect a full report on the proposal coming up in 
less than 30 minutes on CBS this morning. It starts at seven o'clock here on kwch 12.

2/22/17 6pm

Farmers in southwest Kansas have high hopes for the next farm bill. They've faced some of the toughest 
economic times in recent years. Brenda Carrasco tells us what they hope lawmakers will consider.

2/23/17 5pm

Senator Pat Roberts talks with Kansas farmers... Trying to find out what they want and need from the 
federal government.  It's all about the 20-18 farm bill ... What some call the biggest job the senate Ag 
committee takes on. Political reporter Pilar Pedraza was in Manhattan for today's hearing and says 
farmers had plenty to share.

2/24/17 Noon

JC Penney will close more than 100 stores in the next several months. The company says anywhere from 
130 to 140 stores will shut down - although it did not say which ones. It says it’s hard to make money in 
an era of online shopping. We’ll let you know when we find out if any Kansas stores will close.

2/25/17 8am

It's cold! Wind chills this morning are below zero in northern Kansas, single digits and teens elsewhere. 
Wind speeds will be lighter today with mostly sunny skies. Highs will reach the low to mid-40s by 
afternoon. More clouds on Sunday, still cool. No worries, spring is just around the corner.



2/28/17 5pm

A tech company in Belgium is replacing access badges with a chip implant. The company says.... 
employees are not forced to get the chip implant. Some can opt for a bracelet with the chip inside.  The 
chip allows employees to get inside company buildings, clock in and access company I-T.

3/1/17 5pm

For a fourth month in a row ... Tax collections exceed expectations. The department of revenue says the 
state collected 37 million dollars more than estimated for the month of February. The state lowered its 
formula for revenue estimates in November. The state is still facing a shortfall of 281 million dollars for the 
current budget year.

3/2/17 5pm

While lawmakers say they're not ready to speculate on what the total will be to adequately fund schools... 
The lawyer for the districts that sued say it should be in the 800 to 900 million dollar range. They say 
they're willing to work with lawmakers on an incremental increase over the next two or three years to 
make that happen.

3/3/17 5pm

Your Costco membership fees will go up this summer. The company announced Thursday it is raising 
membership fees on June first. For individual, business and business add on members your fees will rise 
to 60 dollars... Executive memberships will increase to 120 dollars.

3/4/17 8am

Nintendo shares are trading higher. This follows the launch of its much-hyped new gaming console... 
Nintendo switch. It’s a hybrid console designed to be used both at home and on the go.  Gamers flocked 
to stores nationwide to get their hands on the new gadget...  despite the relatively high price tag of 300 
dollars.

3/6/17 4:30am

When it comes to pennies... making money costs more than it's worth. The u-s mint's 2016 report says 
the per-coin cost to make and distribute good ole Lincoln cents is actually a cent and a half apiece... that's 
up from 1-point-4-3 cents in fiscal year 2015.

3/7/17 10pm

Firefighters and first responders have put in several hours in the past week as they continue to fight these 
fires. One way you can give them thanks is by sharing this with others on Facebook. Also.... If you'd like 
to donate... We have ways you can do so at kwch dot com.



3/8/17 6am

Kansas lawmakers rebuke the governor's plan to fix the state's budget woes. Senate lawmakers voted 37 
to one yesterday to kill the proposed tax increase. Governor Brownback’s bill would have raised liquor 
and tobacco taxes. It’s the second major tax bill to fail this year. Lawmakers did pass legislation bringing 
back the tax on small businesses and farmers. But the governor vetoed. And state lawmakers weren't 
able to override.

3/9/17 6am

Happening today across Kansas - the statewide job fair begins this afternoon. Veterans will get first dibs 
on talking with dozens of employers at 11 different job fairs across the state - including in doge city, 
Wichita, and El Dorado. The rest of the event opens to the public at three o'clock. You'll find a complete 
list of the locations at our website kwch dot com.

3/10/17 10pm

Kansas democratic lawmakers blast senate republican leaders for what they're calling... A lack of action. 
Lawmakers have two major issues on the table... balancing the budget and creating a new school finance 
formula. Democratic leaders question why the senate is just now forming a committee to look at school 
funding. <sot verbatim: Hensley - We've gotten nowhere in the senate. It's a genuine lack of leadership. 
We've had a colossal waste of time. Wagle - It's not true. The caucus is beginning to understand we've 
got to build a coalition to pass a bill. > The clock is ticking for lawmakers to come-up with a solution. The 
end of the state's fiscal year is June 30-th.

3/11/17 9am

Goodwill industries of Kansas also plans to help out the victims of the wildfires. The organization says it 
will donate all funds from this weekend's register round-up program. Stores across Kansas will donate 
100-percent of all monetary contributions to help with long-term recovery efforts statewide. The program 
allows shoppers to "round-up" their total bill at the checkout to the nearest dollar. Most stores open at 
nine on Saturdays and one o'clock on Sundays. To find a complete list of participating locations you can 
go to goodwill's website.

3/12/17 10pm

Gander Mountain officially filed for bankruptcy. That's according to a news release on their website. The 
company says it will close 32 under-performing stores. But a C-B-S affiliate in Minnesota, where the 
company in based, says the store in Wichita *will stay open. That store first opened in 2005 as the first 
big business on the downtown Waterwalk project.

3/13/17 6pm

You may not be able to shop at Gordman’s for much longer... the company announced today... it's filing 
for bankruptcy and liquidating its stores. It hasn't given a time frame for closing stores. Gordman’s 
president says... all stores will be operating as usual without interruption. The company has posted losses 
in five... of the past six quarters.



3/14/17 6pm

There’s now a new place your family can stay when they're in town... a-loft hotel is now open near k-96 
and Oliver. It features a gym... Splash pool... As well as a bar and a lounge. The new hotel also features 
meeting space. The hotel is already taking reservations.

3/15/17 Noon

The Federal Reserve is expected to announce another interest-rate hike today... When it wraps up its 2-
day meeting. It's only the third rate hike since the financial crisis in 2008...and a sign the feds thinks the 
economy is strong.

3/16/17 5pm

With fewer people buying movie tickets... Theaters are taking a new approach to drawing in business... 
That includes transforming the lobby into a jungle gym.  Ben Tracy shows you ... New at 5.

3/17/17 5pm

More than 130 j-c Penney stores are closing across the country...  Including five in Kansas. You will no 
longer be able to shop at the stores in Chanute, Great Bend, Hutchinson, Lawrence, and Winfield. Most 
of the stores will close in June ... The company says the liquidation process begins next month.

3/18/17 8am

J-c penny releases the list of 138 stores it plans to close in an effort to cut costs and grow sales. Five of 
those locations are here in Kansas... including great bend, Hutchinson, and Winfield. Katie Johnston 
spoke to people in Hutchinson about what type of impact this could have on their city.

3/20/17 6pm

State workers could be getting a two-percent pay raise. The senate "ways and means committee"... Voted 
today to include the raise in its proposed spending blueprint for the fiscal year starting in July. The 
committee opted for the broad pay increase... Instead of larger raises for judges and other workers in the 
court system. Most state government workers have not seen a pay increase for almost a decade.

3/21/17 5pm

A delivery service is partnering with Costco to bring groceries to your front door. Shipt announced today 
that it will start picking up orders from Costco and delivering them to customers in Tampa. The company 
says it plans to expand the service to 50 markets by the end of the year. It's the latest partnership in 
grocery delivery ... After companies like Kroger and Wal mart tested delivery service through uber and 
lyft.



3/22/17 5pm

Governor Sam Brownback signs a bill...  Eliminating state sales tax for supplies to re-build fences 
damaged in wildfires. The bill provides tax relief this year and next year... for farmers and ranchers paying 
for fencing materials to fix fences damaged in wildfires in 20-16 and 20-17.  The governor's office says... 
the bill could take effect as early as tomorrow morning.

3/24/17 6am

You’ll soon be able to take a step back in time at a new park in derby. The City got approval from the 
state for a STAR bond project to create an interactive dinosaur park. The park will include a walking trail 
lined with life-like dinosaurs... Some played by actors, others will be mechanical. It will be the second park 
of its kind built in the world... City Manager Kathy Sexton says the park is designed for kid’s age 3 to 11 
and will also help the economy ... Adding about 90 new jobs.

3/25/17 6pm

GameStop plans to close a large number of its retail stores. As many as 190 stores could be on the 
chopping block. Game stop operates 4 thousand 400 stores in the u-s. The company is dealing with a 
sharp drop in video game hardware and software... Wichita has seven GameStop locations throughout 
the city. It is not clear yet if any of those stores will close.

3/26/17 10pm

A Factfinder 12 Consumer Alert if you own a Nisan Murano.... The manufacturer is recalling more than 
56-thousand cars that affect the model years of 2013 and 2014. They say the problem stems from a 
power steering clamp that could detach and leak fluid. You can contact Nissan's customer service hotline 
at the number listed on your screen for more information on a free repair that's available.

EDUCATION

1/2/17 10pm

There is no timeline for when the state Supreme Court will rule on that school funding lawsuit.... But most 
expect the ruling sometime in the next eight weeks or so. The biggest fear among lawmakers... Is that the 
court will order them to add some 900-million dollars to school funding... Money the state doesn't have 
right now.

1/3/17 6am

You've likely seen changes to Wichita states campus in the past couple of months… most of that 
construction is for the new innovation campus. Anna auld is live to explain why it's drawing in new 
students and what other new things you could see this year.



1/5/17 10pm

The Wichita school district's superintendent John Allison... will be leaving at the end of the school year. 
Tonight... the school board took the first steps to finding his replacement. Trevor Macy tells us what they 
discussed. Trevor?

1/6/17 6am

Wichita public schools kicks off its search for a new superintendent. The board held a special meeting to 
set its goals and talk about the process. They talked about how to get you involved - and whether the 
school should hire an outside firm to help find John Allison’s replacement. More talk about the 
superintendent search is planned for the Monday’s board meeting. You’re invited - and board members 
want to hear from you. The meeting is at six o'clock at north high school lecture hall.

1/7/17 9am

An Andover teacher is giving her classroom and lesson plans a modern makeover ... And it's getting 
national attention. Fifth grade teacher Alicia Moss says every year her students are coming into her 
classroom knowing about the newest technology... And she wanted to keep up. One of the ways Moss is 
engaging her students is by using flexible seating ... Offering kids different seats to sit on, and different 
tables, even letting kids stand if they want to. Moss was featured in a Huffington Post article earlier this 
week for her innovation in the classroom.

1/8/17 10pm

Investigators determine a fire at a Wichita playground on Saturday night, was arson... The fire caused 
around twenty thousand dollars’ worth of damage at Adams elementary... even after crews put it out in 
minutes after arriving. The equipment that was damaged will not be available for students on Monday... 
We are waiting to hear back on whether insurance could help pay for new equipment.

1/9/17 6am

Wichita’s school board continues its discussion about who should replace John Allison as the district's 
superintendent. He's leaving to take the same job in Olathe. We’re still early in the hunt for his 
replacement. You'll have a role in the selection process - the board wants you to weigh in. Some people 
we've talked to - plan to tell school leaders who they want to see at the helm of the largest district in 
Kansas. <43:20 we have some highly qualified assistant supers that would be excellent candidates 
moving forward 43:30 for me, what I'm looking for in a superintendent right now is a superintendent who 
understands our community.> that man you just heard from will address the board of education tonight. 
You can talk to board members too. Just go to the meeting. It’s tonight at 6 o'clock at north high school.

1/10/17 10pm

During his speech, governor Brownback gave a direct challenge to all state colleges and universities... 
find a way to offer a bachelor's degree to students for 15-thousand dollars or less. Emily Griffin has 
reaction from students and... Lawmakers about the goal... and how that price compares to today's tuition.



1/11/17 6am

A Chicago-area school will be closed again today after hundreds of kids call in sick with an intestinal 
virus. Saint Charles east high school says about 800 kids were absent Monday - prompting the 
cancellation. The reason? Norovirus - a highly contagious sickness that causes issues with your 
intestines and stomach. School officials hope a deep-clean of the school will keep others from getting sick 
ahead of school reopening. <So, we cannot say definitively it's norovirus but the symptoms of what many 
students are experiencing is consistent with stomach virus." > The c-d-c says most people get better 
within a few days.

1/12/17 5am

Some Wichita high schoolers got a chance to say what they want in a new superintendent. Current 
superintendent john Allison meets with high schoolers every month to talk about issues they feel are 
important. Wichita school board president Sheril Logan filled in for Allison yesterday to hear the students 
concerns - and to also get an idea of the characteristics the next super should have <: 50.16.27 they 
brought up ideas and followed it up. Came up with five main ideas and then followed them up with details 
on it. I got good ideas from them and was glad I was able to be here. > If you want to give your input on 
the next superintendent - you can fill out a survey. We have a link on our website - k-w-c-h dot com.

1/16/17 Noon

You can see at the bottom of your screen - there are a lot of school closings this morning. Those include 
schools in dodge city - garden city - liberal - hays - and great bend.

1/17/17 5pm

A Brand new building, with brand new toys. This is David Templonuevo's first time inside. "Really cool. 
Lots of cool stuff. I read the paper and I've gone to different rooms, and this room specifically, I'm really 
impressed," said Templonuevo.> There are no traditional classrooms in this building, just labs, like this 
one, equipped with powerful computers for flight simulators and gaming. "Classes can come into these 
hubs, these learning labs and actually utilize the equipment in a way, shape or format that fits what that 
discipline is dealing with," said Tony Vizzini, Provost and SVP at Wichita State University.> "inside the 
robotics and automation lab, you can tell, still a lot of work that needs to be done, but get this, when this 
room is finished, this will be the first six robot 3D printer in the world, rivaling some of the largest in the 
world," said Scott Evans.> Those six robots will work together on six planes and could create something 
as large as a golf cart. That should be done later this year. In all, there are 25 laboratories. There's also 
this community makerspace called GoCreate. It's a partnership with Koch where, for $125 a month - 
people can come in collaborate, create and make things happen. < (51:05-09) "in terms of bringing in the 
community, you got an idea, come on down, this is the place to go," said Vizzini.> While there is work that 
still needs to be done, the building is functional and already being used. Templonuevo plans to spend a 
lot of time here networking and innovating. "Us millennials are very sociable and we like talking to people 
and I feel like right here in the building there's a lot of chances for that," said Templonuevo.>

1/18/17 6am



Happening now - a group of Kansas teenagers head east for the inauguration. Andover high school 
tweeted this photo of a group of students flying out right now to see president-elect Donald Trump's 
swearing in. We hope they have a safe flight.

1/19/17 8am

A life-threatening condition is not stopping a California woman from fulfilling her dream to go to college... 
And she's getting help from her mom who is also her roommate. Connie Morales was born with a neuro-
muscular disease that left her unable to breathe, eat or walk... The 19-year-old needs a ventilator and 
feeding tube to survive. Connie's mom says her daughter's dream of going to college included living on 
campus... That's why she chose to move into the dorm room with her.  A team of nurses also care for 
Connie around the clock ... And help her take notes in class. <sot verbatim: "For us it's like winning an 
Olympic gold medal when one of our patients goes to this degree of academic achievement." > Connie 
earned scholarships to several colleges ... She decided to attend Whittier College in California.

1/23/17 10pm

A nine year old comes home from school with three missing teeth. This had a Baltimore mother looking 
for answers. What she found has her outraged. The third grader's elementary school performed a dental 
procedure she never knew about. a dental program was visiting the school. The school district says the 
mother signed a permission slip but the mom says she thought it was for a routine cleaning. <sot 
verbatim: "I'm angry about this. I don't think that it should have happened like that,"

"He walked home alone after having three teeth extracted from his mouth. He could have fell out or 
anything, > the school dental programs have become more common in the Baltimore area after a boy 
died from an infected tooth in 2007.

1/24/17 6pm

Parents... Teachers and faculty members are getting ready to meet in about half an hour. The school 
district is getting opinions on a long-range facility plan that could include closing schools. The 'process for 
success' committee will look at buildings... Enrollment projections and the best way to meet the needs of 
students. The group says it wants to focus on four main areas... That includes Safety and security... 
Efficiency and growth... Deferred maintenance and curriculum and program equity. But parents say they 
still have questions about the 88 million dollar proposal... Specifically, pleasant view elementary closing 
and adding kids to other schools throughout the district. <sot verbatim: 3:31:33"these kids really thrive on 
the small community , it creates a sense of community it a sense of family a sense of home ... that's 
something derby has been great about, we have some small schools and there have been a couple 
schools in the past year that have grown, and parents have felt it.." > The school district says nothing is 
set in stone... And it does anticipate the proposal to change after getting input from the community.

1/25/17 6am

Parents in derby get their questions answered last night about a proposed bond that would close their 
neighborhood schools and move those students to other schools. The 88 million dollar bond would fix 
schools across the district. But that wasn't what you packed the meeting about. It was the potential 
closings of pleasant view and cooper elementary. <sot verbatim: 2:07 And I'm afraid that if he's in c 
classroom with 30 other students they're not going to have time to come into the classroom and pull out 



every student that needs assistance. They do a really good job here at this school. 13 // DISTRICT SOT - 
we have a preferred class size, we aim for all of them to be that, etc. > Anna was live yesterday morning 
in derby to walk you through some of these changes. We know if this happens it could impact your family 
if you live in derby - so we want to make sure you know what's on the table. If cooper closes, those 
students would attend Oaklawn - which would be rebuilt to accommodate the extra students. Pleasant 
view students would be spread throughout the district. District officials say, it should not increase class 
size much - if at all. If you missed last night's meeting - there is another meeting tomorrow night at Derby 
High - at 6:30.

1/26/17 5pm

Two Kansas high schoolers earn 60-thousand dollar scholarships to Wichita State University. The Harry 
Gore Memorial scholarships were awarded this morning. Each winner gets 15 thousand dollars a year for 
four years. Maribel Sanchez is a dodge city high senior... And says it's an honor to be recognized with this 
scholarship. <sot verbatim: 7:14 It's not about me, it's about all those people who helped me back home 
and all those immigrants who see the struggle and understand the struggle. > The other winner ... 
Matthew Miller is from the Kansas City area... He plans on studying secondary education with an 
emphasis in chemistry.

1/27/17 5pm

The Wichita school district wrapped-up a meeting... Discussing what you want in the next superintendent. 
Current superintendent John Allison will move to the Olathe district at the end of the school year. Brittni 
Thomason just got the results of an on-line survey... she's live with what it says, and what's next. Brittni?

1/28/17 8am

A teacher in Dallas gets suspended for firing a water gun at a video of president trump...that she was 
showing her class. We cannot show you the video because of copyright laws...but we can tell you the 
video was released a couple of days ago. That teacher is in front of her class playing a video of Mr. 
Trump's inauguration ceremony and yelling, "Die... Die." tens of thousands of people have seen the video 
since it was posted online...and that prompted her school officials to launch an investigation. Some of her 
students came to her defense... <sot verbatim: it was not appropriate but i don't believe it should be held 
against her because she encourages us...although her actions didn't show...she's always there to support 
my classmates...my peers > her students say, they hope she does not lose her job.

1/29/17 10pm

New tonight, k-u's chancellor has issued a statement about the order. Telling students from the countries 
affected to avoid any international travel until there is further clarification. She also says accessibility, 
diversity and the open exchange of ideas are still core values at k-u. Wichita state says none of their 
students ran into any issues, because they were all already here for the new semester... They hope for 
more legal clarification soon, and told us Saturday, they plan to send a message to international students 
tomorrow... k-state says they have 63 students from the seven countries listed in the executive order. 
They've also sent out an email to every international student to make sure they're aware and to advise 
them on travel. Their president Richard Myers issued this statement that says the university is concerned 
about the impact of the policy from an academic and research standpoint. He says the university will 
continue to support the students and families who are effected.



1/30/17 5am

Students at universities in Kansas say they are concerned about the travel ban... Universities we talked to 
are reaching out to students and advising them on what to do.  Anna auld is live in the newsroom to 
explain what this means for students and how they are reacting.

1/31/17 5pm

The boy scouts change a policy that's been in place for more than a century. The organization will now 
accept transgender boys. The policy change comes after a 9-year-old transgender boy was turned away 
from the boy scouts late last year. His mother took the battle to court...  And late last night the Boy scouts 
announced it will now accept kids based on their gender identity. <sot verbatim: "I really believe that 
banning anyone from programs that are designed to build the character of our youth in America is un-
American...so I’m really glad to see that this is happening." > The national girl scouts organization has 
accepted transgender members for years.

2/1/17 6am

Wichita state firms up a policy to help members of the military who miss class while deployed or training. 
Shockers who are serving our country will able to makeup work if they miss up to two weeks of classwork. 
It clears up a gray area for students who are reservists or on active-duty while in school. Previous rules 
left a lot in the hands of professors. The school's director of veteran’s affairs says, that was a problem 
since many faculty didn't know what was allowed. <sot verbatim: 3:11 now we actually have something in 
place that says here's what you need to do, here's what we will do for you, and it's a lot more spelled out 
so it makes it a little more clear especially for our faculty who may not deal with this on a very regular 
basis.  > The policy went into effect in mid-December.

2/2/17 6am

Clean-up begins today in northern California after protests on the campus of the University of California at 
Berkeley turn nasty. Windows shattered, lighting destroyed and trees torched, all in response to a 
decision to bring white nationalist and Breitbart editor milo Yiannopoulos to campus. That event - 
cancelled due to the violence. Staff at u-c Berkeley say, they're pretty sure all this destruction was caused 
by folks who aren't associated with the school. It followed several hours of an otherwise peaceful protest. 
<(1:15) this is not a proud night for this campus, home of the free speech movement  FLASH TO Shutting 
down Milo Yiannopoulos, and doing whatever's necessary to do that, is our right to self-defense.  > 
Despite the conflict - u-c Berkeley officials say classes will take place as usual.

2/3/17 6am

It's a tradition that started three years ago for one Wichita teacher, and this morning, it's made her a 
social media sensation... Jerusha Willenborg brings a unique way to connect with her 3rd graders at 
Mueller elementary... And it will make you Kansas proud.

2/4/17 8am



The Wichita teachers union will soon receive survey results from teachers... About their feelings on the 
school district's new calendar format. Just this year, the school district lengthened the school day by 30 
minutes. That move ended up shortening the calendar. It was made to help the school district save 
money. One teacher says she's still adjusting to the change. <sot verbatim: 28; 05 I think we've managed 
it. I don't know that it's the best option for students, but it's the best option for what we have.//26:50 by the 
time we get to the end of the day, they're really squirrely, and so that has taken some adapting on 
everybody's part.> as soon as the surveys are delivered... we'll post the results on our website k-w-c-h-
dot-com.

2/5/17 6pm

We could get results as soon as tomorrow on how teachers feel about the longer school days. We first 
told you last week about a united teachers of Wichita survey... Which asked teachers how they feel about 
the longer school day... Each school day has been extended by 30 minutes. It has shortened the school 
year by 15 days to save money... The union extended the survey until today. As soon as we get those 
results... We'll post them on the k-w-c-h 12 app.

2/7/17 5pm

Some lawmakers in Topeka want to restrict how you use your cell phone in school and construction 
zones - and if you violate the restriction - you could get a fine. A proposal would restrict you to hands-free 
phone use in those areas. The bill was introduced because senators say distracted driving is increasing. 
If you get caught doing it... that fine will be at least 60 dollars, plus an extra cost from each county... 
Which would vary. Parents we talked with say... they support the new bill. Senators will also hear about 
what other states have learned from having passed a bill similar to this one, tomorrow.

2/8/17 5pm

Should Kansas public schools help cover the state's more than 300-million dollar budget hole this year? 
That’s the question Kansas senators will debate tomorrow...as they decide whether to cut 128-million 
dollars or 5-percent from public schools. Education reporter Pilar Pedraza spoke with multiple school 
districts today... About what such a cut would mean for your kids.

2/9/17 5pm

Kansas senators *pull* their support... From proposals to roll back controversial business income tax 
cuts... And cut more than 100 million dollars from k-thourgh-12 schools. Lawmakers say... They're looking 
at all options to close a 350-million-dollar projected shortfall through the end of June. Pilar Pedraza 
explains why things fell apart this morning...

2/10/17 5pm

A warning for parents in western Kansas... The Dodge City school district confirms a case of Scarlet 
Fever. The district says it’s reached out to the Ford County Health Department for recommendations.  
Scarlet fever is a contagious bacterial infection... it usually affects kids between the ages of 5 and 18.  
Scarlet fever is caused by the same germ that causes strep throat... it can be treated with antibiotics. The 
school district is urging anyone who is infected to stay home for at least 24 hours after starting antibiotics.



2/11/17 9am

Classes should resume Monday in two Kansas school districts... After several students got sick. Fairfield 
school district officials say, more than 20 percent of its students caught the flu. The superintendent 
decided to cancel class Friday for the entire district, so the buildings could be disinfected and to allow the 
kids to get healthy. He says... there are two illnesses going around... the stomach flu and an upper 
respiratory illness. Teachers and students in u-s-d 4-83...that's kismet-plains...are also sick. It's been a 
rough year for the flu - schools across the country have all had similar closures to combat this year's 
strain.

2/13/17 6am

Happening today - the newton school board could consider the fate of one of Kansas' most highly 
accredited elementary schools. The Walton rural life center could soon move, closer to town Anna Auld is 
in Walton this morning. She joins with what parents have to say about the plan - Anna?

2/14/17 6am

The newton school board moves forward on a multi-million dollar bond - but did not say whether the 
Walton rural life center will move. We were at last night's board meeting where dozens of parents - alumni 
and community members showed up to plead with the school board to keep the school in town. The 
district is considering moving the elementary school to newton - and out of the building in Walton that it 
says is old and outdated. <give us a chance, give us our school and not threaten to shut it down and i 
think you'd be impressed at what that school could do.  > Board members hope to finalize a plan to spend 
the bond money by the end of May. It’ll continue the conversation about that - and Walton rural life center 
- at its next meeting in March.

2/17/17 5pm

New at 5... Wichita State is almost three quarters of the way to its fundraising goal to renovate and 
expand Koch arena. The university foundation and athletic department are working to raise 12 million 
dollars to create a student center, conditioning center, training room and student lounge. The funds will 
also renovate the coaches and administrative offices ... As well as expand the retail store and hospitality 
room. A recent pledge from Equity Bank raised the total to 8 point 8 million dollars raised so far.  <sot 
verbatim: 22:39:29: "We're just so grateful to have amazing supporters of Wichita State University. The 
shockers are known across the country for being great supporters of their university." > The last major 
project at the arena was 2003 to 2004.

2/20/17 5pm

A follow-up to a story we told you about last week... The company that provides school buses to the 
Wichita school district holds a job fair. First Student is looking for drivers to help transport thousands of 
kids in the district. If you couldn't make it today ... The company will hold another job fair on March 10th... 
You can find that information on our website k-w-c-h dot com.



2/21/17 6am

Goddard’s bond goes to a vote in April - other surrounding districts will hold votes in May. In most of the 
districts we looked at - if passed - the bond would increase property taxes by 20 to 25 dollars a year for a 
hundred thousand dollar home. Goddard is right in the middle - coming in at just under 22 dollars.

2/22/17 6pm

When we say test beers... You probably immediately thought of taste testing. And while a lot of that does 
go on here... That's not the only testing these w-s-u students are doing.

2/23/17 5pm

It's the time of year when colleges across the country start sending out acceptance letters ... While 
potential students are weighing their options on which school to attend.  Scott Evans shows you the new 
approach Wichita state is taking to tilt the scales in its favor... new at 5.

2/25/17 8am

After the trump administration's decision to reverse an Obama administration directive... Involving 
transgender students and public school restrooms.... Some in the l-g-b-t-q community have been in an 
uproar. And, one transgender teen in particular plans to take his fight all the way to the Supreme Court. 
The federal guidelines instructed schools to let students use the restroom that matched their gender 
identity. President trump has said he believes the issue should be dealt with on the state level...not 
federal. 17-year-old Gavin Grimm, who was born female says, he was using the men's restroom until a 
parent talked to school officials...and that's when a meeting was held and he was told he could no longer 
use that restroom. The school did create a uni-sex restroom that Grimm could use...but he says he still 
felt singled out. <sot verbatim: an accommodation is an exclusion, I’m a boy like my peers and I should be 
able to use the boy's restroom like my peers.> Grimm says he has contacted the a-c-l-u. The Supreme 
Court asked attorneys for both sides to submit letters by next Wednesday on where the case should go 
from here.

2/27/17 6am

Happening today in derby - school leaders will get the report from the district's transgender task force. 
The school board commissioned the group to look into how the district can accommodate transgender 
students. It came on the heels of a federal mandate requiring schools to let students use the bathroom 
that corresponds with their gender identity - not what's on their birth certificate. President trump removed 
that rule last week.

2/28/17 5pm

This school year... The Wichita school district lengthened the day by 30 minutes in order to shorten the 
year by 15 days. The district is now asking you... How you feel about the change. From now until next 
Wednesday... You can fill out this survey. You'll find a link right now on our k-w-c-h Facebook page.



3/1/17 5pm

New at 5... Wichita state tuition could soon come with a y-m-c-a membership.  The Y and the university 
are discussing plans to possibly build a y-m-c-a on Wichita State's Innovation Campus.  The facility would 
include workout facilities ... student health and wellness services and a drop in daycare center. Under the 
plan ... students will also get a y-m-c-a membership ... Allowing them to use any of the facilities in 
Sedgwick, Butler and Harvey Counties. <sot verbatim: 10:06 we get a lot of our leaders from the sports 
management program at Wichita State so it's also a great opportunity for us. We'll employ almost 70 
people there, they'll be our future leaders.  > The university's current exercise facility -- the Heskett Center 
-- will remain on campus as a home for intramurals, sport clubs, aquatics and the crew team.

3/2/17 5pm

A group of students in El Dorado are helping girls get ready for prom. The group collected more than 450 
dresses to give away this weekend to any girls in Butler County who can't afford to buy a dress. The 
dresses range in size, color and style... The group is also giving away shoes and jewelry. <sot verbatim: 
10:46 I know personally that sometimes I don't have the money to buy a dress to be able to go and to 
have something like this is great because you get to feel like a princess in a sense > The dress giveaway 
is Saturday from 9 to 2 at El Dorado High School. It's open to any girl who goes to high school in Butler 
County.

3/3/17 6pm

Students and staff help celebrate an elementary school custodian's retirement... Mark Graber retired 
today after 34 and a half years. He's been working at Kensler elementary school here in Wichita. Graber 
was the head custodian. He says he was surprised by the celebration. <sot verbatim: unbelievably 
shocked and touched. Happy, sad, you know, it's really emotional, really emotional. > Teachers also 
surprised Graber by spraying him with silly string. Graber even met his wife at the school. She is a 
teacher there. Graber says he plans to fish and rest during his retirement.

3/6/17 5pm

New at 5... Wichita State students can now call an Uber for a free safe ride home. The university is 
teaming up with Uber for the Shocker Safe Ride program... Providing free rides for students Thursdays, 
Fridays and Saturdays for rides up to 14 dollars in the Wichita area. Students can use their school e-mail 
address and promo code W-S-U 2017 to get a free ride.

3/7/17 6am

You’ll notice the ticker running at the bottom of your screen - It’s because a few schools are closed today 
due to the fire. Kids in Buhler, Nickerson and south Hutchinson, and the Coldwater - Comanche county 
school district will all be closed. Central Christian is also closed in Hutchinson.

3/8/17 6am



Here’s a story that'll make you feel all sorts of Kansas proud. Mark, you, me and Scott make school trips 
all the time. I read at a Wichita school last week and got some cool thank you pictures. Well kids in Inman 
drew some pictures of their own to thank the firefighters battling to protect Hutchinson.

3/9/17 6am

Get your piece of the old southeast high school - The school district is auctioning off parts of the old 
building. You can bid on everything from an old ping-pong table, to projectors to chairs and even 
equipment from the old woodshop. Here’s how this is gonna work. The auction is at the school's old 
building off Lincoln and Edgemoor. You have to pre-register - that begins at eight o'clock. You can do that 
either online or in-person. The auction itself begins at nine o'clock. Want to see what else is on the 
auction block? We've put a link to the auction on our website, kwch dot com.

3/11/17 9am

A Wichita Elementary School student is headed to miss pre-teen Kansas. A Wichita police officer 
awarded Kelsey Hudock (who-dock)... with her invitation at school Friday. Kelsey says... she wants to be 
an officer when she grows up. Next ... Kelsey will go to the state finals in July. That's here in Wichita. If 
she wins... She'll go on to compete against pre-teens across the country.

3/13/17 6am

Happening today- the maize school board is expected to a new program with Wichita State that'll let kids 
build a plane. The partnership with the aerospace engineering program begins next year. Sophomores, 
juniors and seniors at both maize high schools can participate. The district says - if all goes well - the 
plane built by students will fly at the end of program.

3/14/17 6pm

The Wichita public school district estimates... It will have to cut more than eight-million-dollars from next 
year's fixed cost budget. The chief financial officer told the school board... that budget planning for next 
year is a waiting game. That's because of budget problems in Topeka. The Kansas legislature has to 
come-up with a new school funding formula by June 30th... after the Kansas Supreme Court ruled school 
funding from the state was inadequate. CUTS WILL HAVE TO come from utilities... Transportation, as 
well as software. Wichita’s total budget a year... is about 680-million dollars.

3/15/17 Noon

The number of Americans defaulting on federal student loans is rising. The consumer federation of 
America says more than 4 million borrowers were in default at the end of last year. That’s a seventeen 
percent rise from the year before. The c-f-a says, the average debt for a borrower is just over 30-
thousand dollars.

3/16/17 10pm



A newton high school promposal, is going viral on twitter.... With nearly a half *million likes... Senior 
Shaedon Wedel (shay-dun weedle) asked his best friend's little sister to the prom... With a unique 
surprise. Carlie Wittman, like many teenagers, is pumped for prom... Deedee Sun brings us the story, 
that'll make you Kansas Proud.

3/26/17 6pm

If your child attends school in the derby school district, changes could be coming to your enrollment fees. 
The School Board will discuss increasing the technology fee from 25 dollars to 50 dollars for students in 
middle and high school. If their device is returned in good condition without any damages, the extra 25 
dollars would be credited to their fee the following year. Students completing the eighth or twelfth grade 
would not receive the credit if it is approved. All of the other fees would remain the same. That discussion 
is scheduled to take place tomorrow.

3/27/17 6pm

If your child goes to school in the derby district... You could be paying more to enroll them. The School 
Board will discuss increasing the technology fee from 25 to 50 dollars for students in middle and high 
school. The money provides students with an i-pad or MacBook air. If the device is returned in good 
condition... The extra $25 dollars will be credited to their fee the following year. That discussion is 
scheduled to take place at tonight's school board meeting. That starts in about 20 minutes.

ENVIRONMENT

1/1/17 10pm

We’ll warm up Monday, but it won't last long. An arctic blast will bring colder air into the region this week. 
A warm front will push into southwest Kansas overnight, into early tomorrow morning. Patchy fog will 
develop along this front early Monday, but it will clear by the afternoon. Highs will be warm, reaching the 
50s to lower 60s. That warm air won’t last. A cold front will push into northwest Kansas by Monday 
evening and it will move all the way through the state, heading to the southeast, by Tuesday morning. 
Behind this front, cold arctic air will build over the state. Light snow showers will be possible Wednesday 
night into Thursday morning for northwest Kansas, Those showers will then build over the southwest 
Thursday afternoon through Thursday night. A gradual warm up will return by the end of the week.

1/2/17 10pm

It’s a near 60 degree temperature today in Wichita as we get a short break from winter... But tomorrow 
things are going to change. You'll be seeing much colder weather... And Ross just how cold is it going to 
get?

1/3/17 6am



Wicked winds and bitter cold temps. Early Tuesday, skies are mostly cloudy, winds are gusty, temps are 
in the teens, and 20s and 30s but wind chills are in the single-digits for some. A powerful cold front 
blasted through our region while we were sleeping and behind it Tuesday, Arctic air will overspread our 
entire state with steady or falling temps in the 20s and 30s. Future track shows us: a mix of clouds and 
sun, gusty winds and colder temps Tuesday afternoon. Tuesday night to Wednesday morning: scattered 
clouds, breezy, colder. Wednesday afternoon: partly to mostly cloudy, breezy, cold, flurries north.

1/4/17 10pm

This is what eye-70 looked like west of Denver today. The snow producing system you see here... Is now 
in Kansas. It's bringing some snow to parts of the state right now. It's also bringing dangerous 
temperatures for your morning commute. It’s why we've issued a weather alert.

1/5/17 10pm

Very cold temperatures have prompted us to keep the Weather Alert Day going into Friday morning. 
Some places will see -10 to -15 on the feels like reading to start the day. Skies will remain mostly cloudy 
into the night with lows falling below zero in western Kansas, but single digit lows will be common 
elsewhere. Wind chills will all be below zero around the state. Sunshine is back for Friday as the 
temperature begins to climb. Much of the state will see highs in the 20s with light winds. Over the 
weekend, we begin to thaw out. Highs will be close to freezing on Saturday and with the help of a south 
breeze on Sunday, much of the state could be close to 40 degrees. It does look dry all the way through 
the weekend.

1/6/17 6am

New this morning - students at an upstate New York school district had a surprise sleep-over last night - 
because of the snow the roads were so bad, the school couldn't get kids home safely. Some kids were 
stuck on running buses until near-midnight. <it was about 20 miles per hour, the entire time. It took me 
about an hour to do a 30-minute drive today, so: this is pretty average, this is how it is in Buffalo. We 
should be used to it by now. It’s been a difficult day with weather and everything. It's really not that bad.  > 
Lake effect snow is being blamed for the mess.

1/7/17 9am

The department of natural resources issued these general ice thickness guidelines. When the ice is 2 
inches or less - stay off. At four inches...it's safe to ice fish or do other activities on foot. Five inches is 
thick enough for a snowmobile or a-t-v. Eight inches to foot thick... can hold a car or small pickup. And, 
just over a foot thickness... would be ideal for a medium size truck. The department says, there are many 
factors other than thickness that can cause ice to be unsafe. So, it's best just to be careful.

1/8/17 10pm

People on both coasts are dealing with different forms of severe weather this weekend. On the west coast 
in California, flood waters and debris threaten homes as a storm system moves across much the west. 
And on the east coast hundreds of accidents reported in the Carolinas as people work to dig out from a 



snow storm that hit Friday. That same storm, dropping a foot and a half of snow throughout the northeast. 
Icy roads have caused at least four deaths in Virginia, North Carolina, Georgia and Kentucky.

1/9/17 6am

Dry conditions in Ellsworth County fueled a grassfire that burned more than a thousand acres across two 
counties. Fire crews say it started in Ellsworth county Sunday then spread into McPherson County. 
Firefighters say ashes from a controlled burn that happened last week sparked the fire. Nobody was hurt - 
and no buildings were damaged.

1/10/17 10pm

A cold front will be coming into Kansas on Wednesday, much of the state will have more mild weather. 
Highs will continue to be above normal. In the overnight hours, skies will be partly cloudy with lows 
staying above freezing. The wind starts to pick up again across western Kansas.  A little breezy for 
Wednesday and by the afternoon, most of the state will see the winds turning back to the north. 
Temperatures will start falling in the afternoon across northern Kansas, but many of us will still get a day 
with 50 and 60 degree weather. Colder weather takes over for Thursday with highs in the 30s and 40s. 
We won't have to worry about any icy weather until Friday night and over the weekend. Ice accumulations 
are expected and it's realistic to expect there could be possible power outages. There won't be any snow 
chances until Sunday night or Monday in far western Kansas. Travel this weekend could be rather 
difficult.

1/11/17 6am

One of the biggest threats to trees is ice. It's coming this weekend and many of you might look at your 
yard - and thinking - should i trim my tree branches? Wichita-area tree trimmers say, yeah, you should 
trim them. Anna - you have trees in your yard, what did the tree service you talked to say you need to do 
ahead of the storm?

1/12/17 5am

Winter's worst takes aim at Kansas. Early Thursday, skies are partly to mostly cloudy, winds are fresh 
and temps are in the teens and 20s with wind chills in the single-digits for some. Much colder air will pour 
into Kansas Thursday carried on gusty northerly winds with highs in the 30s to around 40 degrees under 
a partly cloudy sky. Future track shows us: partly to mostly cloudy and colder Thursday afternoon. 
Thursday night to Friday morning: clouds fill-in, patchy freezing drizzle southeast. Friday afternoon: 
occasional light freezing rain/freezing drizzle east, dry west, colder for all. Friday night to Saturday 
morning: more light freezing rain/freezing drizzle south. Our 7-day forecast... Highs near 40 Thursday 
then much colder through this weekend; warmer, drier by Tuesday. Freezing rain likely late Friday and 
Saturday then rain Sunday.

1/13/17 5:30am

Dangerous ice storm bearing down on Kansas. Early Friday, skies are mostly cloudy, winds are light and 
temps wind chills in the single-digits for many. Friday afternoon, light freezing rain or patchy freezing 
drizzle will be possible over southeast Kansas, mainly south and east of the Kansas Turnpike. High 



temps will only top-out in the 20s to around 30 degrees with a fresh breeze. Future track shows us: 
patchy freezing drizzle/light freezing rain southeast Friday afternoon. Friday night to Saturday morning: 
more light freezing rain/freezing drizzle south, dry north. Saturday through early Sunday: periods of 
freezing rain + accumulating ice. Our 7-day forecast... Highs around Friday and Saturday, near 40 
Sunday then much warmer and drier by Tuesday. Freezing rain likely Saturday into early Sunday then 
changing to rain by Sunday afternoon.

1/14/17 8am

We've gone on and on about what to do before the storm. But what about during? There are some 
hazards around your home that you need to watch out for once it gets nasty out there. Pilar Pedraza 
shows you that one place, is your gutters.  

1/16/17 Noon

We are not the only ones who saw ice this weekend. Storms overnight pounded Texas with heavy rain - 
Flooding and tornadoes. The ice storm is blamed for at least six deaths. Heavy winds damaged a hangar 
at one airport. Further north - Ice crippled parts of the state. It was more than an inch thick in some areas. 
<sot verbatim:  It covered up my pickup, covered up her car, covered up the neighbor's van, just been 
digging ever since.> Thousands were also left without power. In Nebraska - two semi-trucks crashed on I-
80 causing one to erupt into a fiery blaze. De-icing crews were called out at St. Louis' lambert airport 
where over 100 flights were delayed or cancelled due to the storm.

1/17/17 5pm

Milder, January weather will continue into Wednesday, but an active weather pattern will bring clouds and 
cool temperatures back by Thursday. Overnight, fog is expected in northwest and southeast Kansas. 
Lows will fall into the 20s for many areas, but the winds should be very light. After some fog early 
Wednesday, watch for clouds to start increasing in the afternoon. South winds will remain light, and 
temperatures will be back in the 40s and lower 50s. We will have to watch for foggy weather Thursday 
and Friday mornings. There will be lots of clouds in Kansas too, which will slow down the warming trend. 
Highs will mostly be in the 40s with southerly breezes. The next chance for moisture will come Saturday 
night and early Sunday over southern Kansas. It's unlikely to be ice or snow with temperatures staying 
warm enough to keep it as rain.

1/18/17 6am

Huge progress in the fight to restore power for many of you in central and western Kansas following this 
weekend's ice storm. As of now - about a thousand outages remain in the areas served by victory electric 
- down from more than five thousand yesterday morning. Major problems though for Midwest energy 
customers - the latest data from their outage map says more than six thousand customers are still without 
power.

1/19/17 5pm

Dense fog will develop overnight and the clouds will stick around too. Many areas over central and 
eastern Kansas will see visibility dropping below 1/4 of a mile early Friday. Low temperatures are 



expected to stay above freezing for most of the state. Readings will be down in the 30s to near 40 with 
light winds. After the foggy start early Friday, look for a cloudy sky into the afternoon. Highs will be in the 
40s and 50s with light south winds. A few sprinkles may develop in northern Kansas Friday evening, but it 
won't amount to much for the areas that do see rain. A stronger storm system will slide across Oklahoma 
into the weekend. It will bring a chance for rain showers to southern Kansas Saturday evening/night. It will 
stay warm enough to prevent any winter weather hazards over the weekend. Cooler weather arrives for 
the second half of the weekend.

1/21/17 8am

A quiet morning across Kansas with temperatures in the 20s and 30s statewide.  Look for a mix of 
sunshine and clouds throughout the day with a few light showers developing across southwestern Kansas 
through the afternoon.  The rest of the state should remain dry.  Temperatures will warm up into the 40s 
and 50s by afternoon.  A few rain showers are in the forecast tonight.  Those details and a look at the 7 
day forecast coming up in a few minutes.

1/23/17 5pm

Scary new video from California...  Where floodwaters turned roads into rivers. This car was swept away 
over the weekend. Luckily, no one was inside.  Rescue crews worked to save stranded drivers... after one 
of the largest storms in years hit California. Some roadways were covered with nearly four-feet of water.  
The storm is blamed for at least three deaths.

1/24/17 6pm

All of Kansas will see a return to winter-like temperatures for the remainder of the week. Northwest winds 
will make it feel even colder. Overnight, the winds will continue to be rather brisk from the northwest, with 
lows falling into the 20s around most of the area. Northwest winds will drive wind chills down into the 
teens. Even though we will have some clouds moving through, we don't expect any snow. Clouds will 
gradually thin out heading into Wednesday afternoon. Even with sunshine, temperatures will still be rather 
chilly with highs in the 30s and low 40s. Northwest winds will be rather gusty throughout the day. Dry and 
chilly weather should continue for the remainder of the week and into the weekend.

1/25/17 6am

Early Wednesday, skies are mostly clear to partly cloudy, winds are fresh and temps are in the teens, 20s 
and 30s with wind chills in the single-digits for some. Look for decreasing clouds Wednesday afternoon 
but even with the sunshine, temperatures will be chilly, only topping-out in the 30s and lower 40s. Gusty 
northwest winds will make it feel like the teens and 20s most of the day.

1/26/17 5pm

Although temperatures will be going up a little over the next few days, it's still going to be a chilly weekend 
for many. The wind will be gusty from Friday all the way through the weekend as well. Skies will be mostly 
clear heading through the night with lows falling into the teens and lower 20s. The winds will back down 
from the northwest during the night, but wind chills will still fall into the single digits and teens. Look for 
mostly sunny skies on Friday with highs mostly in the 40s. The winds will be a little stronger from the 



northwest, which will make it feel colder with wind chills down in the 30s. Some clouds will arrive over the 
weekend, but dry weather continues. Highs will climb to the upper 40s by Saturday and could be back 
into the 50s by Sunday. The wind will gust to 30-35 mph both days this weekend.

1/27/17 5pm

It's going to be breezy this weekend, with wind out of the northwest from 10-20, gusting up to 30 mph. 
Highs will stay in the upper 40s Saturday, warming into the lower 50s Sunday and even the lower 60s by 
Monday. A cold front will push through the state Monday. Behind this front, highs will drop into the lower 
50s Tuesday and the mid-40s on Wednesday. There won't be enough moisture available to provide rain 
or snow with this front. We'll stay partly to mostly sunny through the end of the week.

1/28/17 8am

A quiet weather weekend across Kansas, the only concern will be gusty northwest winds.  Wind gusts will 
be strongest across northwest Kansas, approaching 40-45 M.P.H., during the afternoon while gusts 
across central sections of the state will be 30-35 M.P.H. Temperatures this morning are in the 20s and 
30s with the coldest readings in the west.  Wind chills are in the teens and 20s.  Sunshine will help warm 
temperatures into the 40s to near 50 by afternoon.  A warming trend is expected through Monday.  More 
details on the warming trend and how long it will last coming up in a few minutes.

1/29/17 10pm

Highs will warm into the mid to upper 60s on Monday. We'll stay mostly sunny and the breeze will start to 
back off a bit. By Tuesday morning, a cold front will push all the way through the state, putting an end to 
the spring like weather. Highs will stay above average for this time of the year, reaching the mid-50s. 
Colder air will continue to rush in from the north, dropping highs in the 40s by mid-week. We'll stay partly 
to mostly sunny through then, our next chance for showers will hold off until Saturday. We could see a 
light rain/snow mix over central Kansas, but accumulation is not expected.

1/30/17 Noon

Temperatures have warmed quickly this morning with plenty of sunshine. Wichita will warm into the upper 
60s this afternoon, just shy of the record high for the date. A cold front will move through the area 
overnight bringing readings down for the rest of the week.

1/31/17 5pm

Wichita received 2.79 inches of rain throughout the month of January, ranking this month as the 4th 
wettest January on record. Two and half inches, or 89.6% of the monthly total fell from January 13-16... 
The weekend of the ice storm. Ross and I will be on Facebook live tonight at 8 to talk about the rainfall 
totals across the state, and the impact on the drought in western Kansas.

2/1/17 6am



Winter's chill is back. Early Wednesday, skies are partly cloudy, winds are fresh, temps are in the 20s and 
30s with wind chills in the teens for some. Our first surge of cold Canadian air this week will push into the 
Kansas Wednesday behind a dry front. A fresh northerly breeze will drop our midweek highs back into the 
30s and 40s. Future track shows us: a mostly sunny to partly cloudy sky but a colder Wednesday 
afternoon. Wednesday night to Thursday morning: clouds, a few flurries west, mostly clear and colder 
east. Thursday afternoon: partly to mostly cloudy and colder.

2/2/17 6am

Early Thursday, skies are clear east, mostly cloudy west, winds are fresh, temps are in the teens and 20s 
with wind chills in the single-digits for some. Clouds will hang tough over western Kansas while the east 
sees some sunshine Thursday. Highs statewide will be much colder than they were Wednesday only 
topping-out in the 30s with wind chills in the teens and 20s.

2/3/17 6am

Early Friday, skies are mostly clear west with clouds east, winds are light, temps are in the teens and 20s 
with wind chills in the single-digits for some. Look for increasing clouds Friday over western Kansas while 
parts of the east see some afternoon sun. Highs will only top-out in the 30s with wind chills in the 20s 
most of the day.

2/4/17 8am

It feels like winter this morning with temperatures in the 20s and 30s and wind chills in the teens across 
Kansas. We will go from winter to spring by afternoon as temperatures warm into the 50s and 60s.  The 
price for this warming trend will be gusty southerly winds throughout the day. Wind gusts to 30-35 mph, 
will be common. Winds will diminish this evening.  The mild spring-like weather will continue on Sunday 
and the winds will be lighter. More details on how long this mild weather will last coming up in a few 
minutes.

2/5/17 10pm

Clouds will increase overnight and patchy fog will build over the southern half of the state through 
Monday morning. By Monday afternoon, the fog will clear and skies will become mostly sunny. Highs will 
get warmer, reaching the upper 60s to lower 70s. The warm air will linger through Tuesday, but a cold 
front will drop us back into winter by mid-week. Lows will fall into the upper 20s to lower 30s with highs in 
the 40s Wednesday. We will stay sunny to mostly sunny through the end of the week. We'll warm back 
into the 60s by Friday.

2/6/17 5pm

A fireball lights-UP the sky across the Midwest This meteor was captured on a dash cameras... in Illinois 
and Wisconsin early this morning. A meteorologist in Green Bay reported hearing a sonic boom... 
seconds after the meteor flew by.  Radar showed... IT passing over Lake Michigan... But it's unclear if it 
landed in the water or broke-up in the sky. According to the American meteor society ... IT was seen in a 
dozen states and parts of Canada.



2/7/17 5pm

Reports of multiple tornadoes touching down in Louisiana today. Officials say... at least seven homes 
were damaged in Livingston Parish. The mayor of New Orleans says... two people are seriously hurt... 
and dozens more suffered minor injuries. City officials say... about 10-thousand homes are without power 
and there are reports of gas leaks in the area. Sections of interstates are shut down. Patrols are doing 
house-by-house searches.... to make sure no one is trapped by falling debris. Sarah Fletcher is tracking 
this system now. Sarah, where is it heading now?

2/8/17 6am

A brief cold snap then warming up again. Early Wednesday, skies are partly to mostly cloudy, winds are 
fresh, temps are in the teens and 20s with wind chills in the single-digits and teens.  We'll see mostly 
sunny skies by Wednesday afternoon but it will be MUCH colder with highs only topping-out in the 30s 
and 40s for most of our state. Future track shows us: a mix of sun and clouds, breezy and much colder 
Wednesday afternoon. Wednesday night to Thursday morning: mostly clear and cold. Thursday 
afternoon: sunny, breezy and chilly.

2/9/17 5pm

A comet will shoot across the early morning sky this weekend. And you have the chance to spot it. But 
you'll need to be patient and get up early. The best time to spot the comet is around 2 a-m Saturday. 
And... According to Harold Henderson with Lake Afton public observatory... You can possibly spot it with 
the naked eye if you are in a very dark place. Here's where you'll need to look...  To the east between 
these two constellations. If you can find Hercules ... You should be able to spot the comet. <sot verbatim: 
11:30 comets are usually referred to as dirty snowballs if you look at them through a telescope or a pair of 
binoculars they have that round, fuzzy shape. They get brighter and brighter the closer you go into the 
middle. > Here's what you'll need to bring with you... Binoculars will help you see the comet ... Take your 
time... And again, you're looking for a fuzzy shape with a bright center and it could have a small tail. <Talk 
about the weather> tomorrow night you will have the chance to spot a partial lunar eclipse ... You can find 
out when and where to look from my blog. You'll find a link on my Facebook page.

2/10/17 5pm

Look for mostly sunny to partly cloudy skies Friday with highs ranging from the low to mid-70s east to the 
80s across parts of western Kansas. Gusty southerly winds will elevate the grass fire danger, especially 
for the eastern half of our state. A cold front will slide into the northern half of Kansas Saturday where 
north winds will usher-in cooler highs topping-out in the 50s and 60s. South of the front, essentially south 
of I-70, it will be another warm day with temps in the-70s. We'll stay dry through the weekend and into 
early next week but look for colder temps to return statewide Sunday and Monday

2/11/17 9am

And here's another cool story. This is part of a snow sculpting contest at Michigan Tech University. The 
annual winter carnival snow statue competition is a month long event. The theme for this contest was 
"snow cascades across the decades." this is the winning piece. It’s called "in the snow shall appear, a 
town of the new frontier." it's complete with gunslingers... a saloon... and even a wishing well for people to 



throw their coins in. <sweat and tears went into building this statue. Halfway through we had that unusual 
warm weather so we actually had one week less than planned to get it done and we still finished.> The 
competition is part of a winter carnival at the school that has been going on for 95 years.

2/12/17 5:30pm

The latest snowstorm blasting the northeast, buried cities and towns across the east coast... And now 
they are preparing for another storm. Paul burton tells us how Boston is preparing.

2/13/17 6am

Also happening now - a cautious sense of optimism this morning north of Sacramento. Late last night - 
we learned water had stopped flowing down this emergency spillway at the Oroville dam. That spillway 
was on the verge of failing - which would have sent thousands of gallons of water towards homes. It's why 
more than a 180 thousand people are waking up elsewhere this morning. Despite the change in the water 
flow, people will be kept from their homes until further notice. < I’m not gonna lift the evacuation order 
until I have a better idea of what that means and what risk that poses. > those responsible for managing 
the dam - the tallest in the country - say they're looking at ways to assess the damage to this spillway 
today now that the water has stopped flowing over its top. They also say the dam itself intact.

2/14/17 6am

Early Tuesday, skies are clear near the NE state line with clouds elsewhere, winds are light, temps are in 
the 20 and 30s and wind chills in the teens for some. The Texas storm system will plow away from our 
region this afternoon so look for decreasing clouds, a drier northerly wind and highs in the lower 50s 
Tuesday.

2/15/17 6am

Soaring into the 60s soon Early Wednesday, skies are clear, winds are light, temps are in the 20s and 
wind chills are in the teens for some. Look for sunny skies Wednesday with a warm south-southwest 
breeze and highs in the mid-50s to lower 60s.

2/16/17 6am

More Sweet 60s and 70s Early Thursday, skies are clear, winds are fresh, temps are in the 30s and wind 
chills are mostly in the 20s. Thursday and Friday will be sunny and even warmer than Wednesday with a 
fresh southwesterly breeze. Highs will soar into the 60s and lower 70s, that's 20 to 25 degrees above 
normal, with a few record-setting temps possible. Future track shows us: sunny skies, warmer temps and 
a fresh breeze Thursday afternoon. Thursday night to Friday morning: clear and cool. Friday afternoon: 
sunny and warm.

2/17/17 5pm

Evacuations are underway in parts of California ... As the region prepares for the strongest storm in 
years. Heavy rain ... Snow and gusty winds are all possible through the weekend in southern California.  



The National Weather Service is warning of possible flooding, mudslides, rock slides and power outages.  
<sot verbatim: it may not come down, it may come down, who knows the whole mountain may come 
down. > People in Northern California can expect another round of weather next week... That's where 
about 200-thousand people were evacuated earlier this week because of damage to the Oroville dam.  
Meteorologist Merril Teller joins us with where the storms are now... Merril?

2/19/17 10pm

The forecast in California is calling for another dose of rain after heavy storms hit the state earlier this 
week. The death toll from that storm continues to rise. So far at least five people have died as a result. 
Conditions got so bad in the Santa Barbara area that drivers had to abandon their cars. <sot verbatim: "I 
was going to get out of there.... it was too deep and my car stopped and I said oh crap." > Officials in 
Oroville are still monitoring the dam there's spill way after an evacuation order was lifted earlier this week. 
Last Sunday, officials issued that order because of fears that the dam may collapse. Forecasters in the 
region say some areas could get up to ten inches of rain over the next few days.

2/20/17 5pm

Rain started to build into south central Kansas last night and continued overnight into this morning. Here's 
a look at some of the totals reported to us by our weather watchers... Ross will have the details on our 
next chance for rain, in your 7 day forecast, coming up.

2/21/17 6am

The nice February weather we've had might come at a cost. Your yard might be teeming with bugs. Just 
like humans - bugs love this warm weather. But as Brittni Thomason found out - many of you are not fans 
of all the creepy crawlies that are springing up across Kansas.

2/22/17 6am

This week marks the four year anniversary of the snow storm that put much of Kansas under several 
inches of snow. If you lived anywhere in the state - you know what I'm talking about. This year though - 
nothing like that. We've had a little bit here and there but nothing like a few years ago while that's good for 
you if you're not a fan of ice and snow, it's not good for the state's salt producers. Anna auld joins us live 
from Hutchinson to explain.

2/23/17 5pm

After record warmth throughout the week, here comes winter. High temperatures will be 30-35 degrees 
colder for Friday afternoon. A light wintry mix of weather is expected across northern Kansas through the 
evening and night, but it's not likely to cause any big travel concerns. Gusty north winds throughout the 
night will usher in the colder air. Low temperatures will fall to the 20s and 30s with wind chills down in the 
teens. Skies will be mostly cloudy on Friday with highs in the 30s-west and 40s in the east. Wind chills will 
likely be in the 20s and 30s with gusty northwest winds continuing. The wind will die down into Friday 
night and although sunshine will be back on Saturday with light winds, temperatures will stay in the 40s. 
Quite a change from the warm weather we've had lately.



2/24/17 5pm

We should expect a cool weekend for most of Kansas and for much of the state, it will be dry. A big high 
pressure system will help to clear the skies and calm the winds down as we head into the night. Low 
temperatures will fall into the teens around most of the state. Look for sunshine on Saturday with a light 
breeze turning back to the south. Highs will be in the 45-50 degree range, which is a bit cooler than 
normal for February. A fast moving storm system coming through Saturday night/early Sunday will help to 
increase the clouds. The best chance for moisture will be in southeast Kansas, while the rest of us won't 
see anything at all. Highs will be around 50 on Sunday with shifting winds back to the north. Most of next 
week will see high temperatures near normal, which is just above 50 degrees heading into early March.

2/25/17 8am

An area of cold high pressure is centered over Kansas this morning and will drift southeast into Arkansas 
by this evening.  After a very cold start to the morning, temperatures will rebound into the 40s by 
afternoon.  Less wind in the forecast today will make feel more comfortable, but still chilly.  Expect 
increasing clouds across Kansas tonight with temperatures remaining in the 20s and low 30s.  There 
could be a few flurries or sprinkles in southeast Kansas during the early morning hours Sunday morning, 
however most of the viewing area should remain dry.  Partly cloudy to mostly cloudy skies on Sunday with 
temperatures right around "normal" for late February.  Highs will reach the 40s and 50s.  A few showers 
are possible by late afternoon across southeast Kansas as a weak upper level disturbance moves out of 
Oklahoma into Missouri. Our next weather system comes in on Tuesday, sending a cold front through the 
state Tuesday night.  Expect mild temperatures ahead of this system with highs in the upper 50s and low 
60s on Monday and Tuesday.  A few showers are possible on Tuesday afternoon/evening with a few 
rumbles of thunder possible across northern Oklahoma and SE-Kansas.  On the colder side of the system 
across northern Kansas light showers may mix with or change to snow Tuesday night into early 
Wednesday morning.  No accumulations are expected at this time. Behind the cold front temperatures will 
be cooler but not cold on Wednesday with highs in the 40s and low 50s.  More mild temperatures and dry 
weather conditions are expected Thursday into next weekend.

2/26/17 10pm

A weak disturbance will move through the region Monday, bringing a few showers into central and 
southeastern Kansas in the evening. It's going to get warmer on Tuesday, with highs in the mid-60s. A 
stronger system builds in Tuesday, from the west. With a cold front pushing through the state Tuesday 
night into Wednesday morning, cooler air will rush in from the north, dropping highs into the 50s. Light 
showers will be possible as this front moves through. As temperatures drop Tuesday night, we could see 
a light rain/snow mix, with little to no accumulation. Sunshine takes over Wednesday and continues 
through the end of the week.

2/27/17 6am

Early Monday, skies are mostly clear with fog for parts of eastern Kansas. Temps are in the 20s and 30s, 
winds are fresh and wind chills are in the teens for some. Look for gray skies east over eastern Kansas 
and mostly sunny skies across the west Monday. Highs will top-out in the 50s and 60s with a fresh 
southerly breeze and an extreme fire danger for parts of the west. Future track shows us: increasing 
clouds + spotty sprinkles east; sunny skies west Monday afternoon. Monday night to Tuesday morning: 



partly to mostly cloudy, dry. Tuesday afternoon: mostly cloudy. Tuesday night to Wednesday morning: 
rain/snow showers possible for some.

2/28/17 5pm

A few evening showers will be possible around the area, maybe mixed with a little snow in far western 
Kansas. We don't expect any travel problems and any moisture we get will be very light. Temperatures 
are on a cooling trend for the middle of the week. Overnight, the chances for showers will end from west 
to east as the clouds begin to clear out. Low temperatures will fall into the 20s and 30s with northwest 
wind gusty, making it feel colder. Brisk northwest winds continue on Wednesday and although highs will 
rebound to the lower 50s, it will feel colder because of the wind. Skies will be sunny. A warming trend will 
gradually kick in for the second half of the week. Afternoon highs will reach the 60s and 70s by the 
upcoming weekend.

3/1/17 5pm

Nearly two dozen tornadoes are reported in five states overnight... As part of a powerful storm system 
that moved through the Midwest. At least three people were killed ... Two in Illinois and one in Missouri.  
The storms ripped trees from the ground ... Knocked out power and damaged homes.  <sot verbatim: "It 
was scary, it did sound like a freight train like they always say, and it was fast and stuff was blowing 
around."  > At least a dozen people suffered injuries. The Governor of Illinois activated the state's 
emergency operations center last night... That same storm system...  Has people on alert in other parts of 
the united states today...  Meteorologist Merril Teller joins us with what areas are preparing for the next 
round of damaging weather.

3/2/17 5pm

The wind will be turning to the south and pushing in much warmer weather for the upcoming weekend. 
High temperatures will be nearly 25 degrees above normal by the end of the weekend. Skies will be clear 
into the night with winds decreasing and turning back to the south. Low temperatures will still fall into the 
20s as the air is very dry - temperatures cool quickly. Fire danger becomes a major concern on Friday 
and into the weekend. Strong south winds, warm temperatures, dry air, and dry grass will all contribute to 
a hazardous situation. Red flag warnings will likely be issued. Temperatures will go from the 60s on 
Friday into the 70s by late weekend. It will be windy throughout the period.

3/3/17 6pm

Firefighters are also working multiple grass fires in Reno and rice counties. Our media partner rod zook 
with k-w-b-w says... The one in Rice County is near 10-th and Hendricks. The two in Reno County are 
near 30-th and Woodbury... and 17-th and Worthington near the Harvey County... Reno county line. We 
also know that there was one in the 37-hundred block of west 7-th that burned about two acres between 
multiple homes. Two homes and 1 vehicle did have minor damage.

3/4/17 8am

Extreme grassland fire danger across Kansas today as low relative humidity, gusty winds, dry vegetation 
and warm temperatures provide all the ingredients necessary to fuel rapidly spreading wildfires.  



Temperatures this morning range from the 20s in the northwest under mostly clear skies to the 40s 
across central and eastern Kansas with a veil of high clouds.  Winds will increase through the afternoon 
gusting to 30-40 m.p.h.  Expect mostly sunny skies and temperatures climbing into the low 70s by 
afternoon, which is well above normal for early March.  More details on the forecast coming up in a few 
minutes.

3/5/17 5:30pm

A cold front will approach the northwestern part of the state Monday morning. Ahead of this front, it's 
going to stay windy and warm. Wind gusts around 50-55 mph will be possible on Monday. Highs will 
reach the mid to upper 70s ahead of the front. With these warm and windy conditions, fires could spread 
rapidly. The front will begin to move into south central Kansas Monday afternoon and evening. We could 
see a few showers and storms forming along the front, but the best chance will be over eastern Kansas, 
out of our area. Behind the front, the wind will shift, out of the northwest. This will pull in cooler air for 
Tuesday, with highs dropping into the mid-60s. This "cool down" won't last long... we'll get back into the 
70s by the middle of the week.

3/6/17 4:30am

The wind is a major concern for firefighters today. Since Friday... Fire crews across the state have been 
battling a series of grass fires. Hundreds of people in Hutchinson were forced out of their homes 
yesterday they have since been allowed to return. Crews managed to get a fire under control in the 
highlands area earlier in the day Sunday... But then the winds kicked up... Fueling the flames. The fire 
spread into Rice County. Brittni Thomason talked to some people who were forced to evacuate.

3/7/17 6am

We’re also following breaking news in western Kansas. Hundreds of people in Clark County are waking 
up in shelters. They had to evacuate from Ashland. You can see the huge flames. At one point - this fire 
surrounded the city of Ashland. Emergency officials say there's damage across Clark County - including 
eight buildings that were destroyed in Englewood. The town of protection was also evacuated.

3/8/17 6am

Let’s get you the latest on that fire in the highlands neighborhood. It’s still burning - so please do not go 
into the evacuation zone. The fire department says eight homes and a vehicle were destroyed because of 
the wildfire. Luckily, crews got a boost from the weather overnight, the winds in hutch have been calm to 
barely any wind at all. So far, the fire has burned about SEVEN thousand acres across two counties.

3/9/17 6am

Record setting and still burning - the fire that's consumed thousands of acres across two western Kansas 
counties is the largest in the state's recorded history. The state department of emergency management 
says the Clark and Comanche county wildfire has now burned more than a half a million acres. That’s 
larger than last year's Anderson creek fire. You can see the fire scar here - much of Clark county is 
scorched, including Englewood, Ashland and the protection area. <sot verbatim: "our daughter and our 
son called and said you know there's a fire not too far off if it jumps the river it's going to make Englewood 



so we got home and we just had time to throw a few things in the car and get our horses and get out and 
it was here, we just didn’t have enough time to get anything else, it was just here" > the fires aren't just 
responsible for destroying homes and livestock, it's impacting the water supply. Health officials say those 
using water in Englewood need to boil their water before using. The city's water supply doesn't have 
enough power to keep chlorine levels at a safe rate.

3/10/17 Noon

Winds are still running 10-20 mph in most locations with just a few gusts to 25 mph. The cold front that 
moved through last night brings a big drop in high temperatures from yesterday to today. Wichita will be 
fair and cool this afternoon.

3/11/17 9am

Good morning... Thanks for joining us on eyewitness news Saturday morning. A little late to the party, but 
winter finally decided to show up.  A weak disturbance is moving across Kansas this morning, producing 
precipitation in various forms from light rain in the south to light snow in the north.  Cloudy skies, dreary 
and chilly today with periods of light snow and flurries mixing with light rain in the northern parts of 
Kansas, otherwise spotty rain showers are possible in the south.  Highs will only reach the 30s and 40s.  
Any snowfall accumulation will be on grassy surface and elevated roadways north of I-70.  The heaviest 
amounts (1-3") will stretch from southern Nebraska into northeast Kansas.  Moisture content will generally 
range from a Trace to 0.10". Cold tonight with decreasing clouds.  Temperatures will fall into the teens 
and 20s across Kansas.  Some sunshine through the morning and midday hours on Sunday, otherwise 
increasing clouds through the afternoon.  Temperatures will be warmest across western Kansas with 
highs in the 60s, while 40s and 50s dominate central and Easter sections of the state.  The wind will also 
be picking up on Sunday.  Gusts to 30 M.P.H., will increase the fire danger for those that received limited 
moisture on Saturday.  Another weak disturbance and cold front will arrive Sunday night and push 
through the region by Monday morning.  Ahead of this front expect a few showers Sunday night with 
mostly cloudy skies. The week ahead looks pretty typical for March.  Cool weather to start the week with 
highs in the 40s and low 50s, then 60s and low 70s expected by Thursday and Friday.  Rain chances look 
slim, with the next slight chance of rain and maybe a few storms on Thursday night.

3/12/17 10pm

Much of the state could see some spotty showers through the evening hours, but overnight, it will dry out 
with gusty north winds. More chilly weather is on the way to start the week with below normal 
temperatures. Low temperatures will fall below freezing and into the 20s through the night. Gusty north 
winds will make it feel colder for the start of the day Monday. Wind chill values will be down in the teens. 
Sunshine is expected Monday with decreasing winds throughout the day. Highs will be in the mid and 
upper 40s (nearly 10 degrees below normal) Most of the state will continue to see chilly weather through 
the first part of the week. Highs will mainly be in the 40s and 50s, but late in the week, a change in the 
weather pattern will result in more spring-like weather heading into Friday. Temperatures will warm back 
to the 70s and unfortunately, there isn't much chance for rain in the extended forecast.

3/13/17 6am

Happening now - a major snowstorm is rocketing towards the east coast. Millions of people are looking at 
anywhere from six to 18 inches of snow. This is a live-look right now at the Toledo Ohio area - the storm 



is heading that way as we speak. It’s in Chicago right now. This is a live look at the roads in the Chicago-
area. You can see other than the slick roads - traffic is moving alright at this time.

3/14/17 6pm

A shift in the weather pattern will get the cold out and allow the warmer, spring-like weather to return to 
Kansas. Temperatures will be running nearly 20-30 degrees above normal. Skies will be clearing across 
western Kansas into the night, but clouds lingering longer central and east. Lows will fall into the upper 
20s with light winds around the area. South winds will kick in for Wednesday, helping to push the 
temperatures back into the 50s and 60s by the end of the afternoon. Skies will be mostly sunny. There's a 
good chance we will see some 80s by Thursday in central and western Kansas. The unseasonably warm 
weather will continue into the upcoming weekend.

3/15/17 Noon

Millions in the northeast digging out from a powerful late-winter storm... Big cities like New York and 
Philadelphia didn't get the snow totals predicted but other inland areas got hit hard. Kenneth Craig reports 
the concern now is dropping temperatures and icy conditions.

3/16/17 5pm

After seeing 80 degree weather in parts of Kansas, a cold front will push through our state into the night. 
We can expect a drop in temperatures that will put us back in the 60s and lower 70s on Friday. Overnight, 
the winds will turn back to the north with some fog developing in eastern Kansas and around Wichita. 
Some drizzle is possible too. Lows will stay well above freezing. Clouds will be moving out on Friday and 
the wind will be going down throughout the day. Highs will be close to 70 in many spots. Look for a nice, 
mild day on Saturday with highs mainly in the 60s and lower 70s. The wind starts to pick up in western 
Kansas Saturday afternoon. The rest of Kansas will see an increase in wind by Sunday with high 
temperatures getting back into the 80s and potentially hitting 90 in western Kansas.

3/17/17 5pm

A weak cold front moved through the region, dropping temperatures slightly today in western Kansas. 
We'll get a little cooler for the start of the weekend, but that "cool" down won't last long. Even warmer 
weather is on the way for the end of the weekend, with highs in the mid to upper 80s. It's going to be 
windy too, with gusts over 35 mph possible. With the dry, warm and windy weather, we could see some 
more wildfires... Especially in western Kansas. A cold front will push through the state Monday, bringing 
some cooler air into the region. Our next chance for rain will hold off until Thursday.

3/18/17 10pm

A cold front is on the way that will put an end to this summer like heat. That cold front will start to build in 
from the north on Monday morning. Ahead of the front, it's still going to be warm for most of the state, with 
highs back in the 80s for south central Kansas. The cooler air will take over on Tuesday, with highs in the 
mid-50s to lower 60s. Clouds will be on the increase, turning mostly cloudy. Showers and storms will 
begin to move in, with our next system, Wednesday evening. The chance for rain will linger into Friday. 



We could see a few strong to possibly severe storms Thursday and Friday, so we'll keep a close eye on 
this system as it progresses.

3/20/17 6pm

Cooler changes are on the way with some much needed rain coming later in the week. Northeast winds 
will continue into the night and even though clouds will increase, it will stay dry overnight. Low 
temperatures will be dropping back to the 30s and 40s through the night, except farther south where lows 
will be staying in the lower 50s. Clouds will gradually increase on Tuesday with highs ranging from the 
upper 50s to the mid-60s. Northeast winds could be gusty throughout the day, but should stay under 25 
mph. Look for even more clouds on Wednesday, but the best chances for measurable rain will be coming 
later in the week. Scattered storms will start in western Kansas Thursday afternoon and then push east 
into Thursday night. Friday could have some lingering showers, with much cooler air returning to western 
Kansas.

3/21/17 5pm

Clouds and even cooler temperatures will be a part of your Wednesday. Although some drizzle may 
develop throughout the day, the measurable rainfall will hold off until Thursday and Friday. Expect the 
clouds to continue increasing through the night with lows fall into the 30s and 40s. The wind will stay out 
of the northeast between 10 and 20 mph. It will be even cooler Wednesday with highs mostly in the 50s. 
The clouds will be even more noticeable throughout the day and some drizzle is possible. Look for windy 
and warmer weather on Thursday with high temperatures getting back into the 70s around the state. 
Scattered storms may develop across western Kansas after 5 or 6 p.m., and although some small hail is 
possible, we don't expect severe storms. The chance for rain should linger into Friday, but rainfall 
amounts will be under .25"

3/22/17 5pm

Rain totals are expected to be under a half of an inch across the state with this next system. That might 
not seem like much, but when you compare these totals to what we've seen so far this year, we're 
welcoming the rain. Salina has only had a little over a tenth of an inch of rain since February 1, just 5.6% 
of the total so far this year. Dodge City and Goodland haven't even reached a tenth of an inch since the 
month of January. We'll keep you updated as the rain moves in.

3/23/17 5pm

Scattered showers and storms will be most numerous across western Kansas. Some severe weather is 
possible through the evening hours, but late into the night, that potential will drop off. As the rain tries to 
move into central Kansas, it will be fading quickly. In the overnight, it will stay windy with most of the rain 
drying up as it moves east. Lows will stay in the 40s and 50s around the area. Friday will bring a chance 
for scattered rain showers to western Kansas. Some snow may mix with the rain in the northwest, but 
accumulation is not expected. Central and eastern Kansas will have some sunshine with highs in the 70s. 
Gusty winds will continue statewide. Conditions will be drying out for Saturday with some sunshine 
returning and highs expected to be back in the 60s. The next chance for rain will be arriving Sunday 
evening across central and eastern Kansas.



3/24/17 6am

Breaking news overnight - a large wildfire burning north of liberal is contained. Seward county fire crews 
say this sparked sometime around five o'clock yesterday afternoon - then burned through more than two 
thousand acres. Firefighters say one abandoned building was destroyed. However rain overnight did give 
crews a boost - they're now just monitoring the area near road P and highway 54 for any hot-spots.

3/25/17 10pm

The next area of low pressure that will bring us that chance for rain will move into Oklahoma Sunday 
morning. Moving to the east, showers and storms will be possible Sunday evening, continuing overnight. 
Showers will linger into Monday morning as that low starts to exit the region. We could see a few isolated 
strong to severe storms in south central Kansas, but the brunt of the severe weather will stay to our 
south, in Oklahoma. Showers are back in the forecast Tuesday night into Thursday, with highs dropping 
into the 50s on Wednesday.

3/26/17 10pm

Lightning *May* Be the Cause of A House Fire in Sedgwick County..... Neighbors say they saw lightning 
hit the garage, and flames spread to the home. This happened around 4-30 this afternoon at a home on 
millrun court near bel aire. The family inside evacuated, and no one was hurt. The Red Cross is helping 
the family that lives in the home.

3/27/17 6pm

Showers and storms missed southwest Kansas last night, which has been the trend the past few months. 
Since February 1, Dodge City has only had a tenth of an inch of rain... That's just over 3.5% of the total so 
far this year. We've had more rain in central Kansas the past few months, reaching almost 2 inches in 
Wichita. These totals are about to go up for everyone over the next few days. Merril will have those rain 
totals, coming up.

HEALTH & SAFETY

1/1/17 10pm

A search is suspended in Ohio, after a small plane carrying six people disappears over Lake Erie... 
emergency workers did find what they believe is a piece of the plane earlier today... They plan on 
resuming the search tomorrow morning... The pilot was a beverage company owner. His wife, their two 
sons and two neighbors were also on board. The city says they've received several reports of debris 
washing up near Cleveland’s airport.

1/2/17 10pm



Two 15 year olds had been out shooting all day when they came back to a home in the 23-hundred block 
of Nickerson Boulevard. That's just west of Hutchinson. They both had shotguns. As they were behind a 
building one of the shotguns accidentally went off. One of the teens was hit in the chest. He was taken to 
a Wichita hospital by ambulance. The teen was talking to officers and paramedics as he was being 
transported.

1/3/17 6am

The Kansas fire marshal's office is investigating a deadly house fire over the weekend. Friday night, 
firefighters were called to the house fully engulfed south of Hoxie in Sheridan County. The Gove county 
sheriff's office conducted a thermal imaging search using a drone... and the Sheridan county sheriff's 
office searched nearby buildings. The searches showed no signs anyone escaped from the home. The 
fire marshal was then called to the scene, and found the body of 61-year-old Linda Cook inside. The 
cause of the fire has not been released.

1/4/17 10pm

4 people hurt, all in young 20's and upper teens. 3 in one car, 1 in other car. Driver of car with 3 people is 
critical, had to be extracted; the rest are non-life threatening. 2 cars crashed Topeka and east Kellogg 
and on ramp. Not sure what happened yet, have lots of questions, right now doesn't appear alcohol was 
involved Have a few witnesses here, police talking to them. Traffic could be blocked for about 3 hours.

1/5/17 10pm

Last fall Sedgwick county discovered it was missing nearly half a million dollars... Money lost in a 
fraudulent scheme.  Basically it sent that money to what it thought was a legitimate vendor...but instead 
was a scam. While it was a financial hit to Sedgwick county... If something like that happened to a smaller 
county, like butler, it could be crippling. 6:24 it would not be pretty, that would be a big chunk. That's why 
butler county finance director Ryan Adkison says, the recent issue in Sedgwick County... Has them re-
thinking how they do business. 5:57 our commission has asked me to detail how that won't happen here 
and we're making a couple small changes to further reduce the chance of that happening. 13 and he 
says...Butler County still writes checks....and doesn't use electronic transfers. 3:09 cutting a check, it's a 
slower process our commission we have multiple layers of people reviewing accounts payable, the county 
clerk, the county commission reviews every payment before it goes out the door. 16 still, they taking extra 
steps to verify vendor's information, like addresses. 7:58 a lot of it too is just stopping and thinking for 
something that's suspicious, to stop and slow down and say why they would be doing this.

1/6/17 5am

If you use a space heater to warm your home... Wichita fire fighters want to you be safe. A space heater 
was involved in a recent fire. It has several extension cord connections. Firefighters say... You should 
plug your space heater directly into the wall and avoid plugging them into extension cords. Also make 
sure you put it on a flat solid surface. And turn them off when you go to bed or leave a room. According to 
the national fire protection association... Space heaters are to blame for 79-percent of deadly home 
heating fires.

1/7/17 9am



We now know a mother and her eight-year-old son... Died after falling into an icy pond in McPherson 
County. The incident happened near Moundridge Friday afternoon. Investigators say, the mom, son, and 
dad... Were from California and in Moundridge visiting relatives. The Moundridge fire chief says when 
crews arrived, the dad was still above water and they were able to throw a rope to him, and get him out…. 
They tried sending a first responder by ladder and hook to where the mom was, but they couldn't reach 
her… so they had to use a boat.  Once they got the mom out, they discovered the eight year old boy 
under the water. Neighbors in the area say, they were shocked to hear that people were out on the ice... 
because it's only been below freezing for a couple of days. <sot verbatim: Aaron Blaylock 43:02 just kind 
of wondering why? Found out the family was from California they just didn't quite understand. Just a 
tragic deal. 43:12 > the fire chief says, the ice on the pond, is only about an inch thick... and it's still 
unclear why the family chose to get on it. He also mentioned, there is absolutely no safe time to play on 
the ice... regardless of how cold it is.

1/8/17 10pm

One person is seriously hurt after being shot in the face in southeast Wichita overnight. It happened just 
after midnight near eye-135 and George Washington Boulevard. The man says four people pulled up to 
him in a car and shot him. The victim drove to a nearby QuikTrip where he was treated. He is expected to 
survive.

1/9/17 6am

Scary moment Saturday night in Herington where crews from fort riley were called in to defuse a bomb. 
The town's city commissioner says a faulty fuse prevented the device form blowing up investigators aren't 
sure who placed the bomb. We'll follow-up with local police today to learn more about what happened.

1/10/17 10pm

The entire town of Bentley is without gas service tonight... After a gas leak earlier today. Michael 
Schwanke joins us from the breaking news desk with what we know right now.

1/11/17 6am

New this morning - more mumps in Johnson County. The health department says it has learned of a third 
case of the virus. It's extremely contagious. Mumps is a virus that infects your salivary glands - which - in 
extreme cases - leads to swelling and deafness. The virus is largely dormant nationwide thanks to 
vaccines - but has made a comeback in recent years.

1/12/17 5am

You’ve seen video like this before.... and have probably been in a similar situation yourself. When the 
roads get slick and you're behind the wheel... there are some things you can do to stay safe. Jacob 
Albracht spoke with a local driving instructor about some of the tips he gives his students when roads get 
slick.

1/13/17 5:30am



If the power is out… your garage door is out too. Since it won't open or close automatically… you'll have 
to switch it to manual if you absolutely need to get out. To do that, find the red cable hanging down from 
the door… for most doors, you'll just need to pull down to release it. Then you should be able to manually 
lift your door. To reconnect it to your automatic opener, in most cases, you can just push you wall button. 
Another thing that will go out with the power… is your sump pump.  Some plumbers recommend a water 
powered backup…that way you don't have to worry about a battery failing. But if you do have a battery 
powered backup… check it now, make sure the battery is charged. If not, get a new one before the storm 
or call a plumber. Finally, everyone knows to have a flashlight handy for when the lights go out… but don't 
wait until then to find them. Check to make sure they have working batteries and put one in every room. 
Keep them in an easily accessible place so you don't have to rummage through drawers in the dark to 
find them. Have candles ready too, they provide a longer lasting source of light in case you’re without 
power for a while… and flashlight batteries run out.

1/14/17 8am

Icy roads caused this huge pileup last night along Kellogg. Police tell us this wreck was on the elevated 
part of the highway near the central business district exit. Drivers who were caught in all of this say - it 
was so icy, stopping was not an option. <7:06 at one point where we were getting people out of their cars 
and then another car came…and this one lady got pinned between the car and a railing up there. 7:17-
CLAYTON 15:30 everybody was helping everybody. - TAMEKA PUGH > Amazingly, nobody was 
seriously hurt. People who were involved in the crash say, let this be a lesson to you as the brunt of the 
storm is getting closer to Wichita. <11:54 if you don't have to drive, don't drive at all-PAGE

16:26 stay off the roads…just stay home. - PUGH > Icy roads - also a hazard last night along k-96. This 
was what the highway looked like near Oliver at about 7 last night. Dispatchers tell us there were several 
accidents there.

1/16/17 Noon

More than a dozen rallies across America - all calling on congressional republicans to keep much of the 
affordable care act intact. Former presidential candidate and Vermont senator Bernie Sanders organized 
the rallies. <You're going to have to worry about millions of people who are standing up, who are fighting 
back > The house and senate passed legislation earlier this week beginning the budgetary repeal of the 
affordable care act. Congressional leaders though have not settled on a legislative plan to pass as 
replacement. Individual lawmakers say they've submitted their own plans to replace Obamacare.

1/17/17 5pm

Dramatic new video... Shows the chaos inside a sports facility in the Czech Republic...As the ceiling 
began to cave in over the weekend. Players and fans frantically ran to get out of the facility... as the roof 
falls in and the lights go out. Construction on the facility just finished earlier this month. The governor of 
the region says... he will personally investigate the cause of the collapse.

1/18/17 6am

A scary scene in Minnesota - a woman was hurt by ice falling from a popular water fall in Minneapolis. 
The woman who shot the video last week says, she wanted to share it right away... because she didn't 
want people to get hurt. Yet one week later, she's surprised many are still trespassing on the fragile ice. 



Most people say... they'll take their chances. <sot verbatim: you know it's not legal to be out here. i know 
but we went down there and looked but we didn't climb behind it.> the woman who was hurt by that falling 
ice says wants officials to create a safe way of enjoying the frozen waterfall.

1/19/17 5pm

Many of the crews assisting victory electric in Dodge City are now focusing their efforts on restoring 
power to individual homes rather than large areas... Those who've now been without power for five days 
say they're trying to stay patient but they can't help but feel frustrated at how long it’s taking... Peggy Cecil 
hasn't had power since Sunday... her and her family have been unable to sleep in their home since then 
after the inside temperatures dropped to below 50 degrees... They've spent the last few days staying over 
at family and friends, but they don't know how much longer they can keep doing that... <sot verbatim:  
"the hardest part is how frustrating it is seeing everybody else getting hooked up and you know 
everybody's doing the best they can but it’s like they're right next door and they won’t come over"> victory 
electric says they understand people's frustrations and they hope the extra crews that arrived to help this 
morning will help speed up the restoration process.

1/21/17 8am

A life-saving measure caught on one officer's dash camera... Two police officers in Illinois responded to a 
report of a man slumped over in his truck at an intersection ... With his car in drive. Officers broke the 
passenger side window to get in ... That's where they found the man who had overdosed. The officers 
administered MEDICATION that reverses the effects of opioids... And within 5 seconds ... The man woke 
up. <sot verbatim: Through training we've been told that it does work within seconds... and in reality it 
DOES work within seconds." > Every officer at the Park Forest, Illinois department carries that 
medication... The two officers in this video say this was the first time they ever used it.

1/23/17 5pm

A student at Kansas State University... Could face criminal charges... For accidentally shooting himself 
inside a dorm room. The university says... a 19-year-old student was hospitalized for injuries from an 
accidental self-inflicted gunshot wound. Right now... firearms are not allowed on campus.

1/24/17 6pm

Finding a reputable contractor to take care of your damaged trees after the ice storm can be difficult... 
Especially when there are dozens to choose from. Brenda Carrasco explains what these contractors are 
responsible for doing... When it comes to working on your property.

1/25/17 6am

Scammers beware. Thieves try to get thousands of dollars from this Wichita business... But the store's 
owner turns the tables on the scammer. The business owner contacted factfinder 12. They want to let 
others know exactly what happened - and what you can watch for to avoid becoming a victim. Factfinder 
12 investigator Devon Fasbinder explains one worker's smart thinking - and the fun they had in the 
process.



1/26/17 5pm

An accident near Pawnee and Hydraulic leaves a toddler dead. Police say... the boy's father stopped at 
the gas station there and went inside. Moments later... the three-year-old boy got out of the car... and was 
hit by a pick-up truck driven by a 32-year-old woman. Police say... it appears the driver of the pick-up did 
not see the boy.

1/27/17 5pm

A Haysville woman was killed in a crash Thursday afternoon. The Sedgwick county Sheriff's office says... 
84-year-old Ruth Graves drove her car off the road... and crashed into a culvert just before 12-30. This 
happened near Hoover road and 63-rd street south in Haysville. Graves was pronounced dead on the 
scene. Officials are trying to determine whether she suffered a medical issue before driving off the road.

1/28/17 8am

The flu is spreading in Kansas. The Kansas department of health says there have been reports of 
outbreaks at long-term care facilities...schools and day cares. The health department says last year's 
influenza and pneumonia contributed to or were the direct cause of more than 900 deaths in the United 
States. They say it's not too late to get the flu vaccine. The disease might spread for two to three more 
months.

1/29/17 5:30pm

New at 5:30... One u-s military service member died and three others were wounded in a raid in Yemen 
targeting an al-Qaeda affiliate... That's according to the pentagon... Two other service members were 
injured, when an aircraft experienced a hard landing... The death, is the first known u-s military death 
under president trump.

1/30/17 Noon

Two suspected gunman are in custody for a deadly shooting last night at a Quebec mosque. Six people 
were killed... Five more are in critical condition. Vladimir Duthiers reports Canada’s prime minister has 
called this an attack on Muslims.

1/31/17 5pm

It's 5:00 and the end of the business day meaning the attorney general should have the KBI's amber alert 
review. The a-g's office told me I’d be able to see the report when it's available but so far, i haven't. Back 
in December, an amber alert went out for a woman and her three children who were taken from their 
Wichita home at gunpoint. Yet nobody got the automatic alert to their cell phone. Many people across 
Wichita told me that day they didn't even know there was an amber alert. I found the reason was a 
mistake by the k-b-i...one the agency called human error. In response, the attorney general wrote a letter 
to the k-b-i director calling for a top to bottom review of the amber alert system. In his letter, he said "any 
mistake or procedural failure regardless of its cause that results in an amber alert being less than fully 
implemented and effective in a timely manner is unacceptable and must be addressed." that letter is due 



today and the k-b-i tells me it intends to give it to attorney general Derek Schmidt by the end of the day. 
Again, we are supposed to see the review and once we have it, we'll let you know what the k-b-i found.

2/1/17 6am

New this morning - safety ratings are out for several popular hybrid and electric cars. The Toyota Prius 
prime and the Chevy volt took top honors in this year's rankings from the insurance institute for highway 
safety. Both have enhanced safety measures like front-crash prevention systems. Other cars - like the 
popular Tesla did not do so well. Regulars are concerned with how the car did on the front-crash test. 
"The dummy moved too far forward into the airbag and his head hit against the steering wheel through 
the airbag." Tesla says it will fix the issue with an upcoming software patch. The b-m-w eye-three also 
had a similar issue - and will also fix the problem.

2/2/17 6am

Multiple 100-year floods last summer are behind the derby fire department's effort to buy a new boat.  
Last summer... the fire department helped with dozens of rescues because of that flooding. But their 
current boat isn't designed for swift-moving water. The fire department has already received about half of 
the money for the new boat through a grant from the Derby Community Foundation ... now it's asking for 
your help to raise the rest.  <sot verbatim: 24:45 obviously it would be safer for our rescuers and those 
we're trying to help out, not worried about getting caught in swift water someplace and tipping over, or 
getting washed over.> Right now... the Derby Fire Department has two firefighters who are certified for 
swift water rescues. Four more will earn their certification this year.

2/3/17 6am

If you see coworkers or people wearing red today, it's part of a national campaign to raise awareness 
about heart disease. Today is national wear red day. It's part of a campaign organized by the American 
heart association. Heart disease is especially something women need to know about - it's the largest killer 
of women. Remember to watch eyewitness news at noon on Mondays to get your heart health questions 
answered by cardiologist Dr. Joseph Galicia

2/4/17 8am

You have an opportunity this weekend to help a boy who... Makes us Kansas Proud. You might 
remember Gabe Marshall. After he was diagnosed with cancer, his dad got a tattoo of the same scar his 
son was baring. Just this past December Gabe’s family learned his cancer was back and this weekend 
they're holding a fundraiser to help with the costs. It’s at park place Christian church tomorrow from 12:30 
to three... in Hutchinson. Food will be served and all donations will go toward Gabe’s family.

2/5/17 10pm

If you're about to head home from your super bowl party, you'll most likely see more officers out and 
about tonight. The Sedgwick county sheriff's office and the highway patrol are increasing patrols tonight. 
They're looking for signs of impaired driving including speeding, swerving, and drivers who might forget to 
use their headlights. They say tonight's effort is all about keeping the roadways safe on one of the most 
dangerous nights of the year. <sot verbatim:  realize that we're not out there to pick on you, or we're just 



out there to keep you safe, make sure that you get home to your family safe and raise awareness to 
people of the traffic laws> Tonight’s increased patrol is part of a national effort.

2/6/17 5pm

We've been emphasizing the importance of getting a shot and being prepared for flu season. But what 
most parents might not know is that their child's virus could lead to pink eye.

2/7/17 6pm

Wichita veterinarians see it dozens of times a year - dogs falling ill and even dying from one small 
ingredient that could be in your home. Doctor Dan Thompson has taken care of animals for more than 
four decades. He says dog deaths and illnesses from this ingredient have spiked over the past five years. 
Often times - by the time the dog makes it to the vet - it's too late. We spoke to a family who nearly lost 
their dog a few months ago. <10:00 they didn't know if she'd make it...even though she was walking at the 
time, her liver values were rising. 10:06 and it would likely shut her liver down. It was a very real 
possibility.> Watch eyewitness news tonight at ten - to find out what that ingredient is - and how you can 
keep your dog safe.

2/8/17 6am

As a dog owner - you may have seen my boy Griffey in the promos for this story - I’m always careful of 
what i leave on my countertops. Foods that are delicious for us are deadly for dogs. That includes things 
most dog owners know - chocolate - but also something sneakier you might have in your home right now. 
Rachel Skytta explains what you need to know about xylitol (ZYE-LUH-TALL) in order to protect your pet.  

2/9/17 5pm

Investigators re-create the scene... where a Wichita Police officer was run over by an S-U-V, seriously 
hurting him. Wichita Police say... Officer Brian Arterburn, a 25-year veteran of the police department... is 
still in critical condition... With injuries to his chest, abdomen, and brain. Police say... Justin Terrazas (tur-
raw-zes) was behind the wheel of the S-U-V. He remains in jail. Akeam Ashford has been covering this 
story for eyewitness news from the beginning. Today, he talked with the officer's aunt... who says she is 
hoping for the best.   

2/10/17 5pm

For 30 days after officer Arterburn was hit, Wichita police won't be using spike strips. Those are strips 
lined with deflators officers put in front of vehicles. When a person runs over a spike strip, their tires 
immediately deflate. The deputy chief says that gives WPD time to look at the policy and see if it's safe.

2/11/17

The flu season is hitting its peak in 43 states with 14-thousand new infections a week. Kansas is one of 
23 states with high flu activity this flu season. There have been a total of 20 flu related deaths in children 
nationwide. One medical center near New York City has its pediatric emergency room open 24-7 to deal 



with an influx of the flu. <sot verbatim: "This season we're seeing a lot of the H3 virus, so this is the one 
where people get very sick and it normally affects elderly people children and pregnant women,"   > The 
c-d-c says this year's vaccine is a good match for this year's virus and 145 million doses have been 
shipped out. Health officials want to remind you it's still not too late to get a flu shot.

2/12/17 5:30pm

At least 62 thousand residents in Greece are being evacuated because of a bomb. A 500 pound 
unexploded world war two bomb was found under a gas station. People from close to a two thousand 
meter radius had to clear the area... Authorities say the bomb was dropped during an air raid in the 40s. 
Bomb disposal experts were able to defuse the bomb in 30 minutes.

2/13/17

New this morning - be careful of what's in the jewelry you're looking to buy for your valentine it may have 
a metal that could cause your date to break out in hives. One in five people are allergic to metal, 
according to a Kansas city-area dermatologist. Especially nickel, one of the more common metals folks 
are allergic to. And you might not even know you have one of these allergies until you slip on that new 
ring or necklace. <1:20 -- most people will come in and know they have an ongoing eruption in an area 
that they will consider something metal especially something on the finger or hand, maybe ring is causing 
it.  Convinced it’s not, wedding band they've had for 15 years. > Now how can you treat that reaction if it 
happens to you? Take the jewelry off. Then wash it to make sure it's not something on the jewelry, like a 
chemical, that's causing the issue.

2/14/17 6am

When you buy a prescription at the pharmacy - you might be like me - and assume your insurance will 
save you money. After all - that's why you have it. But that's not always the case. Sometimes - using your 
insurance is more expensive. And get this....you'll never know... Because your pharmacist isn't allowed to 
tell you. The term is called "clawback" and it's happening more than you may think. A Kansas woman 
called factfinder 12 investigator Michael Schwanke to look into it... after it happened to her.

2/15/17 6am

A fact-finder 12 alert for some people who live in derby. The state health department says the 
groundwater beneath the sleepy hollow farm subdivision is contaminated with a chemical formally used in 
aerosol cans. This is for the part of town between 71st street and 73rd street - west of Macintosh road. If 
you live in that area - the health department has a meeting setup for you to learn about the contamination. 
Its tomorrow night at six-30 at the pavilion inside Madison Avenue central park.

2/16/17 6am

Sniffling, sneezing, runny nose... The common cold has been going around, but these symptoms could 
also be allergies. Today will be another warm day and some plants are already starting to bloom. Anna 
auld is live outside this morning. Anna is this a common time for allergies?



2/17/17 5pm

the newton police department and the Harvey county sheriff's office are waiting on new fire power...  a 
response to the Hesston shooting that killed three and hurt fourteen others a year ago next week. As 
Deedee Sun learned, some of the rifles the departments have are decades old...  Deedee?

2/19/17 10pm

A factfinder 12 consumer alert about a scam that's currently making its way through the state of Virginia. 
Some people in the state say they're receiving letters that say 'i know you have cheated on your wife'. 
The letters then demand you to send money or else they'll let your friends and family members know. 
Police in the state say they've received several reports about the scam and they've posted warnings on 
their Facebook pages telling people to avoid sending any money. They're also working to try to figure out 
who is behind the scam.

2/20/17 5pm

A community is coming together, after a mother and her four children are killed in an accident Saturday in 
Ford County... Three of them were students at schools in Dodge City... Brenda Carrasco tells us what the 
district is doing to help those who knew the children and how you can help the family... Brenda?

2/21/17 6am

Kansas lawmakers push back a vote on Medicaid expansion until early-April. A house committee tabled 
the bill yesterday - a move that supporters of the legislation say could kill the bill. Without a special rules 
exemption from the speaker - the bill cannot make it to the full house. The plan would expand kan-care to 
fill the gap between current coverage levels and where affordable care act subsidies kick in.

2/22/17 6am

The Douglas county sheriff released the name of the teen that went missing in a Lawrence-lake. Deputies 
say 18-year-old Cameron Kirchner was fishing with a friend when their boat flipped. Kirchner hasn't been 
seen since. Crews spent the better part of the last two days looking for his body.

2/23/17 5pm

Teachers and students forced to evacuate a school in Sumner County... When a student says he brought 
a bomb to school. The all clear is now given at south haven high school... After the Wichita police 
department's bomb unit helped search the building.  The Sumner county sheriff tells Akeam Ashford the 
student who made the threat... is known to have trouble in the past...

2/24/17 5pm

Every single law enforcement agency i spoke with - the Hesston and newton police departments, the 
Harvey County sheriff's office, and the k-b-i…. All tell me what happened here nearly one year ago, has 
changed how they operate, in some way.



2/25/17 8am

Support for the affordable care act is at an all-time high. That's according to two surveys released this 
week. The Kaiser family foundation found that 48-percent of Americans view the law favorably... 42-
percent have an unfavorable view. A pew research center survey found 54-percent of Americans approve 
and 43-percent disapprove. The boost comes mostly from independents as republicans and democrats 
remain split on the issue.

2/26/17 10pm

A newton woman speaks out... after she says a man running from police took her hostage last night. It all 
started with what police call a disturbance at a nearby car dealership ... ending with a short standoff at the 
outlet mall in newton. Pilar Pedraza joins us from newton, with more on the woman's recollection of those 
scary moments inside.

2/27/17 6am

Toni Anderson’s dad says he believes his missing daughter was taken by human traffickers. Brian 
Anderson told us Saturday - after talking with investigators - they're pretty sure that's how Anderson 
disappeared. Toni’s dad also says he thinks he knows why police have not found a trace of her car. < 
One possibility is that she's been taken. Her car is maybe in a garage. The fact they can't find her vehicle 
is horribly frustrating to detectives. They can't figure out what happened.> Toni has not been seen since 
late-January. The Wichita east high grad was in Kansas City for school. She disappeared early one 
Sunday morning. Police say she was last seen at a Quik trip. If you've seen her - call 911.

2/28/17 5pm

Health experts say... They’re alarmed by a new trend in young adults. According to a new American 
Cancer Society Study... People born in 19-90 have twice the risk of colon cancer and four times the risk 
of rectal cancer... as people born in 19-50 faced at the same age. Doctors do not believe environmental 
factors may be to blame. <sot verbatim: Some of it may be due to the fact that there have been changes 
in young people, in the Millennial generation, in terms of a more sedentary lifestyle, dietary changes, 
obesity may play a role  > Current guidelines recommend screening at age 50 for people at average risk 
... making it hard to catch for younger patients. Doctors say the new data may mean re-considering the 
age of recommended screening.

3/1/17 5pm

Police say Deaton shot a clerk at the convenience store in Pratt before leading police on the chase that 
ended in his arrest. The clerk was sent to a Wichita hospital in critical condition. Brenda Carrasco spoke 
to some of his friends today… She continues our team 12 coverage.

3/2/17 5pm

It all started right here just off of 170th avenue north of Cunningham... You can see the fire started on the 
west side of the highway... Then jumped to the east side... And continued for nearly three miles. 



Firefighters say it started as a controlled burn that quickly got out of control as the wind picked up. The 
first started around 11 and was 90 percent contained by about 2 this afternoon. Although it was knocked 
down quickly, firefighter say the dry, windy conditions made it difficult to get ahead of the fire. No homes 
or structures were threatened by the fire. I spoke to the man who owns much of the land that burned. 
Here's how he describes the fire... <sot verbatim: 8:53 it was just like hell. If that's the way hell is that's the 
way it looked. 8:57 butted to 11:11 when it was gushing up 400 feet in the air I knew they had it out of 
control. 11:16 > most of the firefighters who responded here today are volunteer... and they expect to stay 
busy as these dry, gusty conditions continue.

3/3/17 6pm

Dry... windy weather helps fuel grass fires... something we could be dealing with for days... One of the 
biggest right now... just across the state line from barber and harper counties... in Oklahoma... Multiple 
agencies are working to contain this fire. Katie Johnston is in Harper County. Katie... What are you 
seeing??

3/4/17 8am

There will be a severe weather safety program this morning at the Mulvane fire station on east Main 
Street. The meeting starts at TEN. The program will be presented by a Sedgwick county training and 
exercise officer. It is free and open to the public.

3/5/17 5:30pm

The Red Cross is on location, helping those evacuated by this fire... they are at the first church of the 
Nazarene in hutch... They will provide sleeping accommodations and meals... And remind people who 
need to evacuate, to grab identification, prescription and emergency medications... among other things... 
you can find that full list right now at k-w-c-h dot com...

3/6/17 4:30am

The families of people who disappeared on Malaysia airlines flight 370 aren't giving up the search. A 
relative of one of the victims says... they are launching an international campaign... to raise money to 
continue the effort. The official search was called off in January. The plane left Kuala Lumpur for Beijing 
in March of 20-14. It vanished over the Indian Ocean with 239 people on board.

3/7/17 6am

Breaking news from Clark County - where troopers say the wildfire burning there is responsible for killing 
an Oklahoma man. 39-year-old Corey Holt died Monday when troopers say he left his jackknifed semi. K-
h-p says Holt wrecked while trying to avoid smoke along k-34. His happened seven miles west of Ashland 
- right in the heart of the Clark county fire.

3/8/17 6am



The danger is not over yet. While the winds - or lack of wind - is helping firefighters right now - there are 
parts of Hutchinson where it's still not safe for you - and are still evacuated. This is the area I'm talking 
about. 43rd street to apache road in the north. Then to an area east of k-61 - and out to plum road on the 
west. You can see the evacuation zone is not a perfect square - so be careful and aware of the closures if 
you need to get around this part of Reno County.

3/9/17 6am

New this morning - we're hearing from the family of an Oklahoma trucker who lost his life in the Clark 
county wildfire. Troopers say Corey Holt died Monday when he left the cab of his jackknifed semi-truck. 
Steve Shaw shows you how Holt’s family is remembering him.

3/10/17 Noon

An officer critically hurt earlier this year is improving... The Wichita Police Department tweeted this picture 
of Officer Brian Arterburn this morning... Saying he's improving every day and will go to rehab soon.  
Arterburn was run over by a man driving a stolen vehicle in February ... While he was conducting 
surveillance on a home in south Wichita. The man accused of hitting him ... Justin Terrazas ... Is charged 
with aggravated battery of a law enforcement officer.

3/11/17 9am

The recovery effort also continues... In Clark county. Senator Pat Roberts toured the site on Friday and 
spoke to those who lost homes and livestock. The senator says... He has asked the department of 
agriculture for assistance. <sot verbatim: "there are about five federal programs involved.  The livestock 
disaster program and the equip program are the two that are most helpful." > The Clark-Comanche 
county fire is the largest in state history.

3/12/17 10pm

Toni Anderson’s father tells us tonight, it is very likely his daughter's body was inside her car, which was 
pulled from the Missouri river Friday... Officials have not made official confirmation, but tell the family to 
prepare for that likelihood... Her car was pulled out of a Kansas City river on Friday after a sonar company 
picked up signals from a location five miles from where it was last seen. At that time police confirmed that 
it was Toni’s car and there was a female body inside... The family expects to hear as early as tomorrow, 
that it was their daughter inside the car... Brittni Thomason spoke with Toni’s friends today, who are 
preparing for the devastating news... And remembering the good times with Toni...

3/13/17 6am

A Wichita police officer run over and nearly-killed - early last month - will leave the hospital today. Officer 
Brian Arterburn has been at via Christi saint Francis since February. Now, he's heading to rehab in 
Colorado to continue his recovery. Police tell us officer Arterburn is getting better and better every day. 
Anna auld joins us live this morning on what's next for Brian and the latest on his recovery.

3/14/17 6am



Now that the massive wildfires burning across Kansas are out - many homeowners are still dealing with 
clean up from the fire damage. Some families lost everything. Take a look at this picture of one home that 
was saved. The owners say they watered their yard days before the fire... Keeping it from reaching their 
home. Firefighters say there are some other tips to help keep a fire from getting to your home. Anna auld 
is on her way to Hutchinson - she joins live to explain.

3/15/17 Noon

A Harvey county family is terrified their son may never come home. Michael sharp was working as an aid 
worker for the United Nations when he and a Swedish man disappeared. His parents live in Hesston. 
Investigators believe both were kidnapped along with four other people... They do not know who took 
them - or where they are.

3/16/17 5pm

When the flood waters first started filling James Flecka's basement last year.... They rose all the way up 
here.  Now... It looks like it's gone... Until you step off this last step... And realize the floor is covered with 
one to three inches of water - water that just keeps on seeping in.

3/17/17 5pm

Several train cars derailed from their tracks in Augusta. You could see several cars tipped over...  But 
dispatchers tell us no one was hurt. Witnesses say the derailment caused buildings to shake. It is 
unknown what caused the cars to run off the tracks.

3/18/17 8am

The investigation into an r-v fire, which spread to a mobile home...continues this morning. The fire started 
near the 32-hundred block of south Clifton sometime between nine and ten last night. Fire crews say, the 
fire brought down power lines which knocked out power in an entire mobile home park. No one was hurt 
and at last check, power has been restored in the area.

3/19/17 10pm

More than a thousand homes are evacuated in Boulder because of a wildfire that stretches across around 
a hundred acres. Forty mile per hour winds made matters worse for firefighters who were working the fire. 
That evacuation order was put in place earlier today and it is expected to continue overnight. Right now 
the City of Boulder says it is xx% contained. <sot verbatim:  01:42 I could see flames from the patio and 
the smoke was everywhere and was very strong.  > Shelters are in place for people who did evacuate 
and Governor John Hickenlooper has called for extra resources to help out with the recovery effort. 
Officials have not determined a cause or an origin.

3/20/17 6pm

An apartment fire leads to multiple other homes catching fire. This was the scene this afternoon in 
overland park in Johnson County. The $450 million dollar city place development was under construction. 



The heat and embers from that fire blew over to the homes next to it. As many as 12 homes could be on 
fire. Firefighters in overland park have called in other crews. People have been evacuated from their 
homes. A spokesperson for the fire department says he doesn't remember a fire this big in his 10 years 
working for the department. There have been no injuries reported so far...

3/21/17 5pm

The u-k joins the United States... Banning larger electronic devices from carry-on bags for certain flights... 
In an attempt to stop terror attacks. The department of homeland security is prohibiting passengers from 
carrying on... any electronic devices larger than a smart phone. The security measures are being 
implemented at 10 airports in 8 countries... Affecting nine carrier that fly non-stop to the u-s. Security 
officials are concerned electronics might be used to smuggle explosives on a flight…

3/22/17 5pm

An active firefight underway near Pawnee Prairie Park... where a grass fire is burning dangerously close 
to homes. Strong winds are fueling the flames. Devon Fasbinder’s there. Devon what are you seeing?

3/23/17 5pm

Another victim has died - after the attack outside of Parliament in London. In just the last half-hour, we 
learned a 75-year-old from London also died... Bringing the death toll to five - which includes the attacker. 
We also know an American was among those killed. Police say... Kurt Cochran and his wife were 
celebrating their 25-th anniversary. Cochran was killed ... His wife was hurt. Police say... a teacher from 
Spain and a British police officer were also killed.  Dozens were hurt... And several people are still in 
critical condition. <sot verbatim: The victims were people from all corners of our world > Police say... 52-
year-old Khalid Masood... is responsible for the attack. He was killed when police fired at him.  Isis has 
claimed responsibility for the attack.

3/25/17 10pm

The next area of low pressure that will bring us that chance for rain will move into Oklahoma Sunday 
morning. Moving to the east, showers and storms will be possible Sunday evening, continuing overnight. 
Showers will linger into Monday morning as that low starts to exit the region. We could see a few isolated 
strong to severe storms in south central Kansas, but the brunt of the severe weather will stay to our 
south, in Oklahoma. Showers are back in the forecast Tuesday night into Thursday, with highs dropping 
into the 50s on Wednesday.

3/26/17 10pm

We're also following breaking news..... At 23rd and poplar where Sedgwick county dispatchers say one 
person was critically hurt in a house fire. Our crews are on the way to the scene. We'll bring you a live 
look and more details as soon as get them.

3/27/17 6pm



A gas leak in garden city could force you to find a new way home... Kansas Avenue between main street 
and fifth is closed. You are asked to find another way around the area. No one has been hurt according to 
police dispatchers. They also don't know when it will reopen.

POLITICS

1/1/17 10pm

President-elect Donald Trump is set to receive an intelligence briefing this week after a holiday vacation. 
That briefing will include information about Russia’s alleged role in this year's election. Trump says he's 
still not convinced that Russia is behind the attacks, even though intelligence agencies say they've found 
evidence to support the claim. <sot verbatim: "I just want them to be sure because it's a pretty serious 
charge. And I want to be sure. And if you look at the weapons of mass destruction, that was a disaster, 
they were wrong." > Several Russian diplomats have already left the country, after president Obama 
handed down sanctions forcing them to leave. Senator John McCain says he'll meet with other lawmakers 
this week to talk about Russia’s role, and the punishments that were handed down.

1/2/17 10pm

A new year, brings new changes to the Sedgwick county commission. David Dennis and Michael 
O’Donnell will officially take office in one week...replacing Karl Peter john and Tim Norton. As they both 
prepare to join the commission...the county remains at the center of a more than a half-a-million dollar 
fraud investigation. Both say they don't know much more than the public at this point but plan to get more 
information as soon as they take office. <sot verbatim: 39:29 I don't know everything about it yet and nor 
should I since I haven't been sworn in, I don't get all the briefings on it but I know just enough. 39:36-
o'donnell I know some action has already been taken and I'm certain some more action will be taken in 
the future but unfortunately, I'm not privy to exactly what's happened. 19:20-DENNIS > their first county 
commission meeting will be a week from Wednesday.

1/3/17 6am

Doctor roger Marshall will become Kansas newest congressman today during a ceremony at the capitol. 
Marshall unseated Tim Huelskamp in august - then won the November general election. The great bend 
doctor will represent the big first - which covers much of Kansas, including Hutchinson up to Manhattan 
all the way down to Dodge City.

1/4/17 10pm

The affordable care act is at the center stage of the first fight in a new congress. President Barack Obama 
made a rare appearance on Capitol Hill today... in an effort to save his name-sake law. He said little as he 
left a meeting with congressional democrats. The president advised lawmakers to share success stories 
and keep up the fight against republicans aiming to replace and repeal the law. Vice president-elect mike 
pence led his own strategy session with republicans. <sot verbatim: (SOT--Mike Pence--VP Elect) 
Obamacare has failed all the promises have shown to be false an broken promises.  > Senators quickly 
passed a measure to put the repeal of Obamacare on the fast track. Coming up with a replacement could 



likely take months or years. Republicans say the 20-million Americans already enrolled will have help 
during the process.

1/5/17 Noon

Cyber threats the main topic today on Capitol Hill... U. S. intelligence officials told lawmakers today that 
Russia's cyber hacking is major threat to the government and military. President-elect Donald Trump has 
repeatedly cast doubt on the intelligence community's conclusion that Russia tried to influence the 
presidential election. C-B-S News has learned Mister Trump is considering overhauling some U.S. 
intelligence agencies... including scrapping the position of Director of National Intelligence. <sot verbatim: 
Russia has clearly assumed an even more aggressive cyber posture by increasing cyber espionage 
operations leaking data stolen and targeting critical infrastructure systems. > Congress created the 
Director of National intelligence after 9-eleven to address criticism that the C-I-A and F-B-I were not 
sharing information. Next week, an unclassified version of the Russian hacking report will be publicly 
released and Congress will also be briefed on it.

1/6/17 5am

Intelligence officials will meet today with president elect Donald Trump at Trump tower. They will brief him 
on their conclusion - Russia interfered in the 2016 election. C-B-S News has learned the move was 
intended to hurt Hillary Clinton. U-S investigators have intercepts of Russian officials expressing pleasure 
after Trump won. Yesterday - the nation's top intelligence official - James Clapper - testified before 
Congress about the hacking.

1/7/17 9am

Protests erupt as congress convenes to officially elect Donald Trump as the next president of the United 
States. Trump officially received 304 votes against Hillary Clinton’s 227. The businessman is now set to 
go through inaugural proceedings on January 20th.

1/8/17 10pm

Mike Pompeo will participate in a hearing this week to become a member of trump's transition team. 
Donald trump selected the Kansas congressman as director of the c-i-a. Pompeo will go through a 
confirmation hearing with a senate committee on intelligence on Wednesday. If he's approved, he will 
have to step down from his seat as the house member for the fourth district in Kansas. That covers 
Wichita and a large majority of south central Kansas.

1/9/17 6am

The Sedgwick county commission officially has two new members. Michael O’Donnell and David Dennis 
are both republicans. The two took their oaths of office yesterday during a ceremony at the county 
courthouse. O'donnell defeated Tim Norton for his seat in November. While Dennis holds the seat 
previously occupied by Karl Peterjohn, who lost his primary in august. The two will each serve a four-year 
term.



1/10/17 10pm

Governor Sam Brownback touched on several topics tonight...probably none bigger than a new school 
funding formula and straightening out the state's budget. When it comes to school funding the governor 
says he'd like to see the formula simplified. He’s also calling for the creation of a grading system for 
schools to allow parents to measure the performance of their child's school against others. Brownback is 
emphasizing that the new school funding formula needs to be based on outcomes. Onto the state 
budget... Kansas faces a nearly 350-million dollar budget shortfall this fiscal year. He hinted at 
consolidation as one of the ways to possibly fix this problem. Governor Brownback is also defending his 
business income tax exemption that many say is the reason for the shortfall. The governor's office will 
reveal a plan to fix the budget tomorrow. He’s calling on lawmakers to have a plan on his desk by the end 
of this month. A couple other noteworthy items tonight. A three part plan to get more doctors and dentists 
to rural parts of the state where they are needed. Also a challenge to universities to offer a bachelor's 
degree for 15-thousand dollars or less. Emily griffin has reaction to that proposal in just a moment but we 
want to go to Pilar Pedraza first. Pilar what are lawmakers saying about the governor's budget ideas?

1/11/17 6am

< If you're tired of arguing with strangers on the internet, try to talk with one in real life. > A call to action 
and a look back from our out-going president. President Obama took the stage last night in Chicago - the 
town where his political career began. The speech was a look back at his accomplishments and a look at 
what's ahead for our country. But the moment that stood out? Towards the end of the speech the 
president talked about his wife Michelle. < You took on a role you didn't ask for and made it your own with 
grace and grit and style and good humor. You made the white house a place that belongs to everybody > 
Now in that shot - you may have noticed - the president's youngest daughter, Sasha, was missing. That 
question - where's Sasha? - was trending online for hours after the speech. The white house says - she 
had a test today and needed to study.

1/12/17 5am

President-elect Donald Trump is keeping up his war of words with the MEDIA over unverified reports 
Russia has compromising information on him. Hours after bashing C-N-N and Buzzfeed News during his 
first post-election news conference - Trump went on twitter and called out -quote- 'fake news 
organizations' in attendance. < (SOT Trump) It was disgraceful, disgraceful that the intelligence agencies 
allowed any information that turned out to be so false and fake - out."> The outgoing director of national 
intelligence - James Clapper - spoke to Trump by phone yesterday - assuring him the intelligence 
community was not behind the revelation.

1/13/17 Noon

A strong response from Donald Trump this morning to reports that Russia has compromising personal 
information on the president elect. Trump suggests that that intelligence community is trying to embarrass 
him while intelligence leaders say the report was not produced by the government. Craig Boswell has the 
latest from Washington.

1/14/17 8am



The house mimics the senate, passing a budget measure to begin the process of unwinding the 
affordable care act. The resolution uses a process known as "budget reconciliation," which rolls back 
major fiscal parts of the law. Democrats overwhelmingly voted against the decision, but they weren't 
alone. Some republicans joined them, concerned about when lawmakers will consider legislation to 
replace Obamacare. <sot verbatim: "my main concern is that there would not be gaps in coverage for 
people who are currently subsidized also concerned about how the insurance markets might react."> 
Kentucky senator rand Paul introduced legislation this week containing several popular republican plans 
to replace the a-c-a. It's unclear if it has the support of congressional leadership. President-elect Donald 
Trump says his incoming administration favors a simultaneous replace and repeal.

1/16/17 Noon

Reverend Jessie Jackson - who marched with doctor king and John Lewis - seemed to break with Lewis 
yesterday. He was on c-n-n Sunday morning - saying while trump is legally our president - Jackson says 
he needs to work on his outreach. < He is legally the president, but that does not make him have the 
moral foundation he needs to be the leader of America." > The president-elect is sworn in at noon Friday. 
C-b-s news will carry the ceremony live and have a full day of coverage. You can watch it live here on 
kwch 12 starting at nine o'clock.

1/17/17 6am

Kansas law means anyone who can legally own a gun can carry it with them - concealed or in the open. 
Some lawmakers are concerned that makes it hard to tell if someone has a gun. Wichita democrat 
senator Oletha Faust Goudeau says - she’s planning a bill that would require your police department to 
come up with a formal plan that officers would use to figure out if you're armed. She says it's designed to 
prevent officer involved shootings that happen because law enforcement are not sure whether you have a 
gun. Reno county sheriff randy Henderson told us - he's glad officer safety is a concern in the statehouse. 
But Henderson says, the bill might have unintended consequences. < 16:41:22 that's a concern. We're 
just getting burdened with more paperwork which takes away from enforcement time. 41:28 > Henderson 
says a solution to this would be to change state law, bringing back conceal carry permits.

1/18/17 6am

Donald trump and mike pence stopped in Washington D-C for a meeting with the diplomatic corps - three 
days ahead of their inauguration. The black-tie event was the first formal event of inauguration week. 
Trump’s dinner with diplomats and ambassadors comes as Russia continues to warm up to the trump 
administration. Russian president Vladimir Putin vilified Buzzfeed and other news outlets yesterday for 
reporting on documents that claim to have dirt about the president elect. Putin compared those who 
shared the information to prostitutes.

1/19/17 5pm

President-elect Donald Trump arrived in Washington D-C today... 24 hours before he will be sworn in as 
the nation's 45-th president. Aides say the president-elect is still working on his inaugural address ... But 
he will focus on the roles of government and everyday Americans. The president-elect will take the oath 
of office using a bible given to him by his mother... And a bible that president Lincoln used at his first 
inauguration.



1/21/17 8am

Mike Pompeo could be confirmed as the director of the C-I-A as early as Monday. The senate was 
expected to vote on his confirmation Friday.... But opposition from Oregon senator Ron Wyden ended up 
pushing the vote back. Minority leader Chuck Schumer said some democrats had serious statements that 
they wanted to make before a vote. Two confirmation votes *did* take place on Friday. Senators voted to 
confirm general James Mattis as the director of the pentagon and James Kelly as the director of 
homeland security. They were both sworn in last night.

1/23/17 5pm

A Kansas lawmaker could soon lead the country's "central intelligence agency." Happening right now... 
The Senate is discussing Congressman Mike Pompeo's nomination... as the next C-I-A director. if 
Pompeo is confirmed... Many of you will have the opportunity to vote for his replacement in Washington. 
We'll tell you how party leaders are preparing for that election... But first... Rachel Skytta is following the 
senate's discussion about Pompeo’s nomination from the breaking news desk... She joins us with the 
latest.

1/24/17 6pm

Former congressman Mike Pompeo is now the head of the c-i-a... Just this afternoon... We broke the 
news... governor Sam Brownback has set a special election for April 11th... So you can pick Pompeo’s 
replacement. The Sedgwick county election office is already preparing. Katie Johnston explains *how* 
you vote in this election... might be different than it was in the previous election. Katie?

1/25/17 6am

He said we'd build a wall for more than a year, and today, president trump will begin the government's 
work to build it and crack down on immigration. The president is expected to show us his plans to 
strength the southern border with Mexico. White house officials say he'll also release new plans to stem 
the flow of refugees. Both were campaign promises. President trump is expected to announce the events 
during a stop at the department of homeland security this afternoon.

1/26/17 5pm

One of the stories you've been talking to us about on our Facebook page... President trump's action to 
withhold money from so-called "sanctuary cities and counties"... the center for immigration studies 
considers six counties in Kansas "sanctuary counties"... Including Sedgwick County... Although each 
county we've talked to says that is *not* true. While it's not a legal term... It's typically used to refer to 
places where authorities do not cooperate with federal immigration laws. This often comes-up if an 
undocumented immigrant is arrested... and when and if they are held for immigration and customs 
enforcement. We caught-up with Kansas senator Jerry Moran today... Who says it's important to make 
sure people who violate our laws aren't put back on the streets. <17:52:26 there needs to be a 
consequence for people who commit a crime, people who are legal and particularly people who are here 
without proper credentials to be here, we need to make sure they are no longer here to commit another 
crime. 17:52:38> we spoke with officials in Sedgwick and Finney counties who say... they are not 
sanctuary counties. Read more about their policies right now on our k-w-c-h app.



1/27/17 5pm

An action that still has a lot of you talking... President Donald Trump's crack-down on so-called "sanctuary 
counties" ... And how that could affect several counties in Kansas.  Six Kansas counties are considered 
"sanctuary counties"... According to the "center for immigration studies." Trevor Macy looked into why 
they're getting this label... and, what sets them apart from other counties. Trevor?

1/28/17 8am

President trump and Russian president Vladimir Putin are expected to talk on the phone today. An official 
says this will be their first conversation since trump took office. Trump and Putin have both suggested 
they'll work together to improve u-s - Russia relations. Tensions between the countries have been on the 
rise - ever since u-s intelligence agencies accused Russia of interfering in the 20-16 election.

1/29/17 5:30pm

President trump responding this afternoon... Defending his decision for the executive order... He put out a 
statement, reading in part... "America is a proud nation of immigrants and we will continue to show 
compassion to those fleeing oppression, but we will do so while protecting our own citizens and border." 
The president also said in the statement, that this is not a Muslim ban...

1/30/17 Noon

President Trump defending his executive order that bans people traveling to the u-s from seven Muslim 
majority countries. Thousands of protestors are demanding he lift the ban. President trump's 
administration says the countries harbor terrorists. More than 100 people have been detained at u-s 
airports. Some were later released. <sot verbatim: "Well, I was nervous when I was waiting what was 
going on, I was nervous but I'm happy now that I'm out." > The white house says the travel ban is needed 
to keep America safe. The attorney's general from 15 states and the District of Columbia are filing legal 
challenges to president trump's executive order claiming it may be unconstitutional.

1/31/17 5pm

Another person wants to represent the fourth congressional district.  Wichita attorney Eric Kidwell 
announced he's running for the seat left open by Mike Pompeo... Who will now serve as the director of 
the C-I-A.  Kidwell joins a group of six other Republicans hoping to get the party's nomination.  A special 
election has been set for April 11th. Republicans plan on selecting their candidate February 9-th. 
Democrats and libertarians will select their candidates February 11th.

2/1/17 6am

New this morning - a member of the Kansas air patrol says he's responsible for the Facebook threat 
against a Johnson county lawmaker. The capitol-journal reports Jonathan holder admitted to the threat 
from early January. Holder told the newspaper he was offended by Representative Stephanie Clayton's 
bill. He says, if passed, the legislation restricting firearm use on college campuses, would limit his second 
amendment rights. Overland park police say officers are looking into the threat.



2/2/17 6am

Judge Neil Gorsuch will continue to meet with senators on Capitol Hill today. He was nominated earlier 
this week to fill the empty seat on the Supreme Court. The Denver-area judge may be from Colorado - but 
he's had a big impact on our legal system here in Kansas Pilar Pedraza talked to a lawyer who's been in 
his courtroom in Denver.

2/3/17 6am

Governor Sam Brownback will be at Cowley county college in Arkansas City today. The event is to 
showcase the school's education degree program, which costs less than 15 thousand dollars. That meets 
the goal set by the governor during his state of the state address. The school says it met the goal by 
working with fort hays state university, which allows students to finish out their bachelor's degree after 
spending two years at Cowley county college.

2/4/17 8am

White house press secretary Sean Spicer says, the justice department will challenge the ruling in 
Washington State. Spicer issued a statement which reads in part... "The Justice Department intends to 
file an emergency stay of this order and defend the executive order of the President, which we believe is 
lawful and appropriate...  "The President has the constitutional authority and responsibility to protect the 
American people."

2/5/17 10pm

Travelers and refugees from seven countries Targeted in President Donald trump's temporary travel ban 
are now arriving in the u-s. A court turned down the department of justice's appeal overnight, to drop an 
order by a federal court that lifted the ban. Earlier this morning trump defended the ban while speaking 
with bill O’reilly. <sot verbatim: "I think it was smooth. You had 109 people out of hundreds of thousands 
of travelers and all we did was vet those people very, very carefully. > Several protests continued today 
throughout the country. Another round of legal papers is due tomorrow and experts believe the Supreme 
Court will have the final say.

2/6/17 5pm

People in Wichita are urging senator Jerry Moran not to vote to confirm Devos. About 10 people protested 
in front of senator Moran's Wichita office today... Saturday ... About 100 people showed up. Senator 
Moran issued a statement last week saying he will support Devos.

2/7/17 5pm

Also breaking right now... a federal court is hearing arguments on the president's travel ban... A federal 
judge temporarily suspended the ban targeting people traveling to the United States from seven 
predominately-Muslim countries. In court papers filed last night, the justice department argued president 
trump has the authority to ban travel from specific countries. But lawyers for two states that sued to stop 
the ban... say reinstating it would separate families, and strand university students and faculty. <"People 



have been sad, angry happy, sad. It's been an emotional roller coaster for the family." > This is one of 
several lawsuits challenging the travel restrictions.... The hearing should last about an hour.

2/8/17 6am

Happening now inside the capitol in D-C - Senators are in involved in another early morning session. 
They spent much of the night debating another of the president's cabinet picks, Alabama senator Jeff 
sessions. He’s the nominee for attorney general. Sessions - a former federal prosecutor - is expected to 
be confirmed later today. Many democrats will oppose him. They say, his record on civil rights is dubious. 
Sessions will get *one democrat to vote for him. That would be West Virginia senator Joe Manchin.

2/9/17 5pm

Kansas senators *pull* their support... From proposals to roll back controversial business income tax 
cuts... And cut more than 100 million dollars from k-thourgh-12 schools. Lawmakers say... They're looking 
at all options to close a 350-million-dollar projected shortfall through the end of June. Pilar Pedraza 
explains why things fell apart this morning...

2/10/17 5pm

President Donald Trump hosts Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe at the white house. Abe told 
President Trump why he thinks America still needs a trade agreement with Asian countries after the 
president pulled the U-S out of the Trans Pacific Partnership. Abe says the partnership set rules for free 
and fair trade in the region. The two leaders will also focus on security ... With Japan relying on the U-S 
for protection. <sot verbatim: "It's a dangerous area.  With North Korea shooting off nuclear weapons, 
testing nuclear bombs and shooting off missiles." > The president spoke with China's president last night 
... Confirming he will stick with the "one China" policy the U-S has maintained for decades.

2/11/17 9am

Ron Estes will be the candidate to represent Kansas republicans on the ballot for the u-s house in April’s 
special election. Today... Two other parties will make their choices. Democrats will make their choice at 
the Sedgwick county courthouse at one o'clock. Each candidate will give a presentation and then 
delegates will vote. There are five nominees right now for the fourth district seat formally occupied by 
NOW c-i-a director Mike Pompeo. The libertarian party will choose its candidate beginning at two-30. It 
will be at the Alford branch of the Wichita public library. The party has three nominees right now. <sot 
verbatim: 03:03 we do something a little different than the Republicans and Democrats in that we also 
have a ballot line for none of the above. It's a libertarian thing that, you know if you don't like all three 
candidates you should be able to say you don't like all three candidates. > As soon a nominee is picked... 
you can read about it first... at kwch dot com.

2/12/17 5:30pm

A top white house aide defended president trump's temporary travel ban... While the attorney general 
who argued against it in court said he'll keep fighting. Roxana Saberi has more from New York.



2/13/17 6am

Also happening today - the president will sit down with another of America’s closest allies. President 
trump will host Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau today at the white house. He's the third foreign 
leader the president has met in person since taking office about three weeks ago. The white house says 
the meeting will focus on trade and other issues between our countries.

2/14/17 6am

Breaking news overnight - the British government responds to a petition calling on Prime Minister 
Theresa may to cancel a state visit by President Donald trump. The b-b-c news reports may is rejecting 
the petition because scrapping the visit would embarrass the queen. Almost two million people signed the 
petition - enough to force parliament to consider the issue. That’s a little more than two and a half percent 
of the population of the United Kingdom.

2/15/17 6am

A senate committee moves a plan to fix the state's budget to the full senate. The plan would raise more 
than a billion dollars over two years by getting rid of the business tax exemption. It also would bring back 
a third tax bracket - which was eliminated in 2012. It’s unclear whether the governor - or the republican 
senate - backs the plan. The full senate will talk about the legislation tomorrow.

2/16/17 6am

The Kansas senate will debate legislation today that could solve the state's budget woes by undoing 
some of the governor's signature tax plan. The plan is backed by some moderate republicans and senate 
democrats. It would bring back the income tax exemption on farmers and small businesses. Removing 
that tax was the main part of the governor's 2012 tax reform bill. House lawmakers gave in INITIAL 
approval to a similar bill yesterday - setting up a final vote that could come as early as today.

2/17/17 5pm

People trying to leak embarrassing or sensitive information in Washington... Are reportedly using 
something new. Secure messaging apps allow you to read encrypted messages... and then they are 
deleted from your phone... And the app's servers... once you read them.  The creator of Confide says... 
the app doesn't allow you to archive, forward, cut and paste or "screen shot" the message. Those 
features can be attractive to officials who don't want to be outed as leakers.  <sot verbatim: Any 
newsworthy hack, leak, vulnerability of digital communication leads to a corresponding spike in our usage 
and engagement metrics. /// You can't hack or leak something that no longer exists. > It's not known if 
secure messaging apps were used in recent leaks of classified information.

2/18/17 10pm

President trump was in Florida today... Finishing interviews with four potential candidates for national 
security advisor... General Michael Flynn resigned from that position nearly a week ago... after admitting 
he gave incomplete information about phone calls with Russian officials, before the president took office... 
President trump is set to pick between Keith Kellogg who is acting as his national security advisor, former 



u-n ambassador john Bolton, army strategist h-r McMaster, and col Robert Caslen who serves as the 
superintendent at west point. <sot verbatim: It's got to be someone who understands that the 
coordination, the strategic coordination of the agency is very important. And above all, I think, someone 
who can resist and cause the NSC to resist getting involved in the tactical operations of our efforts around 
the world."  > In New York hundreds of people gathered against mister trump's plan to re-introduce a new 
temporary travel ban... this after a court overturned his original order. Several people say today's 
gathering is about celebrating America’s true spirit, by showing compassion to people of all faiths and 
backgrounds. <sot verbatim: All of the diversity and unity here today should make a statement to the WH 
that we love our Muslim community here in America and we're here for them.  > The president is 
expected to reveal his new order within the next few days.

2/19/17 5pm

It's a vote more than a *year away... But yet another person says, they want to be Kansas' next 
governor... Former Wichita mayor Carl brewer made three stops today... Announcing he's seeking the 
democratic nomination... Scott Evans was there to see what he plans to accomplish.

2/21/17 6am

Today's the first day on the job for the president's new national security advisor. Lieutenant general h-r 
McMaster replaces Michael Flynn. The army general is considered one of the best field-commanders in 
the pentagon, commanding troops during the first gulf war and in the second gulf war in 2003. He’s the 
first active-duty military officer to serve as the national security advisor since Colin Powell. < He is a man 
of tremendous talent and tremendous experience. FLASH TO "I'd just like to say what a privilege it is to 
be able to continue serving our nation."> McMaster, like defense secretary James Mattis, is considered 
an intellectual amongst military commanders. He wrote a book on American military failures in Vietnam 
and has a history degree from the University of North Carolina.

2/22/17 6am

Governor Sam Brownback says he will veto the legislature's tax bill today - setting up a potential 
showdown at the statehouse. The legislation would have been one of the largest tax increases in state 
history - reversing the governor's signature tax plan that went into effect in 2013. Now, lawmakers will 
need to find the votes to override the veto. If they can do that - the legislation will raise taxes for many 
and bring back the state's income tax on farmers and small businesses. Governor Brownback says that's 
not good for you. < I am doing this to protect the income in the state of Kansas, there is a better way > 
lawmakers who voted for the bill say - it's needed to fix the state's budget problems. Over two years - the 
bill would have generated more than a billion dollars. Democrats immediately criticized the governor for 
the veto. <He's done nothing to try to fix the financial crisis, and yet here's another, he's kind of got that 
Washington mentality of obstructionism. 10> so what's next? Those in favor of the legislation need to 
convince their colleagues to back the bill. House lawmakers need eight more votes - while the senate 
needs just five to achieve the override. The governor will veto the bill this morning at 8-30. Look for a 
push alert on your kwch app when that happens - and complete coverage at eight-30 on the KSCW.

2/23/17 5pm

Senator Pat Roberts talks with Kansas farmers... Trying to find out what they want and need from the 
federal government. It's all about the 20-18 farm bill ... What some call the biggest job the senate Ag 



committee takes on. Political reporter Pilar Pedraza was in Manhattan for today's hearing and says 
farmers had plenty to share.

2/24/17 5pm

President Donald Trump explains his agenda at the conservative political action conference in Maryland. 
The president told members of the group his main focuses are repealing and replacing Obamacare ... 
Building a border wall... and lowering taxes on the middle class. President Trump skipped the 
organization's annual conference during last year's campaign... But members say they like what he's 
done so far. <sot verbatim: It seems like he's come to our side. He was well received. A year ago, he 
would've been booed. > President Trump promised to take more executive action in the coming days to 
keep America safe.

2/25/17 8am

President Donald Trump continues to fight with new organizations and Friday his administration took it a 
step further. Several news outlets, including c-n-n and politico were blocked from attending what is called 
a "gaggle." That’s a meeting held in lieu of the daily televised question and answer sessions. Only certain 
organizations were handpicked to attend...CBS was one of them. Several outlets, including those who 
were allowed to attend...disagreed with the move and said they will not participate in these type of 
briefings in the future. C-N-N released this statement saying..."apparently this is how they retaliate when 
you report the facts they don't like... We'll keep reporting regardless."

2/26/17 10pm

President trump's nominee to become the secretary of the navy has withdrawn his name from 
consideration. Phillip Bilden informed the administration of his decision earlier today and now president 
trump will have to find another nominee. Meanwhile, a new poll from n-b-c news and the wall street 
journal shows 44 percent of Americans approve of the job the president has done so far. 48 percent 
disapprove of his job. Earlier tonight the president attended the governor's ball in Washington d-c where 
he talked about his plan to replace the affordable care act. <sot verbatim: "we are going to have it fixed 
and we are going to repeal and replace it and i think you're going to see something very 
special//tomorrow morning we are going to meet and have some pretty big sessions on healthcare and 
other things whatever is on your mind.." > The president will give his first speech to congress on Tuesday 
night. We'll broadcast that live right here on k-w-c-h beginning at eight o'clock.

2/27/17 Noon

President trump spent the morning focusing on healthcare. Weijia Jiang reports he met with c-e-o of the 
nation’s top insurance companies to get their input about what they want to see in a replacement for 
Obamacare.

2/28/17 5pm

The budget, taxes and healthcare are some of the main topics lawmakers hope president trump talks 
about during his first address to a joint session of congress tonight. Senior White House officials say the 
president's message will highlight the accomplishments of the past month ... And look ahead to key 



issues.  He will focus on the economy and national security. President Trump's budget priorities are 
already facing some resistance from Congress...  He wants a 10 percent increase in military spending ... 
And 54 billion dollars in cuts to most government agencies and foreign aid.  A major concern for 
lawmakers from both parties ... Is President Trump's plans for the healthcare system. <sot verbatim: "we 
have obligation to step in front of collapse and replace it with a better system" // "We could work together 
to fix what is not working in the affordable care act we could work together to rebuild our roads and 
bridges, but we're waiting" > also today ... President trump signed two executive orders ... One mandates 
a review of an Obama administration rule written to protect small bodies of water from pollution. The other 
moves the initiative for historically black colleges and universities from the education department to the 
white house.

3/1/17 5pm

President trump sat down for a strategy session with republican lawmakers today...  Hours after delivering 
his first major speech to congress. Last night ... The president pitched a positive vision for the future... 
Laying out his plans for some major issues.  That includes healthcare ... Something President Trump 
challenged both sides of the aisle to find a solution for. <sot verbatim: "I think the key to getting this done 
is focus on areas of consensus that bring us together and I believe we are going to get it done. Failure is 
not an option." // "he is favoring the very powerful special interests, making their lives easier and putting 
more burdens on the backs of the middle class and people trying to get to the middle class."  > The white 
house was expected to roll out a revised executive order on President Trump's travel ban today ... but will 
wait another day.

3/2/17 5pm

Attorney general Jeff sessions will not be a part of an investigation into Russian interference during the 
presidential election... Earlier this afternoon ... Sessions announced he's recusing himself from the 
investigation. Roger Cornish is in the newsroom with the latest.

3/3/17 5am

Public records show vice president mike pence used a private e-mail account to conduct public business 
while serving as Indiana’s governor. The Indianapolis star obtained the records. The newspaper reports 
Pence used his personal A-O-L account to communicate with advisers on homeland security matters and 
security at the governor's residence. Pence frequently criticized rival Hillary Clinton's use of a private e-
mail server as President Barack Obama's secretary of state.

3/4/17 8am

A federal judge gives the trump administration a two week extension in the case against its travel ban. 
That extension is to give the administration time to respond to a motion that would make the lawsuit a 
class-action case. The plaintiff's want clarification on certain language being used in the new order... by 
the president's administration lawyers. They want to know whether a new executive order... will 
supersede the one he is fighting for. Judge Robert is the same Seattle judge that blocked the temporary 
travel ban last month.

3/5/17 5:30pm



The New York Times reports f-b-i director James Comey has asked the justice department to publically 
reject president trump's claims about wiretapping.  Comey reportedly said the claims are false and could 
hurt the bureau's credibility.

3/6/17 4:30am

Happening today. President Donald Trump is expected to sign a new revised immigration ban. Officials in 
the Trump administration say that the new order aims to overcome the legal challenges that resulted in 
the first immigration ban being blocked by a federal court. The revised order is expected to remove Iraq 
from the list of countries whose citizens face a U-S travel ban for 90 days. It would also no longer single 
out Syrian refugees for an indefinite ban.

3/7/17 6am

President trump remains confident his revised immigration and travel ban will withstand any possible legal 
challenges. The president signed the new order yesterday...as his aides faced tough questions about his 
claims - that his predecessor wiretapped his New York office...before the election. Hena Daniels has the 
latest from New York.

3/8/17 6am

Kansas lawmakers rebuke the governor's plan to fix the state's budget woes. Senate lawmakers voted 37 
to one yesterday to kill the proposed tax increase. Governor Brownback’s bill would have raised liquor 
and tobacco taxes. It’s the second major tax bill to fail this year. Lawmakers did pass legislation bringing 
back the tax on small businesses and farmers. But the governor vetoed. And state lawmakers weren't 
able to override.

3/9/17 6am

Kansas public radio reports governor Sam Brownback will take a job with the United Nations. A report 
filed yesterday says the governor will be appointed to a job representing the u-s at the u-n Ag agency in 
Rome. It’s the second trump administration job he's been connected to. The governor was rumored to be 
a top pick to be the agriculture secretary. In statement last night - a spokeswoman for governor 
Brownback didn't confirm or deny the report.

3/10/17 Noon

The white house is continuing what it calls its "full court press" to sell the g-o-p plan to repeal and replace 
Obamacare. The president and vice president are meeting with lawmakers and key constituents at the 
white house today. Weijia Jiang has the latest.

3/11/17 9am

Kansas democratic lawmakers blast senate republican leaders for what they're calling... A lack of action. 
Lawmakers have two major issues on the table... balancing the budget and creating a new school finance 
formula. Democratic leaders question why the senate is just now forming a committee to look at school 



funding. <sot verbatim: Hensley - We've gotten nowhere in the senate. It's a genuine lack of leadership. 
We've had a colossal waste of time. Wagle - It's not true. The caucus is beginning to understand we've 
got to build a coalition to pass a bill > the clock is ticking for lawmakers to come-up with a solution. The 
end of the state's fiscal year is June 30-th.

3/12/17 10pm

Republicans in the House are expected to continue working on gaining more support for their healthcare 
plan this week. The plan would remove mandates for individuals and businesses. If it is approved, it 
would still allow young adults to stay on their parents plan until they're 26. House Speaker Paul Ryan was 
asked about concerns from Democrats about whether or not some people would lose their plans under 
their proposal. <sot verbatim: "I can't answer that question. It's up to people.//'People are going to do what 
they want to do with their lives because we believe in individual freedom in this country." > Some 
Republicans have also voiced concerns....saying it doesn't fully repeal Obamacare. A vote in the House 
could come this week. President Trump has already thrown his support behind the proposal.

3/13/17 6am

Happening today on Capitol Hill - lawmakers will learn how much the republican replacement for the 
affordable care act will cost. The congressional budget office is expected to release its analysis of the 
American health care act today. The report will also outline how many people will be covered in the plan. 
Top republicans including health secretary tom price and speaker Paul Ryan downplayed - what's 
expected to be an analysis - that shows fewer people will have insurance. < "People are going to do what 
they want to do with their lives because we believe in individual freedom in this country. “So the question 
is: Are we providing a system where people have access to health insurance if they choose to do so? 
"And the answer is yes> a final vote in the House is expected sometime this month. Conservative 
republicans and democrats are against parts of the bill. Democrats say it dismantles too much of the 
affordable care act. While right-wing republicans say it does not repeal enough of Obamacare.

3/14/17 6am

A new report from the congressional budget office shows millions who got healthcare from the affordable 
care act will lose coverage under the republican healthcare bill. If the bill passes - more than 14 million 
people would be without insurance before next year. The c-b-o says that's for a few reasons. One - some 
people just will not buy healthcare because there will not be a mandate to buy coverage. That would 
create a short-term increase in premiums - which could price out healthcare for the poor. Almost a trillion 
dollars’ worth of Medicaid cuts over ten years will also reduce coverage.

3/15/17 Noon

President Trump kicks off a busy day on the road with a trip to Michigan. He'll be speaking with leaders 
later today in the auto industry. Prior to his arrival general motors announced this morning it plans to add 
or retain another 900 jobs across three Michigan facilities over the next year. Before leaving d-c... The 
president sent out a tweet calling his leaked tax returns fake news. The first two pages of his tax returns 
show he paid 38 million in taxes on an income of more than 150-million dollars. That's a tax rate of 25 
point 3 percent. The white house confirmed the numbers in a statement but said the president paid no 
more tax than legally required. President trump will head to Tennessee later today to help sell the 
republican plan to repeal and replace Obamacare to the public.



3/16/17 5pm

The President unveiled his 20-18 budget proposal this morning. It increases spending on the military and 
border security, while cutting funds to nearly every other agency. That includes... a plan to eliminate 
hundreds of programs. Here are some of the cuts that could affect us here. The "low income home 
energy assistance program"... Which helps people pay their heating and electric bills. The "essential air 
service program"... Which provides federal subsidies for commercial air service at rural airports. "Tiger 
grants"... Those are paying for improvements for the Amtrak system. And... The "community development 
block grant program"... Which has paid for improvements to things like sidewalks and bike lanes in 
Wichita. 

3/17/17 5:30pm

President trump has won over a key group as he continues to push the republican plan to repeal and 
replace Obamacare... he hosted a group of republicans in the oval office and convinced them to get on 
board with the plan. The white house agreed to two changes to win their votes. The first allows states to 
require Medicaid enrollees to seek work or education in order to qualify for the program. The second 
gives states the option of getting Medicaid funds in either a lump sum block grant or a per-capita 
payment. <sot verbatim: "It's coming together beautifully.  You have the conservative groups.  You have 
other groups, everybody wants certain things.  In the end, we're going to have a great health care plan." > 
the bill is scheduled to come up for a vote next Thursday...the seventh anniversary of president Obama 
signing the affordable care act into law. 

3/18/17 8am

You have the opportunity to own the home c-i-a director Mike Pompeo used to live in. Premier auction is 
giving you a chance to come out and bid on the private estate property. The 55-hundred square foot, four 
bedroom home is located near 13th & Woodlawn. It sits on two and half acres. The auction will start at 
10:00.

3/19/17 10pm

Lawmakers in Washington D-C are expected to be busy this week. Tomorrow, F-B-I Director James 
Comey is expected to testify on Capitol Hill about Russia's involvement in last year's election. He's also 
expected to take questions about Donald Trump's wiretapping claims. Congress is also expected to start 
the process to repeal and replace the affordable care act. Right now, House Speaker Paul Ryan is still 
trying to get more support from conservative Republicans who say his plan doesn't go along with their 
promise to fully repeal Obamacare. <sot verbatim: "We feel very good where we are. We’re fine tuning 
making improvements to the bill to reflect people's concern to reflect people's improvement." > Senators 
are also expected to start confirmation hearings for Donald Trump's Supreme Court pick Neil Gorsuch. 
Republicans don't have enough votes to get him confirmed, but they could vote to suspend the rules so 
they can get him confirmed with a simple majority.

3/20/17 5pm



Eyewitness news wants you to hear all sides before casting your vote in the upcoming special election. 
We're giving you a chance to meet all the candidates running for the 4th congressional district... This 
evening... We hear from republican Ron Estes.

3/21/17 5pm

President Donald trump lobbied house republicans today... To get on-board with a plan aimed at 
repealing and replacing Obamacare. President Trump told House Republicans... failing to repeal and 
replace the affordable Care act... could cost them their jobs in next year's mid-term elections. Many 
Republicans say... they won't vote for the plan as it stands. Republican leaders already made some 
changes to the bill. But they're telling members the time to negotiate is up.  <sot verbatim: "We don't want 
to put something in this bill that the Senate is telling us is fatal to the bill being brought up in the Senate.  
So that's why we're going to pass the best possible legislation we can.  We got it there. The president 
helped negotiate these changes." > The House is expected to vote on the Republican healthcare bill 
Thursday night.

3/22/17 5pm

Eyewitness news wants you to hear all sides before castings your vote in the upcoming special election. 
We're giving you a chance to meet all the candidates running for the fourth congressional district... This 
evening... We hear from democrat James Thompson.

3/23/17 5pm

President Trump is working with Republican leaders to persuade House Republicans to vote in favor of 
the plan. The vote is now expected to happen tomorrow morning. Right now ... The bill has no support 
from Democrats ... And up to 33 Republicans say they cannot support the bill according to C-B-S News.  
Republicans can only afford to lose 21 Republican votes for the bill to pass -- assuming all Democrats 
vote against it. <sot verbatim: "this a bad day for them, it's bad if they win, it is bad if they lose because of 
what destruction they will wreak in the lives of the American people and the American people know it" > 
The House G-O-P conference is meeting tonight to discuss what's next.  C-N-N reports the house will 
vote at 8 tomorrow morning... When that vote happens we will send you a push alert with the results 
through our k-w-c-h app.

3/24/17 6am

Happening today on Capitol Hill - house lawmakers will finally vote on the healthcare bill backed by 
speaker Paul Ryan and president trump. It’s a day later than planned - house leaders postponed the vote 
as they worked furiously to win over moderates and the far-right. Without their support - it's likely the 
legislation will fail. It’s a major change to the affordable care act, eliminating the individual mandate and 
replacing subsidizes with tax credits. But with the weekend looming - the speaker and white house both 
agree, the eight a-m vote is the final stand. <We will repeal and replace this broken law because it's 
collapsing and it's failing families FLASH TO There is no plan B. There is a Plan A // we’re going to get 
this done > not a single democrat will support the bill. That means IF the speaker loses 23 republicans, 
the bill dies. We’ll follow what's happening in Washington all morning long. Expect the vote results on 
your kwch app - and on eyewitness news this morning over on the k-s-c-w.



3/25/17 10pm

A day after republican leaders decided to cancel a health care bill, the president vows that the current law 
will quote 'explode'. President Trump made the claim on Twitter today. In the same tweet he said we will 
put together a great plan for the people and told his followers not to worry. Vice President Mike Pence 
made similar remarks at a rally for small business leaders in West Virginia earlier today. <sot verbatim: 
"Yesterday wasn't a victory for the American people. It was a victory for the status quo in Washington dc 
and it was victory for the disaster of Obamacare but I promise you that victory won't last very long." > 
House Speaker Paul Ryan said Republicans are planning on moving forward with other agenda items 
including increasing border patrol and reforming the tax system.

3/26/17 10pm

President Trump continues to attack democrats, and some republicans, who didn't back a healthcare plan 
that was pulled earlier this week. Today, the president tweeted that democrats are smiling because the 
freedom caucus helped save Planned Parenthood and Obamacare. Members of the group refused to 
vote in favor of a bill earlier this week that was backed by the White House and House Speaker Paul 
Ryan. Representative Mark Meadows, who chairs the committee, said the group is making progress on a 
better relationship with Republican colleagues. <sot verbatim: "if they're applauding, they shouldn't, 
because I can tell you that conversations over the last 48 hours are really about how we come together in 
the Republican conference and try to get this over the finish line. "Perhaps it's time for us to start talking 
to some moderate Democrats."> Earlier this week, the President and Speaker Ryan said they plan on 
moving to other policy items including securing the border and reforming the tax code.

3/27/17 6pm

The Kansas senate gives tentative approval to expand Medicaid in Kansas. That's according to the 
Kansas City star. The bill still needs the final vote, which could come tomorrow... The expansion would 
cover hundreds of thousands of people who either do not qualify for Medicaid and cannot afford 
insurance...  taking care of uninsured Kansans is the reason many hospitals say they're are struggling 
right now. They’re having to foot the bill for those who can’t afford to pay. Groups who are for the 
expansion say it would bring money back to our state and help protect rural and urban hospitals. 
<00:09:16 "It will impact our state and that's why we want to make sure we get this done sooner rather 
than later so we can be standing in the best position possible for Kansas."  > If it passes the full senate, it 
would go to governor’s office. Gov. Sam Brownback has stopped short of saying that he would veto a bill. 
But a spokeswoman said Monday that it would be irresponsible to "expand Obamacare when the program 
is in a death spiral."



Community Calendar: 
KWCH, KBSD, KBSH, & KBSL provide a beneficial service for our community 
by providing an online Community Calendar to our viewing public. The 
Community Calendar is available for local groups and individuals to promote their 
events free of charge. It can be accessed through three of our websites: kwch.com, 
and kansascw.com. We’ve designed our calendar to be used by the public and 
monitored by our staff. Each month we list hundreds of events that happen 
throughout our viewing area that services nearly the entire state of Kansas. Some 
of these events include, but are not limited to, non-profit events, fine arts events, 
civic club meetings, city hall meetings, family celebrations, church functions, 
movie screenings and local music performances.



Tours
KWCH offers tours to groups interested in learning how a television station operates.  Tours are 
tailored to the individual needs of the group, which usually consists of school-age children.  It 
focuses on the history of the broadcasting facility and explains the types of jobs offered in each 
department.  Tours are conducted by the Promotions Department and questions are welcome 
throughout.

DATE TIME # TYPE
January 2017

1/24/17 12:15pm 26 PRSA Meeting

February 2017

March 2017

3/3 11:45am 6 Buhler High School Journalism Class

3/24 11:30am 36 Meade High School

3/29 11:15am 15 Mulvane Middle School Journalism Class 



KBS (Sunflower Broadcasting, Inc.) airs public service announcements that address community issues 
free of charge for various nonprofit organizations.  

PSA Title Length KWCH KBSD KBSHL
903 Gun Safety “Dangerous Home” :30 55 38 36
905 AHA Disaster Relief “Flood” :30 2 6 5
906 Save the Children “Collison Course” :30 54 41 33
908 NAB “For Those Who Serve” :30 60 39 36
909 NAB “Helps a Hero” :30 48 48 32
914 CDC “Facing Facts Hep C” :60 142 160 149
915 Learn to Swim :60 140 164 152
921 CARE.org “Power of a Box” :30 55 53 41
922 Health is Primary :30 36 54 32
923 St. Jude Children’s Hospital “Family” :30 34 54 30
924 March of Dimes “Kaya’s Story” :30 29 57 35
925 WWF “Earth Hour” :60 51 73 72
926 Bullying “TMNT” :30 3 7 7
938 Underage Drinking “Talk, They Listen” :15 6 2 2
939 Migraines “The Move” :30 4 5 3
940 Discover Nature “Deer Staring Contest” :30 6 2 5
941 Wildfire Prevention “Dragging Chains” :30 4 4 1
942 Seat Belt “Never Give Up” :15 2 1 1
943 Diabetes Prevention “Bacon Lovers” :30 4 5 5
944 Diabetes Prevention “Busy Moms” :30 5 1 2
945 Discover Nature “Short Drive” :15 1 3 1
946 Recycling “Smile” :30 8 35 24
947 Adoption from Foster Care “Suitcase” :30 26 58 48
949 UNICEF “Stand 4 Hope” :60 1 5 7
950 UNICEF “Stand 4 Hope” :30 0 5 10
951 NAB Ok2Talk “What do you want to be?” :60 3 16 12
952 Narcanon “Alcohol” :30 15 15 17
953 Air Force Reserve “Start Your Adventure” :30 1 4 4
954 Air Force Reserve “Start Your Adventure” :60 17 19 22
973 Autism “Truck” :30 16 49 52
974 Bullying “TMNT” :30 12 44 55
975 Drunk Driving “Neon” :30 17 33 52
976 Forest Service :30 14 36 59
977 Recycle “Stadium” :15 49 76 93
978 Text & Drive “Unlucky” :60 116 134 166
979 NAB: Blessings Backpack :30 7 7 7
980 Go Red ’17 “Know Your #s” :30 1 8 11
981 Go Red ’17 “120/8” :30 2 9 10
982 Go Red ’17 “Family History” :30 2 8 13
983 KAB Scholarship :30 9 16 27
984 Scam “Family In Need” :30 6 11 15
985 Scam “Romance” :30 8 13 16
986 Parenting “Reading” :30 4 12 9
987 American Red Cross “Donate Now” :30 12 28 48
990 Parenting “Electronic Devices” :30 1 3 19



991 Soil “Our Living” :30 8 15 40
992 Soil “Our Living” :15 47 98 90

FACE THE NATION



01/01/17 Guests: J.D. Vance, author, “Hillbilly Elegy: A Memoir of a Family and Culture in 
Crisis” (1); Diane Guerrero, author, “In The Country We Love: My Family Divided” (1); 
Amani Al-Khatahtbeh, author, “Muslim Girl: A Coming of Age” (1); Isabel Wilkerson, 
author, “The Warmth of Other Suns: The Epic Story of America’s Great Migration” (1); 
Jeffrey Goldberg, The Atlantic (2); Michele Norris, The Race Card Project (2); David 
Frum, The Atlantic (2); Michael Gerson, The Washington Post (2)

1) Book panel topics include: Mr. Vance’s definition of a hillbilly / Ms. Guerrero on 
living with the fear of deportation / impact of the September 11 terrorist attacks on Ms. 
Al-Khatahtbeh’s family / Ms. Wilkerson on the origins of the great migration and its 
impact on America / the idea that “your history is always attached to you” / difficulties 
faced by those attempting to leave the Jim Crow South / the American Dream / need for 
people to recognize “what makes us the same” / skepticism among some groups that 
America is not improving / social isolation / stories of assimilation / how people in 
America live with unresolved history and resentment / public reactions to the panelists’ 
writings

2) Topics include: predictions regarding the great stories of 2017; anticipation of a Trump 
presidency / concern about the possibility of an ineffective government / racial aspects of 
the Trump campaign / Misters Frum and Goldberg’s reaction to President Obama’s belief 
that “the office constrains the man” / President-elect Trump’s views on NATO / possible 
restrictions the Republican Party could put on Mr. Trump / how President-elect Trump 
plans to handle people from the left / Democratic Party response to Mr. Trump / need to 
protect and defend basic American institutions

01/08/17 Guests: Senator Mitch McConnell (R-KY), Senate Majority Leader (1); Reince Priebus, 
incoming White House Chief of Staff (2); Senator Cory Booker (D-NJ) (3); James 
Woolsey, former Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA); former Senior Advisor, 
Trump transition team (4); Michael Morell, former Acting Director, Central Intelligence 
Agency (CIA), former Adviser, Clinton Campaign (4); Susan Page, USA Today (5); Ed 
O’Keefe, The Washington Post (5); Ezra Klein, Vox.com (5); Tammy Bruce, The 
Washington Times, FOX News Contributor (5)

1) Topics include: Senator McConnell’s condemnation of Russia’s efforts to meddle in 
the U.S. election / his acceptance of the findings of the intelligence community, which 
has unanimously agreed that Russia was trying to affect the election; call to repeal and 
replace the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare); reaction to President-elect Trump’s 
cabinet nominees / call for Democrats to “want to treat President-elect Trump just like we 
treated President-elect Obama” in terms of confirmation hearings / working with 
Democratic Senator Chuck Schumer 

2) Topics include: what President-elect Trump believes about Russia’s efforts to meddle 
in the U.S. election / Mr. Priebus’ criticism of the DNC for allowing themselves to be 
hacked / belief that President Obama’s recent sanctions against Russia for the hacking are 
“clearly politically motivated to discredit the victory of President-elect Trump” / Mr. 
Trump’s remarks disparaging the intelligence community; time frame for repealing and 
replacing Obamacare (Affordable Care Act) / opinion that Mr. Trump does not want to 
“meddle” with Medicare or Social Security



3) Topics include: reaction to Senator McConnell’s refusal to slow the pace of the 
confirmations / Senator McConnell’s lack of support for the Ethics in Government Act / 
Secretary of State nominee Rex Tillerson and his relationship with Russia / Republican 
desire to repeal the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) without a replacement; Senator 
Booker’s responsibility to find a way to improve the lives of ordinary Americans

4) Topics include: Mr. Trump’s change of mind and acceptance regarding Russia’s 
attempt to meddle in the U.S. election / his questioning of the intelligence community’s 
capability and integrity / morale at the CIA / Mr. Trump’s campaign mode “shtick”

5) Topics include: Russia’s efforts to meddle in the U.S. election / judgment of the 
intelligence agencies that Russia is sitting on intel about the RNC; Republican efforts to 
repeal the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) / Senator McConnell’s statement that there 
will be a gap between repealing and replacing the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) / 
difficulty in getting the House and the Senate to agree on a health plan; attempt from 
Democrats to delay Senate confirmation hearings



FACE THE NATION (continued)

01/15/17 Guests: Governor Mike Pence (R-IN), Vice President-elect (1); Senator Joe Manchin (D-
WV), Senate Intelligence Committee (2); Newt Gingrich, former Speaker of the House of 
Representatives, Trump Transition Vice Chair (3); David Ignatius, The Washington Post 
(4); Ed O’Keefe, The Washington Post (5); Ben Domenech, The Federalist (5); Ruth 
Marcus, The Washington Post (5); John Heilemann, Bloomberg Politics (5)

1) Topics include: reaction to the announcement from the Republican chairman of the 
Senate Intelligence Committee that they will investigate Russian meddling in the 
election; Governor Pence’s opinion that many in the media “demean and question the 
legitimacy of” the incoming Trump administration; President–elect Trump’s thoughts on 
Vladimir Putin and Russia / differing opinion of incoming cabinet members versus that of 
Mr. Trump towards Russia / assertion that Mr. Trump will be the decision maker 
regarding policy; Governor Pence’s claim that America will instantly be more respected 
once Mr. Trump assumes the presidency; incoming National Security Advisor Mike 
Flynn’s telephone call with the Russian ambassador on the day the U.S. Government 
announced sanctions against Russia for election hacking / Mr. Flynn’s assurance to 
Governor Pence that he did not discuss the sanctions with the Russian ambassador; 
Congressman John Lewis’ recent statement, expressing that he does not consider Mr. 
Trump to be a legitimate president / Mr. Trump’s critical twitter response to 
Representative Lewis; report in Esquire magazine that the Trump administration is 
moving the press out of the White House

2) Topics include: Senate Intelligence Committee’s change in decision to now investigate 
any connection between the Russians and the Trump campaign; Senator Manchin’s 
message to Democrats who are nervous about the incoming Trump administration; 
Representative John Lewis’ decision not to attend Mr. Trump’s inauguration / call for an 
end to the rhetoric between the two parties

3) Topics include: making sense of the differing views on Russia between President-elect 
Trump and his cabinet members; Mr. Gingrich’s belief that Donald Trump is going to be 
“the first entrepreneurial president we’ve seen in modern times” / need for the 
intelligence community and the American public to learn how “to cope with a president 
who’s very complicated” / Mr. Trump’s relationship with the intelligence community; 
Mr. Gingrich’s assertion that the most difficult thing for a president is to stay focused 

4) Topics include: the Senate Intelligence Committee’s decision to investigate any 
connection between the Russians and the Trump campaign, as well as the cyberattacks 
during the 2016 campaign; incoming National Security Advisor Mike Flynn’s telephone 
call with the Russian ambassador on the day the U.S. Government announced sanctions 
against Russia for election hacking; different viewpoints between incoming cabinet 
members and Mr. Trump on several issues, such as Russia and the issue of waterboarding

5) Topics include: “lay of the landscape” as Mr. Trump gets ready to assume the role of 
the presidency / his low poll numbers as he gets ready to become president / importance 
of the inaugural address / challenges facing Mr. Trump; investigation into Russia hacking 
the election and FBI Director James Comey’s behavior, and how that impacts the already 



fragile state of democracy in this country; Representative John Lewis’ decision not to 
attend Mr. Trump’s inauguration; different viewpoints between incoming cabinet 
members and Mr. Trump on several issues; repealing the Affordable Care Act 
(Obamacare)



FACE THE NATION (continued)

01/22/17 Guests: Kellyanne Conway, Counselor to the President, Donald Trump Administration 
(1); Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC) (2); Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT) (3); Susan Page, 
USA Today (4); Frank Luntz, Republican Strategist, CBS News Contributor (4); Jeffrey 
Goldberg, The Atlantic (4); Lanhee Chen, Hoover Institution, Stanford University (4)

1) Topics include: yesterday’s Women’s March on Washington and the sister marches 
across the country and around the globe / what President Trump ‘hears” from the people 
who don’t support him; the inaugural address; executive action on the Affordable Care 
Act (Obamacare) / President Trump’s plans for health care; White House Press Secretary 
Sean Spicer’s press conference about the crowd size at the inauguration / claims of poor 
treatment by the press; Senate confirmations / call for bipartisanship on Capitol Hill

2) Topics include: reaction to President Trump’s inaugural address, where he criticized 
the political establishment; Senator Graham’s promise to vote for Rex Tillerson as 
Secretary of State; opinion that the Senate will impose additional sanctions against Russia 
for hacking / potential conflicts between Congress and President Trump

3) Topics include: President Trump’s reaction to the protesters at yesterday’s marches; 
Senator Sanders’ reaction to the inaugural address / advice for Mr. Trump on the actions 
he needs to take to show that he is serious about standing up for working families / 
Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) and the executive action to end it; issues Senator 
Sanders’ feels that he can work with the president on: infrastructure, prescription drug 
costs, trade policies

4) Topics include: Mr. Luntz’ lament over the overall loss of decency; yesterday’s 
Women’s March on Washington; populist rising across Europe; the inaugural address; 
potential conflicts between Congress and President Trump; executive action on the 
Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) / poll results indicating that the American public wants 
a replacement regarding health care; President Trump’s visit to the CIA yesterday; White 
House Press Secretary Sean Spicer’s press conference about the crowd size at the 
inauguration; Russian sanctions; Rex Tillerson as Secretary of State

01/29/17 Guests: Reince Priebus, White House Chief of Staff (1); Senator John McCain (R-AZ), 
Chairman, Senate Armed Services Committee (2); Representative Keith Ellison (D-MN), 
candidate for Chair of the Democratic National Committee (DNC) (3); Peter Baker, The 
New York Times (4); Jamelle Bouie, Slate Magazine, CBS News Political Analyst (4); 
Molly Ball, The Atlantic (4); Hugh Hewitt, host, “The Hugh Hewitt Show”, author, “The 
Fourth Way: The Conservative Playbook for a Lasting GOP Majority” (4)

1) Topics include: President Trump’s executive order restricting refugees from seven 
predominantly Muslim countries from entering the U.S. / question of a Muslim ban and 
prioritizing Christian refugees / need to protect America first / claims of outreach 
between the White House, the State Department, and the Department of Homeland 
Security; President Trump’s recent telephone call with Vladimir Putin; border wall with 
Mexico



2) Topics include: Senator McCain’s opinion on the travel ban / international 
ramifications of the executive order restricting refugees / concern over the impact on the 
Iraqi’s and our interests in Iraq; need to understand and not be fooled by Vladimir Putin; 
current administration’s views on torture; appointment of Steve Bannon to the National 
Security Council -- a radical departure from the norm

3) Topics include: Representative Ellison’s belief that this religious based ban is a 
Muslim ban / plight of Syrian refugees; his campaign to head the DNC

4) Topics include: President Trump’s executive order restricting refugees / reaction to the 
travel ban; importance of image to President Trump; possible additional sanctions against 
Russia for hacking the 2016 campaign; international reaction to the travel ban; border 
wall with Mexico; King Abdullah of Jordan’s visit to Washington this week; President 
Trump’s press conference with British Prime Minister Theresa May; Republican reaction 
to President Trump / emerging relationship between Mr. Trump and Congressional 
Republicans; infrastructure spending; President Trump’s tall order regarding the repeal 
and replacement of the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare); appointment of Steve Bannon 
to the National Security Council; President Trump’s belief, despite evidence to the 
contrary, that there was widespread voter fraud in the presidential election / rise in 
populous white nationalist rhetoric being injected into the mainstream



60 MINUTES

01/01/17 “Crisis in Chicago” - a report on the surge in the number of violent crimes and murders 
in Chicago, and the concurrent drop in the number of investigative stops and arrests by 
the police.  Includes interviews with: Father Michael Pfleger, pastor, Saint Sabina 
Church, Chicago; Brian Warner, former Chicago cop; Garry McCarthy, former 
Superintendent, Chicago Police Department; Richard Wooten, former Chicago cop; Flora 
White, mother of murder victim Jonathan; Eddie Johnson, Superintendent, Chicago 
Police Department. (C: Bill Whitaker - P: Guy Campanile, Andrew Bast, Michael 
Radutzky)

“Passports For Sale” - a report on how small cash-starved countries, such as the island 
nations of Malta, St. Kitts, Antigua and Dominica, are offering citizenship and passports 
for a price, creating ways to ease travel for international citizens -- including outlaws.  
Includes interviews with: Lennox Linton, member of Parliament, Dominica; Chris Kalin, 
chairman, Henley and Partners; Sirous Motevassel, international lawyer; Peter Vincent, 
former legal adviser for U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement; Gaston Browne, 
prime minister of Antigua and Barbuda. (C: Steve Kroft - P: Graham Messick, Evie 
Salomon)

“The Rum War” - a report on the controversy between two companies over who owns 
the rights to sell Havana Club Rum, the Cuban liquor, under that famous  brand name.  
Includes interviews with: Alejandro Bolivar, head bartender, El Floridita, Havana, Cuba; 
Jerome Cottin-Bizonne, employee, Pernod Ricard; Asbel Morales, rum-maker for Pernod 
Ricard (through translator); Rick Wilson, executive, Backward; Ampere Arechabala, 
whose family owned the original Havana Club Rum recipe and sold it to Backward after 
their 1959 forced exile from Cuba; Ernesto Iznaga, manager, Sloppy Joe’s bar, Havana. 
(C: Sharyn Alfonsi - P: Rome Hartman)

In the Mail - selected viewer comments about the segment “The Pope’s Choir” (OAD 
12/18/16)

01/08/17 “The Hostage Policy” - a report on the U.S. Government’s controversial policy of not 
paying ransoms for hostages.  Includes interviews with Art and Shirley Sotloff, parents of 
Steven Sotloff, beheaded by ISIS in 2014; and with Lisa Monaco, President Obama’s 
assistant for counter terrorism. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Richard Bonin, Ayesha Siddiqi)

“The Coming Swarm” - a report on the Pentagon’s development of autonomous drones, 
which are given a mission by humans but which then figure out on their own how to 
carry it out.  Includes an interview with Dr. Will Roper of the Pentagon, and comments 
by Marine Captain Jim Pineiro; Tim Faltemier, biometrics researcher; Lt. Cmdr. Rollie 
Wicks; U.S. Navy; General Paul Selva, Vice Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, Scott 
Littlefield, program manager for the U.S. Navy’s Sea Hunter (autonomous ship) program. 
(C: David Martin - P: Mary Walsh)

“The Hunt For Planet Nine” - a report on the evidence of a ninth planet at the farthest 
edges of our solar system -- a planet somewhere between ten and twenty times more 



massive than the Earth. Also discussed is the loss of Pluto’s status as a planet.  Includes 
interviews with Mike Brown, astronomer at Cal Tech; Konstantin Batygin, planetary 
science professor at Cal Tech; Scott Sheppard, astronomer, Carnegie Institution; and 
comments by Lilah Brown, Mike Brown’s daughter. (C: Bill Whitaker - P: Robert G. 
Anderson, Aaron Weisz, William Harwood)

In the Mail - selected viewer comments about the segment “Crisis In Chicago” (OAD 
01/01/17)



60 MINUTES (continued)

01/15/17 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “President Obama: Eight Years in the White House” - 
President Obama’s last presidential interview on network television, conducted by Steve 
Kroft in the White House on Monday, January 9.  In addition to this original interview, 
the program follows the 44th President’s journey through his own words in the 60 
MINUTES interviews he has done with Steve Kroft.  Among the topics included in the 
three-segment interview are:

Part 1: A review of Obama’s launch of his first presidential candidacy in 2007 / what 
personal traits the presidency requires of an individual / Obama’s surprise at the severity 
of partisanship in the Congress. (C: Steve Kroft - P: L. Franklin Devine, Maria 
Gavrilovic, Michael Karzis)

Part 2: Donald Trump: an unconventional but successful candidate / things which Obama, 
in hindsight, would have managed differently - for example, the launch of the health care 
website / questions raised about his credibility in some Middle East foreign policy 
statements (C: Steve Kroft - P: Graham Messick, Vanessa Fica)

Part 3: Family life in the White House / his general plans after leaving office / what his 
administration will be remembered for / his sense of time passing / his concern that 
American democracy stays healthy / the ongoing intense partisan divide (C: Steve Kroft - 
P: L. Franklin Devine, Maria Gavrilovic, Michael Karzis)

01/22/17 PREEMPTED

01/29/17 “Finding Refuge” - a report on the Syrian refugee crisis. Syrian families are fleeing 
terrorism to make it to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) in 
Amman, Jordan, where they undergo a vetting process before they are moved to the 
United States.  The U.S. security check lasts an average of 18 to 24 months where each 
refugee is interviewed in detail, their irises scanned, and a background check is 
performed.  President Barack Obama and Presidential nominee Hillary Clinton favor the 
current refugee program, whereas Presidential nominee Donald Trump and a majority of 
U.S. governors have called for a halt to it.  Includes interviews with: Gina Kassem, 
regional refugee coordinator at UNHCR - Jordan; Syrian refugees moving to America 
only identified by their first name: Sulaf and her daughter Joody (partially in English and 
through a translator); Mohammad and his wife Ebtesam (through translator); and Ekbal 
(through translator); Senior Pastor Bryant Wright, Johnson Ferry Baptist Church; and Jeh 
Johnson, Secretary of Homeland Security.  Also includes comments by unidentified 
people at UNHCR - Jordan. This rebroadcast includes updated introductory and closing 
remarks by Correspondent Bill Whitaker. (C: Bill Whitaker - P: Katy Textor) (OAD: 
10/16/16)

“Avalanche” - a report on the January 18th avalanche in central Italy that demolished the 
Rigopiano Hotel, a small ski resort. Twenty-nine people died but, miraculously, eleven 



people survived. Includes interviews (all through a translator) with: Giampiero Parete, a 
chef from a nearby town who was there with his family, all of whom were rescued; Paolo 
Di Quinzio, leader of an Alpine Emergency Team of rescuers; Giorgia Galassi and 
Vincenzo Forti, survivors. (C: Steve Kroft - P: Michael Karzis, Sabina Castelfranco, 
Vanessa Fica)

“Enhancing the Bike” - a report about lithium battery-powered mini-motors being fixed 
inside bicycle frames, a form of cheating that many believe has been used in the Tour de 
France. Includes interviews with: Stefanos Varjas, the Budapest, Hungary engineer who 
invented the mini motor; Jean-Pierre Verdy, former testing director for the French Anti-
Doping Agency; Tyler Hamilton, former teammate of seven-time Tour de France winner 
Lance Armstrong; Greg LeMond, three-time Tour de France winner, and his wife, Kathy 
LeMond. (C: Bill Whitaker - P: Michael Rey, Oriana Zill de Granados)



48 HOURS

01/07/17 48 HOURS: “Crime and Punishment” - a report on what happens to a family after a 
murder rips them apart; and the nearly 25-year quest by Tippy Dhaliwal and Jeanette 
Marine, two California women, who are determined to deny their step-father Dennis Ott’s 
parole for the murder of their mother Phonthip Ott. Each time Ott comes up for parole, 
the sisters are there to fight for their mother and vow to never give up. The two women 
are steadfast in the belief that their step-father Dennis Ott, murdered their mother. In 
1992, Phonthip Ott’s body was found by a fisherman in the Sacramento River in 
Sacramento, California. The police investigation dragged on for nearly two years. 
Eventually, Ott was charged with the murder. He was tried, convicted and sentenced to 
life in prison with the possibility of parole. Ott has maintained his innocence, which 
could be a sticking point in the parole hearings. Admitting guilt or showing remorse isn’t 
mandated, but legal experts believe it goes a long way with those deciding whether 
prisoners are paroled. The daughters realize that their fight for justice did not end with a 
guilty verdict; they must face Ott year-after-year to keep him in prison. Tippy Dhaliwal 
has been diagnosed with cancer, but she and Jeanette vow never to give up. At this 
hearing, Ott is again denied parole and must remain in prison. He will be eligible for 
another hearing in two-and-a-half years. On-screen text graphic: Dennis Ott’s parole 
hearing has been moved up to October 2017. Tippy’s health is better and both she and 
Jeanette plan to continue fighting Dennis Ott’s release. Interviewed: Jeanette Marine and 
Tippy Dhaliwal (daughters); Dennis Ott (step-father); Paul Parker (Sutter County 
Sheriff); Larry Lewis (Jeanette and Tippy’s grandfather); Vicky Van Atta (Sutter County 
District Attorney’s Investigator); Frank Hartzell (former reporter, Appeal Democrat); 
Marin Atkinson (Ott’s mother); Jennifer Shaffer (executive director, California Board of 
Parole Hearings); Amanda Hopper (Sutter County District Attorney) (C: Tracy Smith - 
Marcelena Spencer)

01/14/17 PREEMPTION

01/21/17 48 HOURS: “Innocence Lost” (9:00–10:00p) – an updated followup to “Who Killed 
These Girls” (OAD: 03/25/92) and “Deadly Encounters” (OAD: 09/14/98).  Eighteen 
years after 48 HOURS reported the 1991murders of four teenage girls who were found 
dead in an Austin, Texas yogurt shop -- presented is a review of the case, and the new 
evidence that could potentially overturn everything police thought they knew. The girls 
had been tied up, stripped down, at least one was raped, shot in the head and their naked 
bodies were stacked in a corner then set on fire.  In the weeks after the murders, 
authorities received countless tips, many false confessions and interrogated teenagers 
Maurice Pierce, Michael Scott, Robert Springsteen and Forrest Welborn.  With no solid 
evidence, they were released.  There were no developments in the investigation until 
1999, when new detectives assigned to the case arrested the original four suspects. 
Charges against Welborn and Pierce were eventually dropped.  Scott and Springsteen 
each stood trial for murder.  Both were convicted, with Springsteen sentenced to death 
and Scott sentenced to life in prison.  On appeal, the convictions were overturned when 



DNA evidence did not match any of the suspects. Officials then said there is no statute of 
limitations for murder, and they will continue the investigation until the person(s) 
responsible are brought to justice.  For now Scott and Springsteen are free; and the girls’ 
families are still dealing with the deaths of their daughters. Update: Today, investigators 
now suggest that there was a fifth man involved in the murders. Other interested parties 
believe that two men, mentioned by witnesses and never identified, hold the key to the 
murders. Original detective John Jones sees them only as potential witnesses. The 
investigation remains in limbo.  2017 On-screen text graphic: If you have any 
information on this case, police encourage you to call 512-472-TIPS. Under Texas law, 
neither Robert Springsteen nor Michael Scott is entitled to compensation for their 
wrongful convictions until a court officially declares their innocence. Interviewed: 
detectives John Jones  and; Mike Huckabay; Bob Ayers, Pam Ayers, Barbara Ayers-
Wilson, Maria Thomas, parents of the victims; suspects Forrest Welborn and Robert 
Springsteen; Jim Sawyer, Springsteen’s attorney; Saul Kassin, psychology professor at 
John Jay College for Criminal Justice; New Interviews: Beverly Lowry, author; Amber 
Farrelly, member of the defense team for Michael Scott and Robert Springsteen. (C: Erin 
Moriarty – P: Gail Abbott Zimmerman, Peter Henderson; Producers for the 01/21/17 
Followup: Chuck Stevenson, Gail Abbott Zimmerman, Peter Henderson) (OAD: 
01/09/10; 1st Rebroadcast: 09/11/10 – both as 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Innocence Lost”)



48 HOURS (continued)

01/21/17 48 HOURS: “Devil’s Island” (10:00-11:00p) – a second updated rebroadcast on the 
disappearance and death of Yvonne Baldelli, a California woman who moved to Panama 
with her boyfriend Brian Brimager, an ex-Marine , who turned out not to be as perfect to 
her as he seemed. Baldelli routinely sent happy emails to family members, but they 
suddenly stopped. About a month after the last message, Yvonne’s sister Michele 
Valenzuela got a text from Brimager saying he was back in the U.S., but without Baldelli. 
He had sent an email that he and Yvonne had broken up, which was somehow overlooked 
by her family. Police went to Panama and back to San Diego. The family learned that 
Baldelli and Brimager were not as happy as had been suggested. They learned Brimager 
was leading a second life and had gotten married to Kristin Werkoven. Even though 
Michele Valenzuela was sick with cancer, her hunch about the origins of an email 
allegedly from her sister Yvonne, set her on a mission to prove Brimager had murdered 
Yvonne. In Panama, police searched for a body. The FBI joined the investigation. 
Finally, forensic analysis yielded a positive result: Brimager was arrested by the FBI and 
is now in custody. Since the arrest, Yvonne Baldelli’s remains have been found: she 
never left Panama. Original On-screen text graphic: Michele Valenzuela lost her brave 
battle to cancer last week. The United States is in talks with Panama to move the 
prosecution of Brian Brimager for Yvonne’s murder to San Diego. 06/23/15 UPDATE: 
In April 2015, five months after the death of Michele Valenzuela, and following complex 
negotiations between Panama and the United States, it was announced that the United 
States will prosecute Brian Brimager for the murder of Yvonne Baldelli, as a foreign 
murder of a U.S. national. Now, the family is one step closer to justice for Yvonne and to 
bringing her remains back to the United States for burial. On-screen text graphic for the 
06/23/15 updated rebroadcast: Brian Brimager is due in court next week. A federal judge 
is likely to set a trial date. 01/21/17 UPDATE:  In 2016, the case was headed for trial 
when investigators made a dramatic discovery: Yvonne’s blood and DNA were found 
under a machete handle that Brian owned. This was the tool used to dismember Yvonne. 
Within a week, Brimager pleaded guilty to second degree murder. On-screen text 
graphic: Kristin and Brian Brimager are still married. She continues to support and visit 
him in federal prison. Brimager’s prison term ends in February 2037. Interviewed: 
photographer Jack English; Yvonne’s sister Michele Valenzuela; her father and step-
mother Jim and Lillian Faust; Yvonne’s niece Lauren Beyer; local bar owners in Panama:  
Stephen and Joan Crabtree, Penny Tom; Brian’s friend Jim Mertens; ex-U.S. intelligence 
officer Don Winner. 01/21/17 New Interview: Andrew Masters (FBI Special Agent) (C: 
Peter Van Zant - P: Chris O’Connell) (OAD: 11/15/14; 1st Rebroadcast: 06/23/15)

01/28/17 48 HOURS: SOLVE THIS CASE: “Who Killed Kay Wenal” - an investigation into 
the unsolved murder of Kay Wenal, who was found murdered inside her Georgia home in 
2008.  The case has been difficult to solve because there were no fingerprints, no 
evidence of a break-in and the killer took the weapon with him.  Kay did not seem to 
have any enemies and her husband had a solid alibi. The only clues in the case are an 
expletive-filled cut-and-paste note sent to a newspaper and a police sketch of a suspect 
seen the day before and the day of the murder by a neighbor. Investigators are asking the 



public-at-large to help solve the crime. Gwinnett County Police Sergeant John Richter 
and Lieutenant Steven Shaw, the current detectives assigned to the case, and investigators 
hired by Hal Wenal -- John Inosgna, Ned Timmons, a retired FBI agent and his ex-wife, 
investigator Kathleen Timmons, and retired Gwinnett County Police Lieutenant Charlie 
Bishop discuss the case --including their theories. Former FBI profiler Mary Ellen 
O’Toole discusses her opinions regarding the note sent to the Atlanta Journal-
Constitution. The hope is that exposing critical evidence to a nationwide audience on 
television, online and on social media platforms will help to solve this case. Also 
interviewed: Pam Sleeper (Kay Wenal’s sister); David Hughes (contractor/business 
associate). On-screen text graphic: Anyone with information is asked to contact: 
Gwinnett County Criminal Investigation Division anonymous tip line at 770-513-5390. 
Crime Stoppers Atlanta: 404-577-TIPS/1-404-423-8477. (C: Erin Moriarty - P: Lisa 
Freed, Michelle Feuer)



CBS NEWS SPECIAL

01/20/17 CBS NEWS SPECIAL: “Change And Challenge: The Inauguration Of Donald 
Trump” – Includes: (1) a review and taped excerpts of the events surrounding today’s 
inauguration of Donald Trump, as President of the United States; (2) An interview by 
Gayle King with President Trump’s son Eric, on a wide range of topics. (3) Donald 
Trump plans to change the rules and plans on using his charisma, bravado and style to 
accomplish his goals. Interviewed: Michael Kranish, Trump biographer; and Richard 
LeFrak, friend and fellow New York City realtor; (4) Kenosha City, Wisconsin voted 
Republican for the first time in 44 years. Erin Moriarty interviews various residents about 
their choice and their hopes for the future; (5) a profile of the new First Family and a 
continuation of the interview with Eric Trump; (6) protests erupt in D.C. Over 200,000 
are expected to attend the Women’s March tomorrow (1/22). Peter Van Sant reports on 
the anxiety of the campaign and the apprehension and fears of children and adults. Also 
the people who feel empowered to do hateful things in wake of the election; (7) the 
celebrations and balls the Trumps will attend; and (8) American Views – various 
Americans express their fears and hopes for the next four years. (Anchors: Gayle King, 
John Dickerson.  Correspondents: Major Garrett (1), John Dickerson (3) (7), Erin 
Moriarty (4), Gayle King (2) (5) (7) (8), Peter Van Sant (6).  Senior Executive Producer: 
Susan Zirinsky.  Senior Producers: Patti Aronofsky, Anthony Batson, Mary Hager, 
Nancy Kramer, Peter Schweitzer, Judy Tygard.)

01/26/17 MARY TYLER MOORE:  LOVE IS ALL AROUND – a one-hour CBS News special 
honoring the life and legacy of actress and CBS star Mary Tyler Moore, who passed 
away yesterday (01/25) at the age of 80. Includes: (1) an introduction by anchor Gayle 
King; (2) the life and career of the legendary actress is detailed by Ben Tracy; (3) Gayle 
King introduces Oprah Winfrey who speaks about how Mary Tyler Moore influenced her 
life and career choices; (4) Oprah Winfrey interview continues; (5) Erin Moriarty reports 
about what made “The Mary Tyler Moore Show” so memorable. Interviewed:  author 
Jennifer Keishin Armstrong; (6) Jim Axelrod reports about how “The Dick Van Dyke 
Show” changed television and how the cast, including Mary Tyler Moore, made the 
series a success. Interviewed: Dick Van Dyke, Bill Persky, Carl Reiner; (7) Peter Van 
Sant reports about Moore’s struggles in her stage and screen career. Interviewed: David 
Edelstein, critic; and Dick Van Dyke; (8) a report on the famous “Mary Tyler Moore 
Show” theme song and its composer Sonny Curtis; (9) an excerpt of an interview with 
Mary Tyler Moore from “The Charlie Rose Show”; (10) final thoughts with Gayle King. 
(Anchor: Gayle King (1, 3, 4, 10). Correspondents: Ben Tracy (2); Erin Moriarty (5); Jim 
Axelrod (6); Peter Van Sant (7). Senior Executive Producer: Susan Zirinsky.)

FACE THE NATION



02/05/17 Guests:Vice President Mike Pence (1); Governor Chris Christie (R-NJ) (2); DeMaurice 
Smith, Executive Director, NFL Players Association (3); James Brown, Host, The NFL 
Today, CBS News Special Correspondent (4); Michael Duffy, Time Magazine (5); Ruth 
Marcus, The Washington Post (5); Ramesh Ponnuru, National Review, Bloomberg View 
(5); Amy Walter, The Cook Political Report (5)

1) Topics include: Vice President Pence’s support for the executive order on immigration 
/ federal judge in Washington State who stopped the travel ban / President Trump’s 
criticism of the judge, by questioning his legitimacy / outside criticism over the executive 
order and the way it was carried out; reaction to President Trump’s interview with Bill 
O’Reilly of FOX News, in which he praised Vladimir Putin and criticized the United 
States / criticism that President Trump slandered the United States in the interview / 
moral equivalency / Vice President Pence’s belief that America is morally superior to 
Russia

2) Topics include: Governor Christie’s opinion “that America is the moral leader of the 
world” / reaction to President Trump’s comments about the morality of the United States; 
executive order on immigration / “haphazard rollout” of the Muslim travel ban

3) Topics include: concern over the repeal of the Affordable Care Act (“Obamacare”) / 
100% injury rate for players, which leads to preexisting conditions for those heading into 
retirement / concussions in the NFL; role of politics in the NFL / support for the right of 
players to speak out

4) an interview with Mr. Brown on today’s Super Bowl between the Atlanta Falcons and 
the New England Patriots

5) Topics include: executive order on immigration / testing the legality of the travel ban / 
President Trump’s criticism of the judge, by questioning his legitimacy / relationship 
between President Trump and Republicans; leaks within the Trump White House / 
conflict within the Trump administration / need for a chain of command; confirmation 
process for Judge Neil Gorsuch, Mr. Trump’s Supreme Court nominee / dilemma facing 
Democrats when dealing Congressional Republicans and President Trump: whether or 
not to fight, even if they can’t win; reaction to President Trump’s interview with Bill 
O’Reilly of FOX News



FACE THE NATION (continued)

02/12/17 Guests: Senator Charles Schumer (aka Chuck) (D-NY), Senate Minority Leader (1); 
Senator Jeff Flake (R-AZ) (2); Anthony Salvanto, CBS News Elections Director (3); 
Stephen Miller, White House Senior Policy Advisor, Trump Administration (4); Peter 
Baker, The New York Times (5); Susan Page, USA Today (5); Reihan Salam, National 
Review (5); Ron Brownstein, Atlantic Media (5)

1) Topics include: this weekend’s missile test from North Korea / the need to impress 
upon China the importance of curtailing North Korea economically; executive order on 
immigration; pledge for Democrats to remain “guided by our values” / concern over the 
ability of Democrats to be able to work with President Trump / protests against President 
Trump; concern over Supreme Court nominee Judge Neil Gorsuch and his ability to be an 
independent justice

2) Topics include: Senator Flake’s belief that the travel ban is constitutional, but that it 
sends a bad message to America’s allies abroad / President Trump’s treatment of the 
judicial branch / Senator Flake’s explanation of why it is necessary that there be a 
separation between the judiciary and the presidency; immigration reform / uptick in 
arrests by ICE officials / the fear of being deported, expressed by illegal immigrants who 
have not committed aggravated felonies

3) Topics include: the launch of the CBS News – YouGov nation tracker, “a survey 
project aimed at monitoring Americans' views on the Trump administration, Congress, 
and the country” / four basic groupings that the survey participants fall into: (1) those 
strongly supporting the president; (2) those who support President Trump, but with 
conditions; (3) those currently not supporting Mr. Trump, but could; and those firmly 
opposed to President Trump

4) Topics include: President Trump’s reaction to the missile test from North Korea; 
executive order on immigration / what the Trump administration has learned from this 
experience with the executive order / opinion that this “judiciary that has taken far too 
much power and become in many cases a supreme branch of government”; assurance that 
the administration is in control of events at the White House; replacing Obamacare 
(Affordable Care Act); uptick in immigration raids

5) Topics include: assessment of the current state of the Trump White House / constraints 
of the office of the president / public opinion on immigration / fact that President 
Trump’s actions have galvanized the opposition / executive order on immigration; 
incoming National Security Advisor Mike Flynn’s telephone call with the Russian 
ambassador on the day the U.S. Government and Obama administration announced 
sanctions against Russia for election hacking / report in The Washington Post, suggesting 
that sanctions were indeed discussed during the phone calls / Mr. Flynn’s assurance to 
Governor Pence that he did not discuss the sanctions with the Russian ambassador, who 
defended Mr. Flynn on the 01/15/17 edition of FACE THE NATION / investigation into 



contact between the Trump campaign and Russian sources; President Trump’s statement 
on the North Korean missile test / his reaffirmation of the One China policy; this week’s 
visit from Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu; status of the “repeal and replace” 
of the Affordable care Act (Obamacare)



FACE THE NATION (continued)

02/19/17 Guests: Reince Priebus, White House Chief of Staff (1); Senator Lindsey Graham (R-
SC), Senate Armed Services Committee (2); Representative Devin Nunes (R-CA), 
Chairman, House Intelligence Committee (3); Representative Elijah Cummings (D-MD), 
Ranking Member, House Oversight and Government Reform Committee (4); Tom 
Donilon, former National Security Advisor, Obama Administration (5); Michael Morell, 
former Acting Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), former Advisor, Clinton 
Campaign, CBS News Senior Security Contributor (5); Bob Woodward, The Washington 
Post (6); Jeffrey Goldberg, The Atlantic (6)

1) Topics include: President Trump’s recent tweet, calling the press the enemy of the 
people / Senator John McCain’s criticism of the Trump administration / Mr. Priebus’ 
defense of the Trump administration / belief that the media is obsessed with false stories / 
incoming National Security Advisor Mike Flynn’s telephone call with the Russian 
ambassador on the day the U.S. Government and Obama administration announced 
sanctions against Russia for election hacking 

2) Topics include: opinion of European leaders of the Trump administration / Senator 
Graham’s agreement with the defense minister of Estonia that Russia has become more 
aggressive since the U.S. presidential election / need to hold Russia accountable for 
interfering in the 2016 election; assessment of how things are running at the White House 
/ reaction to President Trump calling the press the enemy of the people; concern that 
President Trump doesn’t “forcefully embrace the idea that Russia’s interference in the 
election in 2016 is something that should be punished”

3) Topics include: leaked conversations between President Trump and foreign leaders / 
leaked conversation between incoming National Security Advisor Mike Flynn and the 
Russian ambassador / need to investigate the source of the leaks; House Intelligence 
Committee’s ongoing investigation into Russia / opinion that the sanctions imposed 
against Russia by the Obama administration were “petty”; tax reform

4) Topics include: Representative Cumming’s request to investigate former National 
Security Advisor Mike Flynn / leaks; upcoming meeting with President Trump / 
difficulty, but necessity in being able to work with President Trump

5) Topics include: advice for Mr. Trump in selecting a new national security advisor, 
after the termination of Mike Flynn; relationship between President Trump and the 
intelligence community; belief that one of Vladimir Putin’s “primary goals is to weaken 
the United States in the world” / need to investigate the Russian interference in the 2016 
election; threats posed by North Korea

6) Topics include: reaction to President Trump calling the press the enemy of the people / 
Mr. Trump’s most recent press conference / review of President Trump’s first month in 
office / Mr. Woodward’s interpretation of the “Michael Flynn saga”





FACE THE NATION (continued)

02/26/17 Guests: John Brennan, former Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) (1); David 
Martin, CBS News National Security Correspondent (3); Governor John Kasich (R-OH) 
(4); Ben Domenech, The Federalist (5); Molly Ball, The Atlantic (5); Lanhee Chen, 
Hoover Institution, Stanford University (5); Ezra Klein, Vox.com (5)

1) Topics include: investigation into Russia’s efforts to meddle in the 2016 election and 
collude with the Trump campaign / call for a bipartisan investigation / claim from the 
White House that the FBI had contacted them to criticize the veracity of reports detailing 
Russia’s contact with the Trump campaign / respect for FBI Director Jim Comey / Mr. 
Brennan’s reaction to comments made from House Intelligence Chairman Devin Nunes 
during his appearance last week on FACE THE NATION regarding leaks of sensitive 
information from Obama administration officials; President Trump’s travel ban / recent 
report criticizing the effectiveness of the travel ban from the Department of Homeland 
Security / downsides to the travel ban; threats posed by North Korea and Russia; new 
National Security Advisor General H.R. McMaster’s advice to President Trump to avoid 
the term “radical Islamic terrorism”

2) an extended video excerpt of Mr. Dickerson’s moderating a focus group in Richmond, 
VA, where the participants discussed President Trump, the country, and politics

3) an interview with Mr. Martin from Cairo, Egypt, on the U.S. effort to defeat ISIS (ISIL 
/ Daesh)

4) Topics include: Governor Kasich’s meeting with President Trump and his advice for 
the president on reforming the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) / reaction to comments 
from former Speaker of the House John Boehner on repealing and replacing the 
Affordable Care Act (Obamacare); changes in the Washington political climate / reports 
that the White House reached out to Congressional Intelligence Committees, requesting 
help regarding leaks of sensitive information / need to put your country before your 
political party; Governor Kasich’s thoughts on President Trump

5) Topics include: reports that the White House asked Congressional Intelligence 
Committees for help regarding the investigation into Russia’s meddling in the 2016 
election / bipartisan support for a special prosecutor to investigate Russian meddling in 
the election; Affordable Care Act (Obamacare); immigration; new leaders of the 
Democratic National Committee: Chairman Tom Perez and Deputy Chairman Keith 
Ellison



60 MINUTES

02/05/17 PREEMPTED for 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “A Front Row Seat”

02/12/17 PREEMPTED for 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Grammy Night” (7:00-7:30p)

02/19/17 “The North Korean Threat” - a report on the continuing military threat posed by North 
Korea, a threat exacerbated by dictator Kim Jong-un’s possession of nuclear weapons and 
his pursuit of an intercontinental ballistic missile.  Includes interviews with: Thae Yong-
ho, a defector who was formerly North Korea’s deputy ambassador in London; Chung 
Min Lee, former South Korean ambassador for national security; U.S. Air Force General 
James Slife; Army General Vincent Brooks, Commander-in-Chief, U.S. Forces Korea. 
(C: Bill Whitaker - P: Guy Campanile, Andrew Bast)

“The Remington 700" - a report on complaints from thousands of owners of the 
Remington 700 bolt-action rifle that, because of a defective trigger mechanism, the gun 
has fired without anyone pulling the trigger. Includes interviews with: Roger Stringer, 
whose son Zac was convicted of intentionally shooting his younger brother Justin with 
the rifle; Zac Stringer; Robert Chaffin, attorney, Houston, Texas; Todd Hilsee, expert on 
class action notices; Hal Kittrell, prosecutor in the Zac Stringer case. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: 
Shachar Bar-On)

“USA Gymnastics” - interviews with three former female members of the U.S. National 
Gymnastics team, who for the first time describe the sexual abuse they say they suffered 
as young girls at the hands of the team’s doctor, Lawrence Nassar.  Includes interviews 
with: Jessica Howard, U.S. National champion in rhythmic gymnastics from 1999 to 
2001; Jeanette Antolin, a member of the U.S. National Team from 1995 to 2000; Jamie 
Dantzscher, bronze medal winner, 2000 Olympics; John Manley, California attorney 
representing the women interviewed and more than forty others; and Senator Dianne 
Feinstein (D - CA), Senate Judiciary Committee. (C: Dr. Jonathan LaPook - P: Andy 
Court, Sarah Fitzpatrick)

02/26/17 PREEMPTED for 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Behind Bars”

02/26/17 60 MINUTES SPECIAL EDITION (8:00-9:00p)

“The Alzheimer’s Laboratory” – a report on a National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
supported study, attempting to discover whether Alzheimer’s disease may be preventable. 
The world’s largest concentration of people with a rare genetic mutation which causes 
early onset Alzheimer’s is found in Antioquia, Colombia. Scientists have taken a group 
of volunteers from this population, a group which will take an immunotherapy drug to 
remove amyloid plaque. The intervening years will offer researchers a chance to ascertain 



whether or not the drug has halted the disease in its tracks. Results aren’t expected until 
2021. Includes interviews with: family volunteering for Alzheimer study in Antioquia, 
Colombia identified by first names only: Freddie, Cecilia, Victor, Sara, and Julio 
(through translator); Dr. Francisco Lopera, neurologist at the University of Antioquia; 
Lucia Madrigal, Dr. Lopera’s former nurse (through translator); Ken Kosik, neurologist 
and professor in neuroscience at the University of California, Santa Barbara; Dr. Pierre 
Tariot, director of Banner Alzheimer’s Institute; Dr. Claudia Kawas, Alzheimer’s 
researcher and clinician at the University of California Irvine; and Dr. Eric Reiman, 
executive director of the Banner Alzheimer's Institute. Also includes comments by: Norm 
(only identified by first name), Alzheimer’s patient. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Shari 
Finkelstein) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT (OAD: 11/27/16)

“Taking On The Eiger” – a report on how extreme athlete JT Holmes combined three 
sports: speed riding, skiing, and BASE jumping to descend down the Swiss mountain, 
pulling a parachute to break his 100-mph free fall. Cameras capture Holmes in action as it 
was attempted for the first time. Includes an interview with JT Holmes, American 
professional skier. Also includes comments by: Martin Schurmann, Swiss mountain 
guide; and Valentin Delluc, champion speed rider and cameraman. (See also: “The 
Birdmen”, OAD: 10/11/09) (C: Anderson Cooper – P: Tom Anderson) (OAD: 11/29/15)

Update: “Water” (OAD: 11/16/14)



48 HOURS

02/04/17 48 HOURS: “Guilty Until Proven Innocent” - a report about the cases against Dameon 
Pinkins and Roosevelt Glenn: two Indiana men, a 1989 gang rape, and the DNA evidence 
at the time that did not tie either man to the crime. Yet, both were convicted, spending 
years in prison before new DNA technology changed their fates. Pinkins and Glenn 
vowed they were innocent. Prosecutors had evidence and a victim who said she could 
identify one of the five alleged attackers. At trial, prosecutors also argued that DNA 
testing was new and unreliable -- both were convicted. Their cases drew the attention of 
Indiana law professor Fran Watson who, along with her students, continued to search for 
clues over a fifteen year period. Everything changed for them when a new technology 
called TrueAllele came along, which could separate the genetic mixture in DNA 
evidence. This new technology has the potential to change the outcome in thousands of 
cases nationwide. Glenn had been released from prison after 17 years for good behavior, 
and Pinkins was released after 26 years when prosecutors overturned their convictions. 
On-screen text graphic: Just this week Roosevelt Glenn’s conviction was officially 
overturned. He will now move to have his name expunged from the Federal Sex 
Offenders Registry. Darryl Pinkins is living with his nephew and is looking for a job. 
Interviewed: Roosevelt Glenn and Dameon Pinkins; Glenn family members: Sally Glenn, 
Darniese Glenn, Renitta Stout; Pinkins family members: Mildred Pinkins, Darryl Pinkins, 
Tracy Pinkins; Mike Solan (retired Detective Lieutenant, Hammond, Indiana); Fran 
Watson (Indiana University Law Professor); Law students Max, Brenda, and Polly (no 
last names); Joe Curosh (former Lake County prosecutor); Greg Hampikian (DNA 
expert); Karen Freeman-Wilson (former public defender/current Mayor, Gary, Indiana); 
Dr. Mark Perlin (DNA expert/inventor of TrueAllele); Bernard Carter (Lake County 
Prosecutor) (C: Maureen Maher - P: Judy Rybak)

02/11/17 48 HOURS: “Murder in Beverly Hills” (9:00-10:00p) - a report on new details in the 
ongoing saga of millionaire Robert Durst Featured in this episode is the first in-depth 
look at an unprecedented recent interview that infamous millionaire and alleged killer 
Robert Durst gave to a prosecutor looking to put him in prison. Also included is a review 
of the allegations about his missing wife; his alleged ties to the 2000 murder of his friend 
Susan Berman, who was shot dead in her home -- a case the police have spent years 
trying to solve. Durst wasn’t considered a suspect in Berman’s death until nine months 
later when he was involved with the death of Morris Black in Galveston, Texas. Durst 
maintained he accidentally killed Black in self-defense and he then cut up Black’s body. 
A jury eventually acquitted him of murder.  Next week, Durst is expected to agree to a 
plea deal on a gun charge in New Orleans so he can face trial in California for the murder 
of Susan Berman. Will that trial clear his name in a case that has dogged him for years -- 
as attorney Dick DeGuerin suggests -- or will he end up spending the rest of his life in 
jail, where investigators say he should have been all along? On-screen text graphic: 
Next week a secret witness in the Susan Berman murder case will reportedly offer new 
incriminating testimony about Robert Durst. Kathie Durst’s family has filed a civil suit 
against Robert Durst. They’re asking for one hundred million dollars. Included are 
previous interviews with:  Jim McCormack; Stephen Silverman; Lisa DePaulo; Jeannine 



Pirro; Det. Cody Cazalas; Emily and Stewart Altman; Paul Coulter; Chip Lewis; Charles 
Bagli; Dr. Milton Altschuler; Andrew Jarecki; Steve Cooley; Jack Leonard. Current 
interview: Dick DeGuerin (Durst’s attorney)  (See also: 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “The 
Mystery of Robert Durst”, OAD: 03/17/04; 1st rebroadcast: 09/08/04; 48 HOURS 
PRESENTS: “The Bizarre Saga of Robert Durst”, OAD: 03/21/15, which is a followup to 
“The Mystery of Robert Durst”; and 48 HOURS: “Murder 90210”, OAD: 01/30/16, 
which is a followup to 48 HOURS PRESENTS: “The Bizarre Saga of Robert Durst”.) (C: 
Erin Moriarty – P: Chuck Stevenson, Greg Fisher, Judy Rybak, Chris O’Connell, Alicia 
Tejada)



48 HOURS (continued)

02/11/17 48 HOURS: “The Strange Life of Dr. Schwartz” (10:00-11:00p) - an investigation 
into the death of beloved physician Dr. Steven Schwartz, found dead, seemingly as a 
result of a botched robbery; how his life came to such a violent end; and insight into a 
series of mysteries connected to him and his family. Schwartz, a wealthy well-respected 
kidney specialist was found dead -- shot, stabbed and beaten. Police discovered his body 
in his home after his second wife Rebecca called to report a robbery. Police investigation 
uncovered a family with strained relationships, different allegations on what may have 
happened and a secret life that Dr. Schwartz had hidden from his offspring. A year after 
the murder, police arrested Leo Anton Stragaj, an employee of Schwartz’s. Stragaj 
admitted to seeing the body and not calling police, he says due to his immigration status. 
He says he did not commit murder and says that Schwartz’s wife had something to do 
with it, because she asked him to find someone to kill Dr. Schwartz and has set him up. 
Also uncovered in the investigation were reports about Schwartz killing a dentist in 1961 
in a botched robbery attempt in New Mexico. He spent nine years in prison before his 
sentence was commuted. He and his accomplice, Phillip Dyer, went on to live 
accomplished lives. Carter Schwartz, his son from his first marriage, was completely 
unaware of this information.  Friends and colleagues suspect that Rebecca Schwartz was 
involved. Police believe that Rebecca Schwartz used this information to blackmail Dr. 
Schwartz. Rebecca Schwartz has sold the medical practice, moved to Wisconsin, and has 
caused heartache for another woman. Carter Schwartz has a civil suit filed against 
Rebecca Schwartz. On-screen text graphic: The gun and the knife used to kill Doctor 
Schwartz have never been found. No trial date has been set for Leo Stragaj’s murder trial. 
Meredith and her husband are divorcing. Interviewed: Carter Schwartz (son); Robert 
Patton (friend of Dr. Schwartz); April Cox and Patrick Olive (former friends of Rebecca 
Schwartz); Leo Stragaj; Robert Kochen (investigator); Phillip Dyer (1961 accomplice, 
adjunct professor of criminal justice, Youngstown State University); James Cecil (1961 
witness); Will Florin and Tom Roebig (Carter Schwartz attorneys); Kim Rivellini and 
Denis Devlaming (Rebecca Schwartz attorneys); Meredith (no last name - wronged 
woman) (C: Peter Van Sant – P: Alec Sirken, Ryan N. Smith, Michelle Feuer)

02/18/17 48 HOURS: “Eleven Hundred Miles to Murder” - an investigation into the 2015 
murder of Dr. Teresa Sievers, a Bonita Springs, Florida doctor murdered inside her home 
and the investigation that led to two suspects eleven hundred miles away in Missouri. 
Police initially suspected her husband Mark Sievers, but he had an airtight alibi. A tip led 
police on a 1,000 mile trip that took the case in an unexpected direction. Mark Sievers 
believed there might be a tie to other suspicious deaths of doctors around the country.  
Eventually, Mark Sievers became a person of interest. Two months after the murder, 
police arrested two men in Missouri and charged them with Dr. Sievers murder: Curtis 
Wayne Wright (aka Wayne Wright), and Jimmy Ray Rogers (aka “The Hammer”) 
traveled from Missouri to Florida and murdered Dr. Sievers. What would be the motive? 
Police learned that Wayne Wright was a friend of Mark Sievers; that Mark had taken out 
five life insurance policies on Dr. Sievers; that the two had an open marriage, money 
problems and other serious issues. Eight months after the murder, facing the death 



penalty, Wayne Wright admitted to killing Dr. Sievers and accused Mark Sievers of 
being the mastermind behind the crime. Mark Sievers was then charged with the murder 
of his wife. Mark Sievers and Jimmy “The Hammer” Rogers have both pleaded not guilty 
and will be tried together. On-screen text graphic: Mark Sievers and Wayne Wright are 
being held in different jails. Teresa’s mother is now guardian of the Sievers children. No 
trial date has been set. Interviewed: Jessica Lipscomb (Naples Daily News crime 
reporter); Amy Bennett Williams (The News-Press reporter); Connie Reiss and Jennie 
Weckelman (Mark Sievers step-sister / step-mother); Sandra Hoskins (Dr. Sievers 
medical assistant) and Frank Pais (Hoskins husband / former employee of Dr. Sievers); 
Greg Bolin (Missouri friend); Jeff Conway and Tyler Juliette (Missouri contractors); 
Antonio Faga (Mark Sievers attorney) (C: Erin Moriarty – P: Lisa Freed, Marcelena 
Spencer, Michelle Feuer)



48 HOURS (continued)

02/25/17 48 HOURS: “Stalking: Out of the Shadows” (9:00-10:00p) and “Stalked” (10:00-
11:00p) - a two-part investigation into stalking -- the victims, the stalkers, the dangers 
and long-term psychological damage this torment causes; and the efforts by actress 
Pauley Perrette to change ineffective laws that do not protect the victims. Also included: 
a report on the stalking death of singer Christina Grimmie, who was shot dead by an 
obsessed fan she didn’t even know was stalking her online; and an interview with Justin 
Massler -- a serial stalker with a diagnosed mental illness, who was arrested for stalking 
Ivanka Trump.

(1) Stalking: Out of the Shadows (9:00-10:00p) - the death of Christina Grimmie is 
detailed. She was shot dead by an obsessed fan she did not know was stalking her who 
showed up at a concert armed with two handguns and pulled the trigger, killing Grimmie 
and himself. The case was similar to the 1989 death of actress Rebecca Schaeffer, in that 
the stalker fantasizes that he is in a relationship with his victim and wants a permanent 
bond. Stalking is a silent crime with many victims afraid to speak out, fearing they will 
enrage their stalker. Also included:  actress Pauley Perrette, a stalking victim herself, 
talks about her efforts to change stalking laws and the bonds she has formed with other 
victims. Perrette does not think her stalker will ever leave her alone.

(2) Stalked (10:00-11:00p) - some stalkers become obsessed with people they do not 
know. Leonora Claire has been stalked by a man she met only once, who read about her 
in a magazine and came to an art exhibit she curated. Serial stalker Justin Massler has 
been obsessed with her for nearly six years and she has lived in constant fear, believing 
he could harm her at any time. Massler, who has been diagnosed with a mental illness, 
will not leave her alone. In 2010, he was arrested for stalking Ivanka Trump, and 
previously targeted the Kardashian family. Now, the secret service is interested in him 
because of the Trump connection.  Included is an interview with Massler, whom anchor 
Erin Moriarty tracked down and conducted an interview via the internet. His mother says 
he is living near her in Nevada and is getting medication. He has not contacted Leonora 
Claire in four months. On-screen text graphic: Christina Grimmie’s new single 
“Invisible” was just released by her family, ZXL Music and Republic Records. Proceeds 
will endow a memorial fund in her name. Learn more about stalking, what you can do to 
prevent it and what you can do if you’re being stalked. Go to 48Hours.com. Interviewed: 
Bria Kelly, Tyler Ward (singers) (1, 2); Michael Moreschi (detective) (1.2); Kris 
Mohandie (Clinical Police and Forensic Psychologist (1, 2); Wendy Segall (LA Deputy 
District Attorney) (1); Pauley Perrette (actress/advocate) (1,2); Peggy and Katherine 
(stalking victims) (1); Lenora Claire (stalking victim) (1,2); Eric Reade (Supervisor 
Detective LAPD Threat Management) (1); Justin Massler (stalker) (1,2); Randee Massler 
(mother) (2); George Vonvolakis (Massler’s attorney) (2); Dante Siou (stalker) (2);  
Lynda Westlund (stalker’s attorney) (2) (C: Erin Moriarty – P: Ruth Chenetz, Sarah 
Prior)



CBS NEWS SPECIAL BROADCASTS

02/05/17 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “A Front Row Seat”

“Hamilton” – an elongated “director’s cut” version with previously unseen material 
from Charlie Rose’s original report about the unorthodox musical currently selling out on 
Broadway and attracting such luminaries as President Barack Obama and former Vice 
President Dick Cheney. Based on the life of Alexander Hamilton, the show and its 
diverse cast are creating waves on Broadway and beyond, while smashing box office 
records and garnering a record 16 Tony nominations. The lead actor and playwright of 
“Hamilton” is Lin-Manuel Miranda, and he uses a combination of hip-hop and rap along 
with popular music to portray Alexander Hamilton’s life -- all sung and danced by a 
diverse cast. Miranda also created the winner of the 2008 Tony for best musical, “In The 
Heights”. Includes interviews with: Lin-Manuel Miranda; Luis Miranda and Luz Towns-
Miranda, Miranda’s parents; and Ron Chernow, author of “Alexander Hamilton” and the 
show’s historical advisor. Also includes a comment by Tommy Kail, the director of 
“Hamilton”.   The 06/12/16 extended segment also includes interviews with: the cast of 
“Hamilton”: Leslie Odom Jr., Renee Elise Goldsberry, Phillipa Soo, Christopher Jackson, 
and Daveed Diggs. (See also: “Hamilton” OAD: 11/08/15) (C: Charlie Rose – P: Graham 
Messick) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT (OAD: 06/12/16)

“The Pope’s Choir” - a profile of the Sistine Chapel Choir, the oldest choir in the world. 
More commonly known as the Pope’s Choir, they are with the pope for all important 
papal celebrations. Includes comments by: adult choir members Vittorio Catarci, an 
Italian bass; Cezary Arkadiusz Stoch, a Polish tenor; Mark Spyropoulos, a British 
baritone; and Choir director Massimo Palombella. Also includes comments by boy choir 
members Lorenzo Maliza, Riccardo Catapano, Emanuele Buccarella. (C: Charlie Rose - 
P: Draggan Mihailovich, Sabina Castelfranco) (OAD: 12/18/16)

02/12/17 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Grammy Night” (7:00-7:30p)

“Adele & Beyonce” - an excerpt of “Beyonce” - an interview and profile of Beyonce 
Knowles, the superstar singer, dancer and actress (C: Steve Kroft - P: John Hamlin) 
(OAD: 01/31/10); followed by an excerpt of “The Year of Adele” - an interview and 
profile of the British popular singer Adele Adkins, known as Adele. (C: Anderson 
Cooper - P: John Hamlin (OAD: 02/12/12)

“Bruno Mars” - an interview / profile of music superstar Bruno Mars, who was born 
Peter Hernandez to professional musician parents in Honolulu, Hawaii.  The chart-
topping singer, musician and songwriter has three Grammys and composed megahit 
“Uptown Funk” and his latest single, “24K Magic”. (C: Lara Logan – P: John Hamlin) 
(OAD: 11/20/16)



CBS NEWS SPECIAL BROADCASTS

02/26/17 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Behind Bars”

“El Chapo” – a report on the recapture of drug lord Joaquin Guzman (aka “el Chapo”) 
after he escaped Altiplano Prison in Mexico last July through a tunnel. Mexican and U.S. 
law enforcement reassembled the task force that caught el Chapo in 2014, and after some 
missed opportunities on both sides, el Chapo was captured in January 2016. Mexican 
marines infiltrated el Chapo’s safe house, killing five cartel members and taking six into 
custody, while el Chapo and his associate Cholo Ivan escaped through a hidden tunnel. 
The two men popped out of a manhole and hijacked two cars before being picked up by 
federal police and taken to a motel, for unknown reasons. Mexican marines intervened 
and took el Chapo into custody and sent him back to Altiplano Prison. Includes 
interviews with: Peter Vincent, Director Counselor for International Policy at 
BORDERPOL; Jim Dinkins, Ret. Homeland Security Investigations, Drug Enforcement 
Agency (DEA); Juan Pedro Badillo, el Chapo’s lawyer; and two unidentified Mexican 
marines who assisted with el Chapo’s capture (through translator). (See also: “Public 
Enemy Number 1", OAD: 10/12/14; “The Greatest Escape”, OAD: 09/27/15; and “Sean 
Penn”, OAD: 01/17/16) (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Howard L. Rosenberg, Ana Real) (OAD: 
02/21/16; 1st rebroadcast: 06/26/16 - includes an update. Both on 60 MINUTES)

“Life After Death Row” – a report about three unjustly convicted people in the 
American justice system: Ray Hinton, Ken Ireland and Julie Baumer, who spent years in 
prison, then were exonerated, and now they are adjusting to freedom. Most states offer no 
immediate assistance to the recently exonerated, and twenty states offer no compensation 
at all. Includes interviews with: people convicted and then exonerated:  Ray Hinton, Ken 
Ireland, and Julie Baumer; and Bryan Stevenson, attorney.  (C: Scott Pelley – P: Henry 
Schuster) (OAD: 01/10/16 on 60 MINUTES)

“The Music of Zomba Prison” – a report on the Zomba Music Project, a Grammy-
nominated recording group featuring music composed and performed by prisoners and 
their guards at the maximum-security Zomba Central Prison in Malawi, Africa. Their first 
album “I Have No Everything Here” and current album “I Will Not Stop Singing” are 
produced by Ian Brennan. Includes interviews with: Ian Brennan, music producer; Sister 
Anna Tommasi, Italian nun; Officer Thomas Binamo, Zomba Prison guard/musician 
(through translator): and Zomba Prison inmates/musicians: Chikondi Salanje, Stefano 
Nyirenda, and Rhoda Mtemang’ombe (all through translator). (C: Anderson Cooper – P: 
Michael H. Gavshon, David M. Levine) (OAD: 10/30/16 on 60 MINUTES)

02/28/17 CBS NEWS: SPECIAL REPORT: PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS TO CONGRESS - 
live coverage of President Donald Trump’s first address to a joint session of Congress. 
Also includes: (1) Republican pollster / CBS News Contributor Frank Luntz with the 
reactions of a group of 21 people in Los Angeles who watched the President’s address; 
and (2) Democratic Response - by Steve Beshear, former Governor of Kentucky. 



Correspondents: Scott Pelley (anchor, Washington, D.C.); Norah O’Donnell, Gayle King, 
John Dickerson (all in studio with Pelley); Major Garrett (White House); Nancy Cordes 
(on Capitol Hill)

FACE THE NATION

03/05/17 Guests: Senator Mark Warner (D-VA), Vice Chairman, Senate Intelligence Committee 
(1); Senator Susan Collins (R-ME), Senate Intelligence Committee (2); Leon Panetta, 
former Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), former Secretary of Defense (3); 
David Sanger, The New York Times (4); Dr. Tom Price, Secretary of Health and Human 
Services (5); Julie Pace, Associated Press (AP) (6); Ramesh Ponnuru, National Review 
(6); Ed O’Keefe, The Washington Post (6); Jamelle Bouie, Slate Magazine, CBS News 
Political Analyst (6)

1) Topics include: President Trump’s tweets from yesterday, where he accused former 
President Obama of wiretapping Mr. Trump’s campaign headquarters / Senator Warner’s 
criticism of the president’s unsubstantiated accusation / ongoing investigation into 
Russian efforts to meddle in the 2016 election; recent leaks embarrassing to the Trump 
administration

2) Topics include: President Trump’s tweets, accusing former President Obama of 
wiretapping Mr. Trump’s campaign headquarters / President Trump’s call for 
Congressional investigations into his allegations against Mr. Obama / possibility of 
issuing a subpoena for President Trump’s tax returns for their investigation into Russia’s 
influence on Mr. Trump and meddling in the 2016 election; repealing and replacing the 
Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) 

3) Topics include: Mr. Panetta’s opinion that President Trump’s accusation against 
former President Obama is the president’s attempt to divert attention from the scandals 
facing his administration / call for a bipartisan, independent, thorough, and credible 
investigation into Russia’s efforts to meddle in the 2016 election / message that President 
Trump’s accusations send to other countries; U.S. efforts using cyber warfare to thwart 
North Korea’s missile system; budget for the Defense Department / need for a balance 
budget; failures of the current White House operation

4) an interview with Mr. Sanger, who detailed U.S. covert cyberattacks against the North 
Korean missile program under the Obama administration

5) an interview with Dr. Price on the Trump administration’s efforts to repeal and 
replacement of the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) and the guarantee of Medicare 

6) Topics include: President Trump’s address before a joint session of Congress / 
Attorney General Jeff Sessions’ misleading testimony in Congress about his contacts 
with Russia during the 2016 election / President Trump’s tweets, accusing former 
President Obama of wiretapping Mr. Trump’s campaign headquarters / President 
Trump’s policy towards Russia; efforts to repeal and replace the Affordable Care Act 
(Obamacare) / Medicare; immigration reform



03/12/17 Guests: Representative Paul Ryan (R-WI), Speaker of the House of Representatives (1) 
(4); Senator Rand Paul (R-KY) (2); Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT) (3); Peter Baker, The 
New York Times (5); Ezra Klein, Vox.com (5); Avik Roy, president, The Foundation for 
Research on Equal Opportunity (5); Indira Lakshmanan, The Boston Globe, Newmark 
Chair of Journalism Ethics, Poynter Institute (5)

1) Topics include: Representative Ryan’s excitement regarding the reaction to the 
American Healthcare Act -- the new healthcare bill, despite the overwhelming criticism it 
has received / criticism of the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) / his defense of the 
“long and deliberate” process to repeal and replace the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) 
/ belief that the bill will be able to get the necessary Senate votes / President Trump’s 
complete engagement and commitment to getting this healthcare bill passed / agreement 
with President Trump’s assessment that there will be a “bloodbath” in 2018 for Congress 
if this bill does not pass; President Trump’s tweets accusing former President Obama of 
illegally wiretapping him

2) Topics include: Senator Paul’s criticism of the new healthcare bill as “Obamacare 
Lite” / problems with the new healthcare bill / opinion that President Trump is willing to 
negotiate on healthcare; President Trump’s tweets accusing former President Obama of 
illegally wiretapping him

3) Topics include: Senator Sanders’ opinion of the new healthcare bill / reaction to claims 
that the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) is falling apart / problems with the new 
healthcare bill

4) Topics include: criticisms of the Affordable care Act (Obamacare) / how this bill is 
different from the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) / promise of a stable transition 
between the two / claim that the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) is “crashing and 
collapsing” / Medicaid

5) Topics include: rollout of the alternative to the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) / 
criticism of the new healthcare bill / problems facing Republicans in getting this bill 
passed / relationship between tax cuts and health care/ looming score from the 
Congressional Budget Office for the health care bill; President Trump’s new travel ban; 
President Trump taking credit for the February jobs numbers



FACE THE NATION (continued)

03/19/17 Guests: Senator Ted Cruz (R-TX), Senate Judiciary Committee (1); Representative 
Nancy Pelosi (D-CA), House Minority Leader (2); Anthony Salvanto, CBS News 
Elections Director (3); Mick Mulvaney, White House Budget Director (4); Kim Strassel, 
The Wall Street Journal (5); Ed O’Keefe, The Washington Post (5); Ruth Marcus, The 
Washington Post (5); Jeffrey Goldberg, The Atlantic (5)

1) Topics include: President Trump’s reassertion that former President Obama 
wiretapped Trump Tower / Senator Cruz’ call to see the evidence behind these claims; 
thoughts on the new health care bill – the American Healthcare Act / vow to not vote for 
any bill that keeps premiums rising; Supreme Court nominee Judge Neil Gorsuch

2) Topics include: President Trump’s wiretap allegations against former President Obama 
/ FBI Director James Comey’s upcoming scheduled appearance before the House 
Intelligence Committee; thoughts on the new health care bill / Affordable Care Act 
(Obamacare)

3) YouGov Nation Tracker topic: what the four basic groups surveyed feel about the new 
healthcare bill. The YouGov nation tracker is a CBS News “survey project aimed at 
monitoring Americans' views on the Trump administration, Congress, and the country.”

4) Topics include: impact of the new healthcare bill on the middle and working class / 
criticism of the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) / defense of the new health care bill; 
budget / desire to fix the Social Security program

5) Topics include: status of the American Healthcare Act in Congress / various promises 
of reform that Mr. Trump promised during his campaign / impact of the new healthcare 
bill on the middle and working class; President Trump’s wiretap allegations against 
former President Obama; Supreme Court nominee Judge Neil Gorsuch; Trump 
administration’s reaction to North Korea

03/26/17 Guests: Senator Tom Cotton (R-AK), Senate Intelligence Committee (1); Representative 
Adam Schiff (D-CA), Ranking Member, House Permanent Select Committee on 
Intelligence (2); Representative Trey Gowdy (R-SC) (3); George Shultz, former 
Secretary of State, Reagan administration, Hoover Institution, Stanford University (4); 
Ben Domenech, The Federalist (5); Ron Brownstein, Atlantic Media (5); Jamelle Bouie, 
Slate Magazine, CBS News Political Analyst (5); Juliet Eilperin, The Washington Post 
(5)

1) Topics include: failed attempt to repeal and replace the Affordable Care Act 
(Obamacare) with the American Healthcare Act / wide ranging apposition the bill faced 
in the House of Representatives / criticism of how the Republicans rushed the rollout of 
the health care bill / reaction to President Trump’s criticism of the Freedom Caucus / 
opinion that the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) is worsening; recent bombing in 
Mosul, killing two hundred civilians



2) Topics include: investigation into possible ties between Trump campaign officials and 
Russia / House Intelligence Committee Chairman Devin Nunes’ recent trip to the White 
House, where he revealed information related to the investigation, before he shared it 
with his fellow committee members / Chairman Nunes’ decision to cancel upcoming 
open testimony / criticism of Chairman Nunes / call for a serious and bipartisan 
investigation / need for an independent commission to investigate

3) Topics include: Chairman Nunes’ claim that the intelligence community incidentally 
collected information about Mr. Trump and other U.S. citizens involved in the Trump 
transition / support for Chairman Nunes / call for further testimony from FBI Director 
Comey and Admiral Rogers / Representative Gowdy’s sense of the “health” of this 
committee

4) Topics include: Mr. Shultz’ thoughts on the Trump presidency / advice he gave to 
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson / honesty in public office / America’s role in the world

5) Topics include: failed attempt to repeal and replace the Affordable Care Act 
(Obamacare) with the American Healthcare Act / what the failure reveals about the 
Trump administration and its relationship with Republicans; possibility, if any, of 
Democrats working with President Trump



60 MINUTES

03/05/17 “Le Pen” - an interview/profile of French politician Marine Le Pen, head of the far-right 
National Front Party and a candidate for president of France.  Also includes a brief 
interview with Nonna Mayer, a professor in Paris; and comments by Emmanuel Rignaux, 
a French worker. (C: Anderson Cooper - P: Michael H. Gavshon, David M. Levine, 
Francois Bringer)

“Voices of the Lost” - an investigation of the circumstances surrounding the 2015 
sinking of the American cargo ship El Faro in the Bermuda Triangle during hurricane 
Joaquin, and the loss of all 33 men and women aboard.  Brian Young, the National Safety 
Board’s lead investigator, is interviewed after listening to the ship’s voyage data recorder.  
Also interviewed are: Eric Stolzenberg, NSB investigator and Jim Ritter, NTSB lab 
analyst. Also included are comments from relatives of four of the lost crew members: 
Laurie Bobillot, mother of second mate Danielle Randolph; Claudia Schultz, widow of 
chief mate Steve Schultz; Tina Riehm, widow of third mate Jeremie Riehm; Frank 
Pusatere, father of chief engineer Richard Pusatere. (See also: “Lost In The Bermuda 
Triangle”, OAD: 01/03/16)  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Patricia Shevlin, Miles Doran)

“Saving the Lions” - a report on the successful efforts of animal rights advocates Jan 
Creamer and Tim Phillips, founders of Animal Defenders International, to rescue lions 
and other wild animals from cruel treatment in circuses, and place them in a retirement 
sanctuary in South Africa. Includes interviews with Jan Creamer and Tim Phillips, 
founders of Animal Defenders International. (C: Bill Whitaker - P: Robert G. Anderson, 
Aaron Weisz)

Update: “Passports For Sale” (OAD: 01/01/17)

03/12/17 “Poisoned” - an interview/profile of Russian opposition activist Vladimir Kara-Murza, 
who has been brought to the brink of death twice by a mysterious toxin.  He claims he 
was poisoned for speaking out against the policies of Russian President Vladimir Putin.  
He is just one of several Kremlin critics who have been the victims of unresolved 
shootings, questionable suicides and poisonings.  Also includes interviews with: Bill 
Browder, American investor in Russia and now a Putin adversary; Mikhail 
Khodorkovsky, Putin critic; Yevgenia Kara-Murza, wife of Vladimir Kara-Murza. (C: 
Lesley Stahl - P: Shachar Bar-On, E. Alexandra Poolos)

“Prisoner 760" - an interview/profile of Mohamedou Slahi, a former detainee at 
Guantanamo Bay prison for nearly 14 years.  He wrote a book (“Guantanamo Diary”) 
detailing his experience at Guantanamo, including his experience with the now-outlawed 
“enhanced interrogation program.”  The book was published while he was still in the 
prison.  In this interview, Slahi outlines the chain of circumstances that eventually led to 
his arrest and placement in Guantanamo.  Also interviewed (and intentionally 
unidentified) is one of Slahi’s former guards at the prison. (Includes footage from 
“Charlie Did It”, OAD: 10/30/88) (C: Holly Williams - P: Keith Sharman, Erin Horan) 
DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT



03/19/17 “You’re Fired” - a report on how loopholes in the H-1B visa program -- a program 
originally intended to give American companies access to the best tech talent in the world 
-- are allowing firms to fire American workers and replace them with cheaper foreign 
workers.  Includes interviews with: former Rep. Bruce Morrison, author of the 1990 visa 
bill; Sara Blackwell, a Florida attorney representing hundreds of displaced U.S. workers; 
Mukesh Aghi, president, U.S.-India Business Council. Also includes an interview with 
displaced worker Robert Harrison, a senior telecom engineer at the University of 
California San Francisco Medical Center; and comments from other displaced workers, 
including Kurt Ho, senior systems administrator at the UC Medical Center; Craig 
Diangelo, formerly of Northeast Utilities / Eversource; Leo Pererro, formerly of Disney; 
Dawn Collins; and Jay Palmer. Also includes comments by “Rajesh” (an assumed name), 
a worker at a major Wall Street Bank on an H-1B visa. (See also: “Out Of India”, OAD: 
01/11/04)  (C: Bill Whitaker - P: Ira Rosen, Sam Hornblower)

“Fighting Famine” - a report on the efforts of the United Nations’ World Food 
Programme (WFP) to aid the victims of civil war and famine in South Sudan with 
airdrops of food.  Includes interviews with: Dr. Meroni Abraham, physician at a South 
Sudanese clinic; John Prendergast, Africa specialist, leader of The Enough Project; Peter 
McKay, WFP; Owen Davies and Brian Langdon, WFP; Shaun Hughes, WFP. (See also: 
“It Didn’t Have To Happen”, OAD: 05/19/91) (C: Scott Pelley - P: Nicole Young)

“New Kid on the Street” - a report on the introduction of a new Muppet character on the 
television series “Sesame Street”: Julia, who has autism.  Includes interviews with: 
Christine Ferraro, writer for “Sesame Street”; Joan Ganz Cooney, creator of “Sesame 
Street”; Rollie Krewson, Muppet character designer; Stacey Gordon, puppeteer for Julia.  
(C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shari Finkelstein)

The Mail - selected viewer comments about the segment “Prisoner 760" (OAD: 
03/12/17)



60 MINUTES (continued)

03/26/17 “Attack in Garland” - an investigation into the 2015 terrorist attack in Garland, Texas 
by two homegrown jihadists, Elton Simpson and Nadir Soofi, the first such attack 
claimed by ISIS on U.S. soil.  Includes interviews with: Bruce Joiner, Garland, Texas 
security guard: Usama Shami, president, Islamic Community Center, Phoenix, Arizona; 
Seamus Hughes, deputy director, George Washington University’s “Program on 
Extremism”; Dan Maynard, attorney for Abdul Malik Abdul Kareem, a friend of Elton 
Simpson and Nadir Soofi. (C: Anderson Cooper - P: Graham Messick, Steve McCarthy)

“Fake News”- a report on the creation and dissemination of fraudulent news items and 
their proliferation on social media sites such as Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. 
Includes interviews with: James Alefantis, owner of a Washington, D.C. pizzeria; 
Michael Cernovich, a Southern California lawyer and writer of the “Danger and Play” 
website; Jim Vidmar, computer consultant; Jestin Coler, owner of the fake news sites 
“National Report” and “Denver Guardian”; Phil Howard, leader of the Internet Institute 
at the University of Oxford; Jeff Green, CEO, Trade Desk, an internet advertising firm. 
(C: Scott Pelley - P: Michael Radutzky, Guy Campanile, Andrew Bast)

“Chess Country” - a report about the positive impact of a chess program introduced to 
school children in rural Franklin County, Mississippi. Includes an interview with Dr. Jeff 
Bulington, chess teacher; and comments by students Braden Ferrell, Donovan Moore, 
Benson Schexnaydre, Parker Wilkinson, Rebekah Griffin, Austen Johnson; and 
comments by Bobby Poole, a part-time preacher and full-time assistant chess coach; and 
parents Mitch Ham and Jennifer Rutland. (C: Sharyn Alfonsi - P: Draggan Mihailovich, 
Laura Dodd)

Update: “Poisoned” (OAD: 03/12/17)

48 HOURS

03/04/17 PREEMPTION

03/11/17 48 HOURS: LIVE TO TELL: “Afraid of the Dark” - Jennifer Schuett was just 8 years 
old in 1990 when she was yanked through her bedroom window by an unknown man – 
and then strangled, slashed and left for dead in a field off a gravel road in Dickinson, 
Texas. She didn’t die – and the kidnapper couldn’t silence her. This is story of Schuett’s 
will to live, her unwavering focus on pushing police to find her kidnapper, and how 
through the trauma she found a purpose in life by advocating for other crime victims. 
Schuett was alone in her bedroom, when she woke up in the arms of a man carrying her 
outside of the apartment building where she lived with her mom. He said he was an 
undercover police officer and that they would meet up with her mother. Both were lies. 
He took her to the field, tried to strangle her, and raped her and slashed her throat before 
driving away. When she came to, she couldn’t scream, couldn’t lift her head or even 



move. She was found by children playing in the field. Her assailant didn’t count on 
Schuett living, let alone having an acute ability to recall critical details of the man. While 
in the hospital, Schuett, struggling with a fear of men and police because of the attack, 
began writing notes describing her kidnapper. His name was Dennis. She was also able to 
give a forensic sketch artist a detailed description of him. Despite the details, years went 
by with no suspects or closure. The case was passed between detectives, and each time it 
felt like she was starting over. Then, 18 years after the attack, Schuett got a call from 
Detective Tim Cromie from the Dickinson Police Department. He was now on her case. 
Cromie vowed to do everything he could until the end of his career to get the answers she 
so longed to find. Cromie partnered with FBI Special Agent Richard Rennison to work 
on the case. In September 2017, utilizing DNA technology that was not available before, 
Rennison got a call: the kidnapper’s identity had been established. His name is Dennis 
Earl Bradford. On-screen text graphic: Jennifer has become a fierce advocate for other 
crime victims. Interviewed: Jennifer Schuett; Ralph Garcia (former detective); Dr. Cheryl 
L. Strunk; Sharon McBride (pediatric nurse); Lois Gibson (forensic artist), Tim Cromie 
(Dickinson Police Department); Richard Rennison (FBI Special Agent).  (C: Michelle 
Miller - P: Stephen A. McCain, Marcelena Spencer)



48 HOURS (continued)

03/18/17 48 HOURS: “Death on Valentine’s Day” – a retitled and updated rebroadcast of “What 
Did the Children See?” (OAD: 02/20/16), focusing on Curtis Lovelace, a former Quincy, 
Illinois prosecutor on trial for the second time, for the February 14, 2006 murder of his 
wife, Corey Lovelace. The main question in this case is the cause of Cory Lovelace’s 
death -- alcohol abuse or murder. Lovelace was an All-American high school athlete who 
went on to become a prosecutor who seemed to have everything including a successful 
career and a loving family. On Valentine’s Day 2006, Lovelace returned home after 
dropping his children off at school to find his wife dead. After an investigation, the cause 
of death was never determined and the case was closed. Eight years later, in 2014, a 
Quincy detective reopened the case. This investigation determined the cause of death as 
suffocation. Lovelace was arrested and charged with murder. The case hinged on two 
things – science and the testimony of the Lovelace children. The first trial resulted in a 
hung jury and a mistrial was declared. Lovelace has remarried twice since he wife’s 
death. At the time of the second trial, the family was and still is deeply divided: daughter 
Lyndsey Lovelace has not spoken to her family since Lovelace’s arrest and is moving on 
with her life. His first ex-wife Erika Gomez was a witness at the second trial.  Following 
the second trial, more than ten years after his wife’s death, Curtis Lovelace walked out a 
free man after being found not guilty. Original on-screen text graphic: Lovelace’s new 
trial date is scheduled for May 31st. Curtis Lovelace’s bail was set at five million dollars. 
He remains in jail. On-screen text graphic for the 03/18/17 Rebroadcast: Christine 
Lovelace adopted Curtis’ three sons. Lyndsay was already 18 years old. Christine and 
Curtis are undecided if they will return to live in Quincy. Interviewed: Bob Goush 
(journalist); Marty Didriksen (Cory Lovelace’s mother); Steve Belko, Beth Dobrzynski 
(Cory Lovelace’s friends); Lyndsay Lovelace (daughter); Cole Miller (EMT); James 
Keller (Deputy Coroner); Adam Gibson (Quincy detective); Dr. Jane Turner (Asst. 
Medical Examiner, St. Louis); Curtis Lovelace; Christine Lovelace (wife). (C: Maureen 
Maher – P: Alec Sirken, Marc B. Goldbaum, Paul LaRosa, Chris Young Ritzen, James 
Stolz, Aimee DeSimone; Producers for the 03/18/17 Rebroadcast: Alec Sirken, Josh 
Gelman, Chris O’Connell) (OAD: 02/20/16 as 48 HOURS: “What Did the Children 
See?”)

03/25/17 48 HOURS: “What Happened in Apartment 1601?” (9:00 – 10:00p) - a report on the 
2013 death of Mark Waugh, a 23-year-old man murdered in an apartment in Silver 
Spring, Maryland after a night of bar-hopping with two friends. Since neither of them 
could remember what had happened, police employed an unusual method of 
interrogation. Waugh was stabbed to death in the apartment where his friends Rahul 
Gupta and his girlfriend Taylor Gould lived. Both Gupta and Gould were bloody and 
drunk, according to police, and were immediately interrogated, with Gupta apparently 
confessing to the crime, saying he had caught Mark and Taylor together. Then after the 
alcohol wore off, everything changed, with both insisting they had no idea what had 
happened. Gupta and Waugh were longtime friends, with successful jobs. Police 
struggled to understand what had happened. Police initially believed Taylor Gould’s 
version of events, but took the unusual step of putting Gupta and Gould together alone, 



and monitored their conversations. Gupta kept trying to blame Gould, yet police still 
believed Gould’s version of events. Further investigation revealed Gupta had a temper 
and smoked marijuana. Investigation also discovered information from a phone call 
between father and son after Gupta was arrested in which he told his father what had 
happened. Gupta was arrested and charged with murder. At trial, Gupta’s defense was to 
point the finger at Taylor Gould. She herself was not much help on the stand; but she 
never blamed Gupta; she just stated she did not kill Mark Waugh.  The jury found Gupta 
guilty. Though Taylor Gould is legally not guilty, Detective Paula Hamill believes she 
may have played some role in what happened that night, and that she may have possibly 
been involved in a relationship with Waugh behind Gupta’s back.  Original on-screen text 
graphic: Rahul Gupta is appealing his conviction. On-screen text graphic for the 
03/25/17 Rebroadcast: Just yesterday, Rahul Gupta's latest appeal was denied. Nancy 
and William Waugh have filed a wrongful death suit against Rahul Gupta.  Interviewed: 
Officer Dean Skiba and Detective Paula Hamill (Montgomery County, Maryland Police); 
Phil Armstrong and Jennifer Page (Gupta’s defense attorneys); Jason Peters (childhood 
friend of Mark Waugh); Sherene Gupta Rapoport (sister of Rahul Gupta); Dan Morse 
(Washington Post reporter); Timothy Hagan and Patrick Mays (Prosecutors). (C: Richard 
Schlesinger - P: Josh Yager, Dena Goldstein) (OAD: 04/02/16)



48 HOURS (continued)

03/25/17 48 HOURS: “The Alternate Suspects” (10:00-11:00p) – a followup to “Playing By the 
Rules” (OAD: 03/12/16), itself a follow-up to “The Guessing Game” (OAD: 12/06/08), 
featuring an interview with David Mark Temple, a former football star turned coach who 
was convicted in 2007 for the 1999 murder of his pregnant wife Belinda, who was shot 
dead in their Katy, Texas home. He spent nine years in prison, vowing he was innocent. 
In December 2016, he was released from prison after the Texas Court of Criminal 
Appeals found he didn’t get a fair trial. Temple talks about his life, evidence not admitted 
in his first trial that he believes can clear him, his family and the future. After years of 
delays and little evidence, Temple was eventually convicted in 2007, in a trial that pitted 
two the biggest names in the legal world: renowned defense attorney Dick DeGuerin and 
prosecutor Kelly Siegler. Five years later, a new witness came forward. An investigation 
led Temple’s new attorneys to allege that the prosecutor, Siegler, had withheld crucial 
evidence from the defense. In July 2015, a hearing was held to determine if Temple had 
received a fair trial. The judge ruled in Temple’s favor. The case was then in the hands of 
a higher court. In December 2016, after nine years in prison, Temple was released. Kim 
Ogg, the new DA in Harris County has promised to personally review the case and decide 
whether to drop the charges, or prosecute David Temple all over again. Belinda’s family 
still maintains that Temple is responsible. On-screen text graphic: Stanley Schneider is 
now handling David Temple’s case alone. Belinda Temple’s family has asked for a 
special prosecutor to be assigned before a decision about a retrial for David is reached. 
Interviewed:  David Mark Temple; Steve Clappart (Harris D.A. office investigator); Dean 
Holtke (Crime Scene Technician); Casie Gotro and Stanley Schneider (Temple’s new 
attorneys); Kelly Siegler (Prosecutor); Dick DeGuerin (original defense attorney). (See 
also: 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “The Guessing Game”, OAD: 12/06/08; 1st Rebroadcast: 
02/20/10; and 48 HOURS: “Playing by the Rules?”, OAD: 03/12/16 - a followup to “The 
Guessing Game”) (C: Richard Schlesinger – P: Gail Abbott Zimmerman, Sarah Prior)

NON-BROADCASTING ENHANCEMENT

Mark Larson, Meteorologist



Member AMS local chapter
Risen Savior Lutheran Church Praise Team member

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Confirmation Guide

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Middle School Sunday School teacher

Volunteer food server Falcon Fellowship, Christ Lutheran Church

Volunteer carpool driver for the blind/visually impaired

Wichita Heights High School Booster Club concessions stand volunteer server/worker

Love Wichita Volunteer and coordinator 

Merril Teller, Chief Meteorologist
Kansas Children’s Miracle Network, Advisory Committee
AYSO Volunteer Referee
Member AMS/NWA local chapter
Member Us Too Prostate Cancer Awareness Group

Jeff Gibson, Engineer
C.E.R.T.
R.A.C.E.S. Emergency Operations Management volunteer

Amy J. Wintz, Account Executive
HCC communications strategic planning board member

Morgan PTO

Morgan Head room mother

Big Brothers and Sisters Reno county volunteer

HCC Leadership Program Mentor Board Member

Delta Zeta Alumni Chapter President

Casey Lowmiller, Photographer

American Red Cross Member

Dominic Gauna, Creative Service Director

USD 259’s Digital Production Advisory Committee

Kansas Hispanic Education and Development Foundation, Board of Directors

American Red Cross, Board of Directors/Vice Chair

John Salem, Account Executive

Ballet Wichita – Board of Directors (ex oficio)



Higher Ground (Tiyospay, Inc.) – Board of Directors (ex oficio)

SER – Board of Directors

Tallgrass Film Festival – Programmer/Screener

Fraternal Order of Oddfellows – Lodge Member

Miracles, Inc., Wichita – Volunteer/Santa Claus

Wichita Jazz Festival – Member/Supporter

Friends University Jazz Festival – Volunteer/Supporter

Ross Janssen, Meteorologist

National AMS Broadcast Board Chairman

AMS/NWA Wichita Chapter Treasurer

HOA President

Volunteer at Kechi United Methodist Church

Robert Marin, Executive Producer
Volunteer organist – Meridian Ave. Baptist Church, Wichita, KS
Volunteer pianist – Lakepoint Nursing Home, Wichita, KS

Bailey Jacobs

Central Community Church, Praise and Worship Team

Public Engagements
KWCH, KBSD, KBSH, KBSL, and KSCW serves the community by attending various special events 
where our employees emcee, educate, entertain and motivate throughout the year.  Our employees have 
made special appearances to the following organizations.

DATE ORGANIZATION EVENT ATTENDAN
CE

EMPLOYEE

January 2017
1/13 Jackson Elementary Career Day 40 Scott Evans



School
1/24 PRSA Meeting 26 Michael 

Schwanke
1/12 Isley Elem. USD259 – 

3rd grade
WX talk 130 Mark Larson

1/19 Battle of the Books 
USD 259 

Emcee 259 cable ??? Mark Larson

 
If you need more lines, place cursor in the last column of the last line and hit tab.

DATE ORGANIZATION EVENT ATTENDAN
CE

EMPLOYEE

February 2017
2/6 Wichita Public Schools All-City Band Concert 300 Sarah Fletcher
2/7 Wichita Public Schools All-City Orchestra 

Concert
300 Scott Evans

2/21 Wichita Public Schools All-City Choir Concert 1500 Mark Larson
2/10 Earhardt Elem. USD 

259 - 4th grade
WX talk 120 Mark Larson

2/14 Cloud Elem. 2nd grade 
USD 259

WX talk 125 Mark Larson

2/28 Sedgwick County 
Senior Center

Severe Weather Safety 20 Mark Larson

If you need more lines, place cursor in the last column of the last line and hit tab.

DATE ORGANIZATION EVENT ATTENDAN
CE

EMPLOYEE

March 2017
3/15 Heartspring Care Walk Kick-Off 150 Scott Evans
3/25 Run 2 Believe Run 2 Believe 350 Rachel Skytta
3/7 Mueller Elem. 2nd grade 

USD 259
WX talk 135 Mark Larson

3/14 Cottonwood Elem. 
USD 305 Salina 2nd 
grade

WX talk 140 Mark Larson

3/28 Derby Scout Pack 247 Weather Safety talk 25 Mark Larson
If you need more lines, place cursor in the last column of the last line and hit tab.


